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Overview of Luminosity, Energy, Polarization Proposals
One distinct advantage of the Linear Collider is the well-defined initial state in the
collision process. Realizing this advantage, however, requires adequate measurements of
the beam properties at the interaction point (IP). These measurements present some new
challenges in beam instrumentation, and the proposals described here address these
challenges. An ALCPG Working Group[1] has been formed with the charge of ensuring
that the beam instrumentation is optimized for the LC physics goals. This group has
produced a white paper describing the measurement goals for luminosity, luminosity
spectrum, energy, and polarization.[2] The white paper describes a strategy for realizing
these goals using both beam-based instrumentation and analyses of physics processes at
the IP.
A Letter of Intent was recently put forward to the SLAC PAC to start a beam
instrumentation test facility in End Station A (ESA).[3] The beams available in ESA (as
used by the E158 collaboration) have characteristics very similar to that expected at an Xband linear collider. With a 10% χ0 radiator, a disrupted beam with an energy spectrum
and angular dispersion comparable to that expected after the LC IP can also be created.
Direct tests of energy spectrometry, polarimetery, and pair monitors (with a solenoid
around the target) are envisioned. This idea has received support from the lab, and it is
expected that beam time will be available to test many of the devices proposed in this
section.
Luminosity
Precision extraction of cross sections depends on accurate knowledge of the luminosity.
For many measurements, such as those based on threshold scans, one needs to know not
only the energy-integrated luminosity, but also the luminosity as a function of energy,
dL/dE.
Low-angle Bhabha scattering detected by dedicated calorimeters can provide the
necessary precision for the integrated luminosity. Options include secondary emission
(A) and fast gas Cerenkov (B) calorimetry in the polar angle region from 40-120 mrad.
Acollinearity and energy measurements of Bhabha, e+e− → e+e−(γ) , events in the polar
angle region from 120-400 mrad can be used to extract dL/dE and are under study.
Additional input from measurements of the beam energy spread and beam parameters
that control the beamstrahlung spectrum will improve this determination of dL/dE.
Techniques include measuring the angular distributions of e+e− pairs (C) in the polar
angle region from 5-40 mrad, and measuring the polarization of visible beamstrahlung in
the polar angle region from 1-2 mrad (D).
All the proposed detectors may also be used for real time luminosity monitoring and
tuning. The locations of some of these detectors in the forward region of an NLC
Detector are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Forward Region of the (proposed) NLC Silicon Detector
Energy
Beam energy measurements with an accuracy of (100-200) parts per million are needed
for the determination of particle masses, including mtop and mHiggs. Energy measurements
both upstream and downstream of the collision point are foreseen by two different
techniques to provide redundancy and reliability of the results. Upstream, a beam
position monitor-based spectrometer is envisioned to measure the deflection of the beam
through a dipole field. Downstream of the IP, an SLC-style spectrometer is planned to
detect stripes of synchrotron radiation (SR) produced as the beam passes through a string
of dipole magnets. The downstream SR spectrometer also has the capability to measure
the beam energy spread and the energy distribution of the disrupted (from beam-beam
effects) beams.
Polarimetry
Precise measurements of parity-violating asymmetries in the Standard Model require
polarization measurements with a precision of 0.5% or better. High statistics Giga-Z
running motivates polarimetry at the 0.1% level. The primary polarimeter measurement
is envisioned to be a Compton polarimeter located in the extraction line. For evaluation
of systematic errors, it is desirable to compare results from measurements of
backscattered electrons and photons, and also to compare results from single and multiCompton counting. Quartz detectors will be investigated for both scattered photons and
electrons and a study of expected backgrounds will be carried out. Most of the LC
physics program requires longitudinal polarization for the colliding beams, but if both
19

electron and positron beams are polarized the physics reach can be improved with
additional measurements using transverse polarization asymmetries. One can infer the
transverse polarization from knowledge of the spin rotator settings, measurements of the
spin transport matrix and measuring how close the longitudinal polarization component is
to 0. Direct transverse polarization measurements will also be investigated.
References
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Project Overview
The forward angle calorimeter for the ILC will have large counting rates and be exposed to large
radiation doses, of the order 1.0 Grad/yr. The forward detector region is described in Ref [1].
The luminosity detectors are needed for a) Pair-LuMon region from 6-36 mrad for luminosity
tuning. (Electron and positron are low energy ~1 GeV) and b) Instrumented mask region from
36-117 mrad for determining absolute luminosity from Bhabhas (high energy). This concept is
discussed in Ref [2].
We will explore the PPAC (low pressure Parallel Plate Avalanche Detector) for this region.
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Project Description
The extreme operational conditions of the ILC will require innovative detector technology.
PPACs (Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters) have been in use for a quarter of a century [3,4] as
detectors for low and intermediate energy heavy ions, but they have seen little use in high-energy
physics.
A PPAC is a simple device, two conducting plates with a suitable gas between them. A voltage
is applied between the plates so that the device operates as a proportional counter. Each electron
ejected from a gas molecule by a passing charged particle develops an avalanche. The avalanche
occurs because an electron gains enough energy between collisions to ionize another gas
molecule. The avalanche process can provide current gains of 104 to 105.
PPACs are often given position resolution by having one of the electrodes be a set of wires or a
set of conductive strips evaporated on a suitable insulating substrate. For use with heavy ions,
the electrodes are made extremely thin so that the particles to be measured can get into the
detector without losing a significant amount of energy. For use in calorimeters it is better to
have two heavy, grounded plates to withstand atmospheric pressure with a single, thin plate at
high voltage between them, test the performance of the detector we will construct a double
PPAC as shown schematically in Fig. 2. Signals are taken from the two plates that are at high
voltage. A comparison of the two signals provides a measurement of the energy and time
resolution of the PPAC.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Single (double chamber) PPAC and (b) Double PPAC with two output signals.
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The PPAC can be made of a metal that is identical or similar to the metal used as the absorber in
the calorimeter. This way each PPAC affects the shower development in the calorimeter only by
the introduction of 4 mm of essentially empty space.
For low energy applications the PPAC is usually used in a vacuum with the thinnest possible
windows to minimize the energy lost by heavy ions. This necessitates the use of low gas
pressures, such as 5 torr isobutane [5]. At these pressures a minimum ionizing particle can often
get through the gas without making even a single electron-ion pair. For high-energy applications
the PPAC will be in air and so is most conveniently operated at atmospheric pressure.
PPACs are often given position resolution by having one of the electrodes be a set of wires or a
set of conductive strips evaporated on a suitable insulating substrate.
Atmospheric pressure PPACs should be excellent detectors for measuring the ionization in a
sampling calorimeter. In a sampling calorimeter, a shower is produced in a heavy-metal
absorber that has particle detectors strategically located throughout the material to measure the
shower particles. A single minimum ionizing particle will make about a dozen electron-ion pairs
in passing through 0.5 mm of R134a gas, and the cross section of a TeV shower contains
hundreds of charged particles.
The PPAC can be made of a metal that is identical or similar to the metal used as the absorber in
the calorimeter. This way each PPAC affects the shower development in the calorimeter only by
the introduction of 0.5 mm of essentially empty space.
It can be useful to combine PPACs with other detectors. Quartz fibers are often used in sampling
calorimeters because they can withstand all but the highest levels of radiation. With hadrons,
Čerenkov light is produced in the quartz by the relativistic electrons resulting from neutral pions
that are produced in the shower [6]. This provides information about the shower that is different
from the measure of the number of low energy electrons that are measured by a PPAC.
Sampling the shower with alternating layers of quartz fibers and PPACs can provide information
not available using either type of detector alone. An event-by-event comparison of the two
signals can distinguish, for example, between a single particle and a jet of many particles but
with a similar amount of visible energy.
The energy and time resolution can be measured by have two PPACs in series with the same
particles going through both of them. This is best done by using high-energy particles from as
accelerator such as the 120 GeV protons available at the Fermilab test beam.
At Iowa we have studied a number of gasses and gas mixtures in a simple PPAC with 0.5 mm
plate spacing and a small enough diameter so that the RC time constant of the system does not
add additional time to the duration of the signal. The best gas we have found so far is R134a.
With this gas we find electron signals of width 1.0 ns and ion times of 1800 ns using a 137Cs
gamma-ray source.
R134a gas has the additional advantage that under extended use it does not leave deposits on the
plates or damage them (if they are gold plated). In resistive plate chambers (RPCs, essentially
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PPACs with plates that are highly resistive) better signals are obtained with the addition of small
amounts of isobutene and SF6 to the R134a. The mixture that is often used with RPCs does not
work as well as pure R134a for PPACs.
Proposed Research
Design and construct double PPACs. This will involve machine shop costs and some
engineering time. Provision must be made to insulate the two plates, which may require voltages
up to 5000 V. Connections must be made to supply gas to the region s between the plates. The
signal must be separated from the high voltage and put into standard coax cable. Considerable
ingenuity and experimentation will be required to avoid serious reflections with such fast signals.
Develop electronics for measuring the extremely short times, measured in ps. This will require
some costs for the time of a professional electronics engineer.
E. Norbeck has had considerable experience with low-pressure gas detectors, mostly at NSCL
and Saclay. See, for example his paper "Heavy Gases, Iso-Octane and C3F8 in Charged Particle
Detectors" [5]. Y. Onel is the group leader for the CMS group at Iowa which has designed the
CMS-HF quartz fiber calorimeter for the Large Hadron Collider at CERN [6].
Broader Impact
The Iowa QuarkNet and other programs that bring high school teachers and their students into
the U of I laboratory allows these people to experience the excitement of frontier scientific
research. For the US to retain a lead in science and technology it is essential that talented young
people become motivated to make a career in physics and related fields.
A major part of the program at the ILC is the study of Higgs and SUSY particles, the
SUperSYmmetric analogs of the currently known elementary particles. SUSY particles are
expected to decay to the lightest SUSY particle, which would be stable and a candidate for the
“dark matter” that astronomers claim accounts for most of the mass of the universe.
A massive computer grid is being established to allow individual researchers access to the huge
amount of data that will become available when the ILC turns on. In preparation, the UI is
developing grid-computing infrastructure. As a result of these developments a number of faculty
in other fields are now using grid computing. This process will be accelerated when real ILC
data becomes available.
The study of known, or expected, particle physics phenomena at a much higher energy is good
science and will provide a valuable increase our understanding of nature, but there is also the
possibility of something totally new. Much of what makes us comfortable today is the result of
physics discoveries that were not even conceivable at the time of Isaac Newton.
Results of Prior Research
As a result of previous work, we received a $5K award from the University of Oregon.
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Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources
Resources available for use on this project include the University of Iowa High Energy Physics
Labs, the UI Machine Shop, Fermi National Lab and test beam facilities, Argonne National Lab,
and CERN test beam.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
Tasks to be accomplished:
A. Three proposed tests using the double PPAC:
1. Test of PPAC at the Advanced Photon Source using 80 ps pulses of 7 GeV electrons to create
electromagnetic showers:
Electromagnetic showers will be generated by allowing the halo of the beam to strike the edge of
the beam pipe. The number of electrons contributing to the shower can be varied by small
changes in the beam-line magnets. Since all of the electrons in the bunch are essentially
simultaneous, the shower will appear in the detector as if it were caused by a particle of
arbitrarily high energy. This device functions as two PPACs in series so that the same shower
goes through both detectors. Because the PPAC signal from the shower is generated by
hundreds of simultaneous but independent ionization events, we expect the energy resolution to
be limited primarily by the statistics of the generation of ionizing electrons in the shower.
2. Test of PPAC at Fermilab test beam facility with 100 GeV protons and pions:
This test will provide an energy calibration and measure the performance of the detector at the
low end of its energy range. It will also test our prediction that the Texas tower effect is not a
problem with low-pressure PPACs.
3. Test of PPAC at CERN-CMS test beam facility between 20 and 300 GeV with protons and
pions:
This test, using the double PPAC, will provide more detailed information about the performance
of the detector and will sample the infrastructure at CERN.
B. Search for a gas to use in a PPAC that will not be subject to aging problems:
A PPAC can be constructed of materials that are extremely resistant to radiation, i.e. metals and
ceramics, but under extreme radiation conditions isobutane can polymerize to form non-volatile
materials. These can be removed by cleaning the detector, but it would be better if they were not
formed in the first place. There are several candidate gas mixtures. We are confident that we
can find one that, if it does not cure the problem entirely, will at least be better than isobutane.
We have made a PPAC with a collimated alpha source inside. With this device the signal size
and time resolution will be measured for a range of candidate gases.
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Test performance of a PPAC with different gasses and gas mixtures to find one that is better than
pure R134a. This will require the purchase of chemicals and additional gas handling hardware.
C. Simulations using Geant4:
We will do simulations to determine the material for the walls of the detector that will result in
the best signal. Several of our graduate students will be learning how to use the Geant4
simulation program.
Conduct computer simulations using the Geant 4 program. This will require a considerable
amount of CPU time and memory. We will do simulations to determine the material for the walls
of the detector that will result in the best signal. Several of our graduate students are learning
how to use the Geant4 simulation program.
Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007
Following is the timeline for the three proposed tests.
Detector simulation

FY07

Construction of the PPAC at Iowa Machine Shop and basic tests

FY07

A. 1. Test of PPAC at the Advanced Photon Source

FY07

A. 2. Test of PPAC at Fermilab test beam facility

FY07-FY09

A. 3. Test of PPAC at CERN-CMS test beam facility

FY07

B. Search for a gas to use in a PPAC

FY07

C. Simulations using Geant4

FY07

Data analysis

FY07-FY09
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Postdoctoral Research Assoc.
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Fringe Benefits
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0
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0
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Budget justification: University of Iowa
Following is the budget justification/detailed budget for the University of Iowa, including fringe
and indirect cost rates.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
(Y. Onel)
BUDGET JUSTIFICATION / DETAILED BUDGET

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3
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0.00
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0.00
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$0

$0
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1
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1
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2,000
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6,000
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0
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0
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0
0
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0
2,727
3,056
438
6,221

1,800
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1,200
1,900
500
3,600
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500
3,600

4,200
6,650
1,750
12,600

6,000
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11,802

1,510
0
1,510

0
0
0
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5,802
13,312

Undergraduate Research Assistant
hours/year:
200
rate/hour:
10
Total Salaries
STAFF BENEFITS
Faculty
Postdoc
Grad Res Asst
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Total Staff Benefits

27.0%
16.7%
16.7%
7.3%

200
10

200
10

28.0%
18.0%
18.0%
7.3%

28.3%
19.0%
19.0%
7.3%

TRAVEL (Domestic)
Travel to Oregon for scientific collaboration
Trips
3
2
Persons
1
1
Days
5
5
Airfare
600
600
Hotel&PerDiem
190
190
Car Rental
50
50
Total Travel

2
1
5
600
190
50

/trip
/day
/day

MATERIALS
Detector/Raddam testing/operations
Engineering Supplies
Total Materials
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Year 1
OTHER DIRECT COSTS
Tuition
graduates
1
cost/grad
2,975
Total Other Direct Costs

Year 2

Year 3

1
3,750

Year 1

1
4,500

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

Year 2
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Total

992
992

1,250
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1,018
1,018

3,260
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39,887

22,480

12,115
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$50,000

$28,000

$15,000

$93,000

FACILITIES & ADMINISTRATIVE (F&A) COSTS
Off-campus rate, 26%, applied to Modified Total
Direct Cost (MTDC)
Total Direct Costs
Less Exclusions:
Tuition
MTDC by year

39,887
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992
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1,250
21,230

1,018
11,097

F&A rate
F&A cost

26.0%

26.0%

26.0%

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
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STATUS REPORT
Extraction Line Energy Spectrometer
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding
Eric Torrence (associate professor), University of Oregon
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Mike Woods, Ray Arnold, SLAC
Project Leader
Eric Torrence
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Project Overview
A measurement of the absolute collision energy with a relative precision approaching 10−4 is a
critical component of the linear collider physics program. Measurements of the top quark and
Higgs boson masses to 50 MeV can only be performed if this level of precision is achieved.
The ongoing project described here will carry out the conceptual design of a downstream
beam energy spectrometer capable of this level of precision, initial beam tests to validate this
design, and simulation studies to show how this beam energy measurement can be combined
with other available information to determine the luminosity-weighted collision energy.
The downstream spectrometer design is based on the WISRD spectrometer which provided a
continuous absolute energy scale measurement with a precision of 2 × 10−4 during the eight
years of SLC operation at SLAC.[1] In the WISRD scheme, shown in Figure 1, two horizontal
dipole magnets produce stripes of synchrotron radiation that are detected at a downstream
wire array. The separation between these stripes, provided by the bending of a third vertical
dipole magnet, is then inversely proportional to the beam energy.
In the current RDR design for the ILC, we have inserted a 4-magnet chicane in the extraction
line and use additional wiggler magnets to produce the signal synchrotron stripes. The
detector plane would be constructed from a quartz fiber array which would detect Cherenkov
radiation from secondary electrons produced by the incident synchrotron radiation. The
advantages of quartz fibers over wires include simple readout with multi-anode PMTs, reduced
RF pickup from the beam passage, and a natural energy threshold at 200 keV from the
Cherenkov threshold in quartz.
In addition to the design and optics layout in the extraction line for the ILC spectrometer,
beam tests of the detection of O(1 MeV) photons via secondary electron Cherenkov radiation
in quartz fibers are starting at SLAC End Station A (ESA). A prototype detector saw first
beam in 2006, and installation of a magnetic chicane plus wiggler will hopefully be completed
in time for the ESA run in summer 2007.
1
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Figure 1: The SLC WISRD energy spectrometer
This work is being proposed as a single component of a broader coordinated effort to provide the beam instrumentation necessary for the LC physics program. The downstream
spectrometer is seen as a complimentary effort to the upstream BPM-based spectrometer
which is being pursued by other groups. In addition, the critical question of how to stitch
together the various beam-based measurements and physics reference reactions to determine
the luminosity-weighted collision energy at the interaction point must also be answered. Coordination of a world-wide effort to demonstrate an answer this question, as well as involvement
with the Machine-Detector Interface activities of the GDE, is also funded by this project.
Status Report
This project has been funded since FY03 by DOE with University LC R&D funds. In that
time, the Oregon group has constructed a prototype quartz fiber detector with eight 100
micron fibers and eight 600 micron fibers on a 1 mm pitch, read out using a Hamamatsu
R6568 (16 channel) multi-anode PMT. Figure 2 shows the R6568 with the 16 fibers from the
prototype detector coupled in from the right. This detector was installed in Fall 2005 in the
bend line leading the ESA as shown in Figure 3. During the ESA testbeam run in Spring
2006, this device demonstrated that it was observing a Cherenkov signal on all fibers, as was
reported at the Vancouver Linear Collider Workshop in July 2006 [2].
The primary motivation of this initial beam test is to measure directly the yield of Cherenkov
photons in order to validate the Monte Carlo models needed to design the ILC extractionline spectrometer. A secondary motivation is to test the detector design concept and look
for other unexpected sources of background in the detector. Possible examples include stray
beam particles, scintillation, or RF pickup. The installation of the prototype detector in
the ESA bend line was a “phase zero” configuration of the approved ESA beam test (SLAC
T-475) [3].
This installation was an opportunistic source of hard synchrotron radiation to get some beam
2
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Figure 2: The PMT used to read out the prototype Quartz fiber detector is shown.

Figure 3: The prototype Quartz fiber detector installed at SLAC. Synchrotron radiation from the
ESA bend magnets exits from the port shown at the right. The PMT box is installed below the
beam line in a shielded box.
3
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exposure before the full chicane and wiggler system were available in the ESA around the start
of FY07. This location was locked down and inaccessible during BaBar operations, and as a
result it was essentially impossible to make any changes to the hardware to test systematic
effects. As a result, while it appears certain that signals are being seen above background in
this detector, our understanding of these signals is still quite limited.
The complete chicane and wiggler layout shown in Figure 4 which is designed for both T-475
and the BPM-based spectrometer tests [4] (SLAC T-474) are currently being installed in the
ESA at SLAC. For the ESA run in Spring 2007, the wiggler will probably not be present. A
second-generation SPEAR wiggler, shown in Figure 5, has been secured for use, but resources
to rotate and install this device to give a vertical stripe will not be available until later in
2007.
T474 BPM Spectrometer and T475 Synch Light Spectrometer Plan View
(July 26, 2006 version 1.17 not to scale)
(Dimensions from id23592801.v9)

10D45 bends operated for 5 mm offset in BPM6 with SPEAR Wiggler 2
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Figure 4: Layout of end station A for 2007 including a four-dipole chicane and a vertically-mounted
wiggler. The T-474 BPMs and the T-475 quartz detector are shown.
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Figure 5: Drawing of a second-generation SPEAR wiggler acquired for use in SLAC ESA for T-475.
Simulation of the expected flux of synchrotron radiation in both the ESA bend line and the
final chicane location has been performed using the GEANT4-based BDSIM package, as well
as a GEANT3-based program used in background simulations. The expected photon flux on
the prototype detector for the 2007 ESA run are shown in Figure 6. From this simulation
work, we expect the SPEAR wiggler to provide even more rate at nominal magnet currents
than was seen with the device installed upstream in the bend line, which means that we can
likely get good data on detector response as a function of photon critical energy by reducing
the wiggler excitation current.
In addition, work is ongoing using the extraction line optics decks produced at SLAC for the
ILC beam delivery design to asses the ILC spectrometer performance and provide feedback to
the optics design. An Oregon undergraduate (Matt Sternberg) has studied the performance
using different wiggler lengths and dipole configurations, and has resulted in some changes
in the RDR extraction line design to both reduce costs and increase the spectrometer performance. Examples of the geometry used and distributions expected at the detector plane are
shown in Figures 7 and 8.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
The project goals for FY07 are to put as much instrumentation into the ESA at SLAC and
exploit the available beam time there to the fullest. Due to conflicts with the construction
and ultimate operations of the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), it is unclear whether
the ESA facility will be available for any beam tests after 2008. As a result, there is a
real sense of urgency to get the spectrometer tests (T-474 and T-475) commissioned in 2007
and allow one round of refinements for the possibly final run in 2008. Much of the project
activities described here go beyond what had been originally planned for this stage of the
project due to this very likely hard deadline on the ESA testbeam program, and much of the
work “scheduled” for FY07 is already underway now.
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Figure 6: Simulated photon flux for the 2007 ESA installation of T-475. Photon distribution is
shown at the detector plane (in millimeters) and includes the soft radiation from the chicane dipoles
as a horizontal band, and the hard wiggler radiation as a vertical stripe.

Figure 7: The simulated geometry of the 14 mRad extraction line used in BDSIM.
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Figure 8: Simulated photon distribution at the detector plane in the 14 mRad extraction. Here,
the wiggler photons make a horizontal stripe on top of the vertical band of synchrotron radiation
from the energy and polarimeter chicane bends.
Currently at Oregon, construction of a beampipe section for the ESA with an exit window
and mounting scheme for the first generation detector has begun. Beyond the original design,
we are now adding a linear stage with remote motor control to allow the detector to be quickly
scanned across the signal synchrotron stripe without an access to ESA. Further, the mount is
being designed to allow the angle of the fibers with respect to the incident photon flux to be
adjusted, which is an important parameter for the simulation of the Cherenkov photon yield.
Additional instrumentation is also being planned to allow faster understanding of the results
of the prototype detector. This includes a scintillating screen imaged on a commercial CCD
camera installed just behind the fiber detector. Similar devices have been used successfully to
give real-time information on the shape and variation of synchrotron radiation at SLAC and
elsewhere. The availability of immediate information about the beam profile will undoubtedly
save time when commissioning and understanding the ESA chicane and wiggler. Currently,
there is no money to put together this system, although if it appears as though this will
become available in FY07, we will try to purchase and install this equipment by summer
2007.
Finally, plans to construct a second prototype detector with 64 thin (100 micron) fibers on
200 micron pitch are being accelerated. This device would be read out with a 64-channel
multianode PMT (Hamamatsu R7600) by a front-end card to perform the analog to digital
conversion. Mechanical design of this detector and the readout electronics are currently
underway at Oregon. The plan is to have this second prototype ready for the second 2007
ESA run in summer. Again, the funds to complete this were only scheduled to become
7
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available in FY07, although as much of this work as possible is being done now to try to get
something which could be tested with beam by the summer.
Additional project goals for FY07 are to continue the ILC extraction line design studies, particularly in relation to firming up the specification of the extraction line dipoles, collimation,
and masking scheme to allow both energy spectrometry as well as polarization measurement
to be performed downstream.
A complete beam simulation based on Geant4 for the ILC extraction line is currently under
development at Oregon with significant help from other people working on beamline simulations. The basic G4 simulation of the existing optics decks has been completed, and now
increasing levels of detail of the spectrometer detectors and the complicated extraction line
geometry needs to be added to refine the simulation. Obtaining G4 descriptions of all of
the necessary components, particularly full field maps of the various magnetic components
including the detector solenoid is a significant amount of work, and we will steadily work
towards this goal in collaboration with MDI activities of the GDE. This simulation will be
the primary tool for refining the spectrometer design and leading the the specifications for
the extraction line spectrometer technical design.
One critical part of this simulation is a validation of the Cherenkov signal rate observed in
the quartz fibers. Since the efficiency of converting O(1 MeV) synchrotron radiation into
Compton electrons then observing the Cherenkov radiation in 100 micron fibers is very small,
a data-derived calibration of this yield is essential. Investigating other sources of background
in a dirty accelerator environment is also important, as these could easily swamp the signal if
they are larger than expected. By the end of FY07, it is expected to have a detailed simulation
of the ESA prototype detector which has been validated with the T-475 ESA data.
FY2008 Project Activities and Deliverables
The specific project activities for FY08 are somewhat unclear at this point, as they depend
upon many factors, not the least of which is the future of the ESA program in the LCLS era.
One of the key future milestones for this project is to make beam energy measurements in
ESA which can be validated against the T-474 BPM-based measurement. The second, larger
prototype detector is a critical part of this exercise, and depending upon the results obtained
in FY07, some amount of redesign may be necessary for a final run in 2008.
One critical missing component of the ESA program is a full-time postdoc-level staff to
oversee the planning, installation, and data analysis of the T-474 and T-475 data in 2007
and 2008. For this reason, Oregon and Notre Dame have jointly filed a supplemental grant
request to fund a postdoc for two years who could take a leading role in pushing both of these
spectrometer test programs. Currently, we have no word on the fate of this supplemental
grant request, but in order to get the most out of the ESA program over the next two years,
we feel strongly that having a full-time staff concentrating on these issues would be most
beneficial.
Further work to refine the ILC extraction line technical design will also be needed into FY08
and likely beyond. A full description of the optics, magnetic elements, and detectors will
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be needed for the ILC TDR, and we intend to pursue this activity vigorously over the next
several years.
Budget justification:
We are requesting support for one undergraduate student and half of a graduate student to
continue the design work which has been ongoing at the University of Oregon, as well as test
beam activities at SLAC. The other half of the graduate student will either be supported by
the University of Oregon physics department as a teaching assistant, or will be funded out of
our main DOE grant. Starting in FY08 we expect to fund a full-time graduate student (which
might actually be two half-time students) to do detailed design work for the ILC TDR.
Travel funds are requested to allow Torrence to more fully participate in the ILC MachineDetector Interface activities which are being held on the machine side. These funds ($2500 per
year) would allow Torrence to attend one additional meeting in Europe or Asia per year, and
have good continuing contact with the GDE planning and activities. In FY06, this funding
was used to allow Torrence to attend the Vancouver workshop, where among other things he
organized a session on ESA testbeam results, and gave a plenary talk on MDI activities [6].
In addition, $800 of travel funds are requested to allow an Oregon student to participate in
a one-week test beam run at SLAC.
Equipment money of $2.5k per year is requested to support the test beam operation at SLAC.
This includes a beampipe section and mechanical mounting hardware for the T-475 detector
downstream of the ESA chicane ($1.5k) and a linear motor system for precise linear positioning
of the detector during test beam operations ($1k) for FY07. In addition, there is a one-time
request of $2k to build the scintillator-camera synchrotron radiation monitor, and $6k to
complete a second prototype detector at the start of FY07. This includes a spare 64-channel
R7600 PMT ($2.5k), completion of the readout electronics ($2k), design and machining of the
detector housing ($1k), and a simple fiber cutting/polishing station ($500). Some of this work
has already started, funded by reallocation of other equipment money in the FY06 budget.
Two-year budget, in then-year K$
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Item
Graduate Student
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Foreign Travel
Other direct costs (Tuition)
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct and indirect costs

FY2007
14.532
6.0
20.532
2.792
23.324
10.5
0.8
2.5
5.269
42.393
9.066
51.459

FY2008
25.248
6.0
31.248
5.587
36.835
2.5
0.8
2.5
11.065
53.700
10.499
64.199

Total
39.780
12.0
51.780
8.379
60.159
13.0
1.6
5.0
16.334
96.093
19.565
115.658
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Project Overview
This proposal seeks to demonstrate that a BPM-based Energy Spectrometer can be built
which is both compatible with the ILC accelerator and can meet the energy measurement
requirements driven by the ILC physics program.
Much of the physics of the future e+ e− Linear Collider will depend on a precise measurement of the center-of-mass energy (ECM ), the differential dependence of luminosity on energy
(dL/dE), and the relationship between these two quantities and the energy of a single beam
(Ebeam ). Studies estimating the precision of future measurements of the top mass[1] and the
higgs mass[2] indicate that a measurement of the absolute beam energy scale of 50 MeV for
a 250 GeV beam (δEbeam /Ebeam ∼ 1 − 2 × 10−4 ) will be necessary to avoid dominating the
statistical and systematic errors on these masses. If precision electroweak measurements become necessary, the requirements on the beam energy measurement are even more stringent.
Studies of a scan of the W W pair production threshold[3] have shown that an experimental
error of 6 MeV may be possible, implying a needed precision of δEbeam /Ebeam ∼ 3 × 10−5 (and
likely an alteration in accelerator parameters to control dL/dE). Provisions must be made in
1
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the overall accelerator design to provide adequate beamline space for the devices which will
provide these energy measurements. Moving accelerator components well after construction
in order to provide additional space for energy measurement instrumentation is likely to be
both extremely disruptive and extremely expensive. We are in a situation, however, where no
direct energy measurement technique except resonant depolarization (RDP)[4] has provided
an energy determination of sufficient precision. Since RDP will not work in a single-pass
collider, spectrometer techniques must be developed which meet the specifications demanded
by physics measurements.
Previous experimental requirements on precision energy measurements at electron-based accelerators have led to the development of several techniques. At Jefferson Lab, wire scanners,
etc.[5] have been used to provide a precision of δEbeam /Ebeam ∼ 1 × 10−4 at beam energies of
about 4 GeV. At higher energies, dedicated magnetic spectrometers have been constructed.
At the SLC, the WISRD (Wire Imaging Synchrotron Radiation Detector)[6] was used to measure the distance between two synchrotron stripes created by vertical bend magnets which
surrounded a precisely-measured dipole that provided a horizontal bend proportional to the
beam energy (∼ 45 GeV). This device reached a precision of δEbeam /Ebeam ∼ 2 × 10−4 , where
the limiting systematic errors were due to the relative alignment between the three dipole
magnets and background issues associated with measuring the precise centroids of the synchrotron stripes. At LEP2, a magnetic spectrometer was incorporated into the LEP ring[7].
A precise map of the magnetic field at a series of excitations allowed a comparison of the
nearly-constant bend angle across a range of LEP beam energies[8]. Since a precise calibration using RDP at the Z 0 pole was possible, the spectrometer provided a relative energy
measurement between this lower point and and physics energies (∼ 100 GeV). In this case,
standard LEP Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) fitted with custom electronics were used to
provide the angle measurement. This spectrometer has provided an energy determination at
LEP2 energies of δEbeam /Ebeam ∼ 2 × 10−4 , where the dominant errors have come from the
stability of the BPM electronics.
As can be seen from the above results, ILC physics may require between a factor of 5 and 10
more precise energy determination than has been achieved with existing techniques. In order
to achieve this performance, we need to develop a prototype support and position-monitoring
system for the “magnetic spectrometer” option for Energy measurement, and, coupled with
RF-BPM development at LBL and SLAC, a prototype BPM-based energy spectrometer which
can demonstrate the required accuracy and stability in an electron beam test. The end goal
of the proposal is the design of a magnetic-spectrometer-based Energy Measurement system
for the ILC which can reach the desired precision. The “magnetic spectrometer” option is
chosen as the focus primarily because it may be the only technique capable of achieving this
goal in a position upstream of the Interaction Region, where manipulation of the beam phase
space is very restricted.
The need for tests of this nature is becoming critical as the Global Design Effort progresses,
since it directly impacts the design of the ILC Beam Delivery System. The allowed emittance
growth in the chicane is a primary design parameter and requires design iteration with the
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optics experts. The constraints provided by the available space and the limits on modifications
of the beam parameters drive the stability and resolution requirements of the spectrometer
components. However, if tests show that these tolerances are not feasible, the accelerator
insertion will need to be redesigned. An additional urgency has been injected into this program
from the concern that the SLAC End Station A facility will be unavailable for test beam work
after FY08 due to LCLS running.
Test beam results and plans for the near future are discussed below.

Figure 1: A schematic outline of an accelerator dipole chicane which could accommodate a
BPM-based magnetic spectrometer at a future linear collider. The yellow rectangles denote
possible BPM locations.
Energy Spectrometer Overview
As summarized in Figure 1, a magnetic spectrometer at the LC will consist of a chicane
of dipoles which deflect the beam for an energy measurement and return it to the lattice.
In order to make an absolute, stand-alone energy measurement, the main dipoles will need
to be turned “off”, in the situation shown at the center of Figure 1. Once the central
BPM or BPMs measure a straight line, the dipoles can be re-energized, and the deflection
relative to the initial straight line can be measured, determining the energy. Cycling the
magnets between negative and positive polarities (“dithering”), cancels several systematic
errors, especially that due to residual magnetic fields for the “straight line” measurement.
Comparisons between the straight-line and “dithered” measurements will also be necessary
to determine some systematic errors. To avoid hysteresis effects during operation, it is most
likely that these dipoles should be super-conducting rather than typical iron dipoles. The
BPMs external to the chicane are necessary to measure the incoming position and angle of
the beam.
3
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In order to make the energy measurement, the BPM response/gain/calibration must be stable
over the time it takes to move the BPM or BPMs between the extrema of their excursions; the
position of each of the BPMs relative to the inertial straight line must be known with sufficient
accuracy and stability; and the BPMs must be able to be moved repeatedly and accurately
over length scales of order 1cm with a precision of tens of nanometers. This proposal seeks
to demonstrate the feasibility of each of these conditions in the context of deriving an overall
design for a BPM-based spectrometer that is consistent with the ILC Beam Delivery lattice.
BPM Resolution and Stability
For the chicane pictured above, the resolution of the spectrometer is determined by the
precision with which one can measure the central deflection of 5 mm. For δE beam /Ebeam ∼
1 × 10−4 , the total error on the BPM position measurement must be bounded by 0.5µm.
Several aspects of the accelerator conspire to push the performance significantly below this
value, however. Betatron position jitter of (0.25 − 0.5) × σx will lead to lateral movements of
order 50 microns during a bunch train; the contribution from betatron angle jitter is smaller,
but still amounts to a few microns. Corrections for these effects will need to be made on
a pulse-by-pulse basis using the BPMs external to the chicane. Extrapolation to the center
position will be limited by the uncertainties in several factors, dominated by the precision
with which the magnetic fields in the bends are known. Also, it is expected that many of early
pulses in the ILC train will contribute less to the luminosity because of the time required for
the various feedback loops in the machine to correct the drifts that have occurred between
trains. Therefore it is desireable to obtain an energy measurement over a subset of the
train, necessitating higher ultimate BPM resolution. Finally, information gleaned on energy
and position variation on a pulse-by-pulse basis, if this is possible, may prove an invaluable
diagnostic tool for accelerator tuning. Based on the above issues, we are aiming for a total
resolution that is significantly smaller than the upper bound of 0.5µm. Since cavity BPMs
at ATF have demonstrated a pulse-by-pulse resolution of 17 nm[9], a total mechanical and
electrical resolution of order 100 nm should be achievable. The extent to which we fall short
of this goal determines the level of averaging that will be necessary to obtain the desired
accuracy on the energy measurement.1
Prototyping the (mechanical) stability of a BPM-based Energy Spectrometer breaks down
into several projects:
• development of “local” monitoring capability that can survey the electrical and mechanical stability of a BPM pair or triplet located at a given position
• design, fabrication, and testing of mechanical support structures and BPM movers to
ascertain their short- and long-term stability using the local monitoring equipment.
• establishment of a reference “straight line” optical or mechanical system to serve as the
1
The complementary studies of BPM performance and susceptibility to various beam parameters (tails, current
variation, accelerator backgrounds, etc.), and BPM calibration and stability are an integral part of the End Station
A spectrometer tests but are funded by a separate proposal led by Yury Kolomensky. Only mechanical, magnetic
field, and integration issues are discussed here.
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Figure 2: Drawing of the FY07 installation of a four dipole chicane and the wiggler for the
combined spectrometer test. Installation will be finished winter 2006.
reference line for the energy measurement; demonstration of its stability, sensitivity to
motion, and transverse measurement accuracy
• linking multiple BPM stations using the straight line reference to monitor the stability
of the beam-based measurements
• addition of a dipole chicane to prototype the full spectrometer system and provide a test
of the full energy resolution
Status Report
Substantial progress has been made on this project, driven by the urgency of the technology
demonstration and the need to interface with other R&D efforts, such as the nano-BPM test
program at ATF[10]. All of the proposed FY06 project deliverables have been achieved.
SLAC End Station A Test Beam Facility
An extensive test beam program began in 2006 at SLAC’s End Station A[12], currently
comprising four experiments. Several more are expected to join in the coming year. Two
of these experiments, T-474[11] based on this proposal, and T-475, are intended to provide
for a complete test of a BPM-based spectrometer and sychrotron-based spectrometer system,
respectively, in a multi-year series of short experiments. I am co-PI of T-474. This is a
global effort, with essentially all interested parties world-wide involved in various aspects
of the design, construction, and analysis. This is the only dedicated energy spectrometer
installation, and, as such, provides a unique opportunity to debug and commission these
devices. It also represents a substantial effort and investment by SLAC in this program.
SLAC has provided infrastructure, mechanical design, and logistical support for all of the
experiments.
The initial program includes electronic stability tests of cavity BPMs that were moved from
the front end of the SLAC linac, looking at single and multi-bunch resolution issues with the
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BPMs

Interferometers

Figure 3: Photograph of the interferometer installation in End Station A, completed July
2006. Each of the three interferometer heads on the aluminum table (left) illuminates a retroreflector mounted on each of the three copper BPM blocks on the right of the photograph.
The image on the right shows the CAD drawing of the installation, including a schematic
drawing of the laser paths.
expected ILC bunch spacing. Preliminary measurements were conducted in Summer 2005
of the mechanical stability of the beamline area using seismometers, and of the remnant
magnetic fields using fluxgates. These data showed no pressing concerns for the use of the
End Station for our experiments beyond what was expected given the human activity at the
site. The steel spectrometer rails in the End Station do have a significant remnant field, but
this should not impact the proposed tests using refurbished SPEAR electromagnets.
FY07 and FY08 will see the measurement of the mechanical and electrical stability and their
impact on the ultimate energy resolution of the spectrometer, and a test of the entire energy
measurement system.
For the spectrometer effort, SLAC is currently refurbishing four SPEAR dipoles that will be
used to construct a chicane for beam energy measurements, an integral part of the tests needed
to demonstrate the technical performance of the spectrometer systems. This installation is
shown in Figure 2. T-474 has been re-designated as T-491 for the dipole chicane test.
Magnetic Measurements
As discussed above, a primary goal of the End Station A program is to demonstrate the full
performance of the spectrometer techniques. In winter 2006, a four-dipole chicane and wiggler
will be installed in order to allow the interoperability of the two spectrometer tests in the
context of an actual energy measurement. Magnetic measurements of single Spear dipole are
currently underway in the End Station beamline. Magnetic instrumentation (NMR and Hall
probes) is being integrated into the DAQ system so that we will have continuous monitoring
of the fields during the spectrometer tests.
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Position Stability Monitoring

position (nm)

position (nm)

The development of “local” position monitoring capability is now complete. In July 2006,
a three-head Zygo interferometer system was installed in the End Station A beamline to
monitor the mechanical position of three BPMs installed on a single girder. As shown in
Figure 3, a retro-reflector mounted on each of the BPMs acts as a target for the individual
interferometers. The optical signals are combined and transported via an optical fiber to
a VME-based ZMI-4004 board, where analysis of the modulation and phase shift of the
heterodyne interferometer signal provides λ/2048 spatial resolution (∼ 0.3 nm per count) at
velocities up to 5 m/s.
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Figure 4: Positions of the BPM blocks relative to the interferometer table recorded at 1 ms
intervals for the first (left plots) and second (right plots) BPMs on the girder, along with the
FFT of each of the spectra. Significant energy at 60 Hz is present in the first BPM, whereas
the second BPM is mechanically decoupled and oscillates at a lower frequency, but with much
larger amplitude.
The first data on the stability of the BPMs on the girder yielded images of large transverse
oscillations of the BPMs relative to the interferometer table. Figure 4 shows the position of
the upstream and central BPMs recorded at 1 ms intervals, as well as the FFT spectrum. For
the central pickup, oscillations large compared with the measured resolution (∼ 0.5 µm) can
easily be seen. This is due to the cooling water circuit for an upstream protection collimator,
which is currently under study for possible remediation, and the pliant design of the support.
So, as an initial study, the mechanical structure supporting these high-resolution BPMs fails
the criteria for a stable support and will need to be redesigned for future tests with these
7
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Figure 5: Residual means (left) and residuals (right) extrapolating the horizontal beam position from the surrounding BPMs to the center BPM (top plots) and the first outer BPM
(bottom plots). While the mean of the residual is very similar, the resolution for the outer
BPM is much better due to the smaller girder vibration. The width of the gaussian is 1.5 µm
for the central BPM and 1 µm for the outer BPM.
pickups.
Figure 5 shows the difference in measured BPM resolution for the central pickup compared
to the upstream outer pickup. Here, the residual is computed using the beam trajectory
extrapolated from BPMs elsewhere in the beamline compared with the position measured
by the BPM in question. Due to the vibration, the resolution is 50% worse on the central
pickup. Analysis is underway using the interferometer data to remove the vibration and
measure the intrinsic BPM resolution. The stability of the residuals, as shown in the left
hand plot, has already achieved better than 100 nm over a 30 minute period. Better intrinsic
resolution, however, is required to meet the Spectrometer goals. We expect that the BPMs
being designed by UCL that are specifically optimized for the spectrometer to do much better
in this regard. These should be installed in FY07.
Although the analysis that will correlate the interferometer measurements with the BPM
data is still ongoing, the operation of the interferometer during the test beam running can be
8
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called an uqualified success. The radiation shielding of the laser allowed flawless operation
for the duration of the run, and the interferometer readout was successfully integrated into
the End Station A data acquisition system and was synchronized with the BPM data. The
interferometer system was able to diagnose severe vibration issues with the BPM mounting
girder that will be addressed, both locally for the next run and in the design of the BPM
supports for the mid-chicane location.
Long term tests show slow but large (> 2µm) relative motion of the BPMs and interferometer
table that are directly correlated with the ambient temperature. These slow variations will
easily be removed by the relative calibration procedure under which the spectrometer will
operate, but observing their magnitude gives a preview of the types of motion that will need
to be addressed in the final design.
The Straightness Monitor
Figure 6 shows a preliminary design that has been developed during FY06 for the so-called
“straightness monitor”. Since the design goal is merely to measure the relative lateral shifts
between the BPM stations, absolute “straightness” is less important than achieving adequate
position resolution in the plane transverse to the beam direction. This configuration was
designed using the SimulGeo[14] metrology simulation package developed for the CMS experiment. The basic unit of the spectrometer metrology system is two interferometer heads
coupled to a stable “girder” such that their relative positions are known very precisely. This
can be fabricated from some low-expansion-coefficient material such as Invar. A separation
of 50 cm yields transverse resolutions below 100 nm if the accuracy on the relative changes
in the arm length is kept at the 10 nm level, even for arms more than 20 m long. Final
installation of this system requires a vacuum enclosure to protect the individual arms from
ambient fluctuations and the addition of at least 4 more interferometers for an initial test on
a single BPM station. A significant amount of mechanical design work will also be necessary.

Figure 6: A schematic drawing of a prototype “straightness monitor” used to measure the
relative lateral shifts of two BPM stations, where the interal monitoring of the BPMs will
take place. Each unit of this installation would be two interferometer heads mounted such
that their relative position would be known to great precision. The shifts in relative path
lengths is used to determine the lateral shift in the position of the BPM station. Three pairs
of interferometers would be used to monitor two BPM stations.
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Figure 7: A drawing of a prototype reference interferometer designed for stabilizing and
monitoring the performance of the LiCas alignment system. Something similar is needed
for the “reference girders” that are part of the proposed Straightness Monitor. This will be
designed and constructed during FY06/FY07.
One of the primary goals for the FY06/FY07 program will be the design and construction
of a single “reference” interferometer structure. This will serve as the first reference “girder”
for the straightness monitor installation. We expect to produce something comparable to
the one designed for LiCas[13] and shown in Figure 7 and are collaborating with Oxford on
this issue. Designed as an Invar cage, the retroreflector mounts are carefully constructued to
cancel the thermal expansion of the optical components. This will allow us to characterize
the absolute stability of the laser system (which is spec’ed at ∆λ/λ < 10−8 over 24 hours)
and give us insights on how to mount and stabilize such a system in the accelerator enclosure.
A critical issue is how one either monitors or controls an overall rotation in the reference
interferometer/girder in the final straightness monitor.
As suggested by the straightness monitor design, each of the reference girders contains two
or four interferometer heads for the external reference lines and one internal reference for
consistency monitoring. It is likely that these will need to be placed in vacuum jackets for
stability.
Pending the construction of the reference girder, which we intend to finish in time for summer
2007 running, the mid-chicane location and the upstream BPM platform will be “linked” by
placing a retroreflector on the upstream platform and forming a single arm interferometer
approximately 8 meters long. This configuration, which will be ready for the March 2007
run, is shown in Figure 8; see caption for details. This installation will allow a first look at
the issues related to stability and position measurement over long distances. For isolation, we
will use a PVC pipe to block air currents rather than a full vacuum system. A CAD model
of the dipole girder assembly (minus the light pipe) is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: A plan drawing of the proposed layout on the upstream Spear girder. The location
of the current interferometer table (left) and the new, mid-chicane location (right) are shown
in blue. The light pipe connecting the two tables is shown in green. The mid-chicane BPMs,
which will be monitored with the interferometer system, are shown in yellow. This installation
should be complete for the March 2007 running.

Figure 9: A shaded CAD drawing of the girder assembly pictured above, showing the girder,
two of the dipoles, the upstream and mid-chicane BPMs, and the two interferometer tables.
The light pipe will run between the two interferometer tables at approximately beam height,
allowing relative motion of the two tables to be measured.
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FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
FY2007 will see the installation of a four-dipole chicane in the End Station A line for a prototype energy measurement. As mentioned above, part of the interferometer installation will
be moved to the mid-chicane location and the first correlation between BPM stations will be
made using the additional interferometer components. The first prototypes of the straightness
monitor, including the first reference girder, will be installed. We will attempt to perform
a 10−4 energy measurement and correlate results with the synchrotron light spectrometer.
Studies of BPM calibration procedures and a first look at spectrometer operation procedures
will be made.
FY2008 Project Activities
Although it is not yet funded, we expect this program to continue in FY08 with an installation
of the full straightness monitor to allow a test of the full spectrometer system with complete
diagnostics. This should allow the first look at systematic errors that are inaccessible without
sufficient constraints on the measured BPM positions along the chicane. This will be the
most important step toward demonstrating the feasibility of the entire project. We expect
studies of systematic effects and operating procedures to dominate the activities.
One-year budget, in K$
Institution: University of Notre Dame
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct and indirect costs

FY2007
20
0
0
20
4
24
69.1
6
1.5
0
100.6
15.8
116.4

Budget justification: Travel funds sufficient for visiting SLAC and KEK are included.
This year will involve mechanical design and fabrication of the straightness monitor prototype
and the local position readback system. Costs for design (1/4 FTE) and fabrication are
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included. Manpower for mounting this effort will come from a technician with extra assitance
from SLAC.
The equipment purchases include that necessary to install a full interferometer-based position
monitoring system, excluding the protoype that will be constructed with the FY06 funds. This
includes an additional Zygo four-channel VME board at $16k each, an additional laser ($8500),
and the optical components for each reference interferometer assembly ($10k for assembly, $9k
for optics). Approximately $40k of this equipment was included in a supplemental proposal
submitted for time-critical projects during the summer of 2006. If this supplement is funded,
this equipment request will be revised accordingly. The equipment purchases are “frontloaded” so that we have the funds in hand to fabricate and install all necessary components
for the FY08 End Station running. This is necessary as we try to complete the prototypes
before the End Station A facility is shut down.
Fringe is assumed 20% on salary; the indirect cost rate at Notre Dame is 50%.
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Project Overview
A high (~80%) and precisely known electron beam polarization is considered as a key feature at
LC to detect and unambiguously interpret new physics signals [1]. Accurate measurements of
beam polarization will be needed. The goal for the precision polarimetry is 0.25% as explained
in [2]. Primary polarimeter is currently envisioned to be similar to SLD polarimeter, measuring
the asymmetry of Compton-scattered electrons near the kinematic edge using a threshold gas
Cherenkov counter. Our goal for this proposal is to investigate alternate polarimeter schemes.
i)
ii)

use of a quartz fiber calorimeter (or counter) for either the Compton-scattered
gammas or electrons
W-pair asymmetry using forward W-pairs; determining forward detector
requirements to do this.

Following the remarkable success of Compton backscattering polarimeters [3] at SLC and LEP,
this method is a prime choice also at LC [4].
Detection schemes
The performance of electron polarimeters in the challenging environment at LC will crucially
depend on the detection schemes for scattered electrons or photons. Quartz Fiber Calorimeters
[5] have been proposed for a number of applications in extreme experimental conditions of very
severe radiation levels both at hadron and lepton machines. Extensive studies have been carried
out for the design of large detectors and realistic beam tests on full scale prototypes [6] have
been performed recently. In particular, the Iowa group has been leading an effort aimed at
building a very forward QFC (HF) for the CMS experiment at LHC [7] since 1994. The available
information and know-how collected give evidence that such a type of detector would respond
ideally to the highest level of requirements for a LC polarimeter, as already demonstrated at SLC
[8]. QFC are radiation hard at the level of more than 2 Grad. The 0.2 MeV Cerenkov threshold
makes the detector insensitive to a large fraction of soft radiation. With high-Z absorber material
(for instance tungsten), the showers corresponding to high energy electrons or photons are
completely contained in a compact device. Their transverse size is so small to provide an
excellent position resolution and angle determination. The flexibility in the QF arrangement and
in the PM readout can be matched to the required granularity for space resolution and density for
energy resolution. The basic formalism for Compton polarimeter is given in Ref [9].
R&D Program
Our R&D study of a QFC designed for a LC polarimeter will largely benefit from our experience
on the QF technology and the calorimetry properties of such devices. We gained this experience
in the design and tests of the prototypes for the HF calorimeter of CMS. This extensive work
background means substantial savings of time, efforts and costs in case of a specific project for a
LC polarimeter detector. We have already begun our R&D effort with studies and simulations to
determine requirements for a QFC polarimeter and investigate its systematics [see attached
progress report]. We will compare single and multi-Compton operation, and compare electron
and gamma measurements. We intend to design and build a prototype QFC module of submillimetric granularity using multi-anode PMT (16 or 64 channels) for the QF readout. The
prototype will be tested over a broad energy range relevant for scattered electrons and backward
scattered photons.
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We propose to perform detailed simulation and engineering studies during the second year FY07,
to investigate the role of this calorimeter for the electron detection and electron energy resolution
and photon detection. We will also collect data to understand radiation damage properties of
quartz fibers with the 24 GeV proton beam at CERN and gammas/neutrons irradiations at ANL.
We will develop a method to extrapolate our previous measurements at LIL-CERN up to 20
Grad. And finally, we will develop a method to monitor the radiation damage of quartz fibers
online during data taking.
We hope to finalize the conceptual design of the polarimeter towards the end of the second year,
and during the third year, to start design-studies for W-pair asymmetry and we will complete
Compton polarimeter studies, hardware and beam test in the third year.
Conclusions
A QFC with optimized granularity and energy resolution for high energy EM Showers appears to
be an essential component of an electron beam polarimeter at LC. Its advantages are radiation
hardness, soft background rejection, good localization, and directional precision as well as
energy resolution. Our group has ample experience with this type of detector, as well as with the
use of multi-anode PMT [10]. Such accrued competence gives us complete confidence in our
ability to design, build and test a prototype in order to demonstrate its suitability for polarimetry
at LC in a timely and cost-effective fashion.
Relevant Experience
• Project leaders Y. Onel and A. Penzo have worked in the field of Experimental HEP Spin
Physics and polarization for many years. They invented the “Spin Splitter” concept to
polarize anti-matter in a storage ring with Robert Rossmanith. R. Rossmanith has also
developed and designed the LEP polarimeter.
• Y. Onel and A. Penzo were co-spokesmen for the proposal on Nucleon Spin Studies with
polarized proton and anti-proton beams at FNAL (E863). Onel/Penzo have edited two
books in the field of spin/polarization physics, namely Spin and Polarization Dynamic in
Nucleon and Particle Physics (World Scientific, 1990) and Trends in Collider Spin
Physics (World Scientific, 1997).
• Y. Onel and A. Penzo were also involved in the Ultrafast Readout with multi-anode PMT
development RD17 at CERN.
• Y. Onel and D. Winn have jointly proposed the quartz fiber calorimetry for the CMS
forward Calorimeter (HF) in January 1994 after prototyping the quartz fiber calorimetry
using SSC GEM closeout finds. There are now 6 U.S. and 9 international institutions (15
in total) in the CMS-HF group.
• The U.S. CMS HF group at Iowa was responsible for:
1- HF detector prototypes
a. Engineering design of prototypes and preproduction prototypes and manufacturing
the modules and components (in the machine shop at University of Iowa.)
b. Engineering design and manufacturing of the Readout box for the preproduction
modules (in the machine shop at University of Iowa.)
c. Engineering design and manufacturing of the optical system for the preproduction
modules.
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d. Engineering design of the HF calibration system (LASER and LED) and development
of source calibration systems for the preproduction modules.
e. Production and engineering design of the HCAL LED drivers (HB, HE, HO and HF)
and manufacture of prototypes in the electronic shop at the University of Iowa.
Selection and purchase of US quartz fibers in addition to the responsibilities of
procurement procedures, contracts, insurance, quality control at manufacturer (CMS IN
2002/028) and delivery schedules and final delivery.
Fiber radiation damage tests and studies at Iowa LIL/CERN facilities
Selection and purchase of Photomultiplier Tubes (PMT’s) in addition to the
responsibilities of procurement procedures, contracts, insurance, delivery schedules and
final delivery.
Construction of the CMS-HF IOWA PMT test station facility.
Test and quality control of the HF PMT’s and maintenance of a web-based database.
Design and construction of the HF light guides for the first two wedges (2 of 36) in the
University of Iowa machine shop. Procurement of the light guide material for the
remaining 34 wedges.
Design and construction of the source distribution mechanics, including source tubing
couplers and coupler pins in the (University of Iowa machine shop.)

Broader Impact
The Iowa QuarkNet and other programs that bring high school teachers and their students into
the U of I laboratory allows these people to experience the excitement of frontier scientific
research. For the US to retain a lead in science and technology it is essential that talented young
people become motivated to make a career in physics and related fields.
A major part of the physics program at the ILC will be to study Higgs and SUSY particles, the
SUperSYmmetric analogs of the currently known elementary particles. SUSY particles are
expected to decay to the lightest SUSY particle, which would be stable and a candidate for the
“dark matter” that astronomers claim accounts for most of the mass of the universe.
A massive computer grid is being established to allow individual researchers access to the huge
amount of data that will become available when the ILC turns on. In preparation, the U of I is
developing grid-computing infrastructure. As a result of these developments a number of U of I
faculty in other fields are now using grid computing. This process will be accelerated when real
ILC data becomes available.
The study of known, or expected, particle physics phenomena at a much higher energy is good
science and will provide a valuable increase our understanding of nature, but there is also the
possibility of something totally new. Much of what makes us comfortable today is the result of
physics discoveries that were not even conceivable at the time of Isaac Newton.
Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources
IOWA HEP Labs, IOWA HawkGrid, Physics machine shop, IOWA Hospitals radiation facility,
Fermi National lab, Fermilab test beam facility, Iowa radiation damage measurement facility at
CERN PS, CERN test beam facility SPS, Argonne National Lab - radiation facilities.
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FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables, and Beyond FY2007
We will concentrate on the Monte Carlo simulations in FY07. We will produce a
Report/Research Document showing the results and the details of our Monte Carlo simulations
for the specific geometries and configurations as shown in our proposal to design a Cherenkov
Calorimeter for ILC.
We will initially focus on the simulations/study necessary for developing the detector
requirements and estimating systematic errors. If we are successful in 07, we propose to
continue with our R&D by constructing a prototype in 08. We will be collaborating with the
group of Dr. M. Woods/SLAC and Eric Torrence/U. Oregon on this research.
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Total Project Budget, in K$
Institution:

University of Iowa
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct
and indirect costs

FY2007

FY2008

6.3

6.1

6.3
1.0

6.1
1.1

TOTAL
0
12.4
0
12.4
2.1

7.3

7.2

14.5

3.7

3.7

1.1
12.1
2.9

1.2
12.1
2.9

0
7.4
0
2.3
24.2
5.8

15.0

15.0

30.0

Available equipment: FERA ADC 160 channels, discriminators, DAQ equipment, 1 16-channel
H6568 PMTs, and calibration electronics and equipment to test QF Calorimeter (LED systems,
Laser systems, PIN diodes systems, and radioactive source calibration).
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THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
DETAILED BUDGET
University of Oregon (Continuation)
(Y. Onel)
Yr 2
SALARIES
Principal Investigator, Y. Onel
Professor, summer support
months/year:
0.00
rate/month:
10,500

Yr 3

Year 2

Year 3

Total

0.00
10,815

$0

$0

$0

Graduate Research Assistant, 50% time
graduates
1
1
months/year:
3.00
2.85
rate/month:
2,083
2,145
Total Salaries

6,249
6,249

6,113
6,113

12,362
12,362

STAFF BENEFITS
Faculty
Grad Res Asst
Total Staff Benefits

0
1,044
1,044

0
1,100
1,100

0
2,144
2,144

0

0

0

1,300
1,900
500
3,700

1,300
1,900
500
3,700

2,600
3,800
1,000
7,400

0

0

0

992
125
1,117

1,188
49
1,237

2,180
174
2,354

12,110

12,150

24,260

2,890

2,850

5,740

$15,000

$15,000

$30,000

27.0%
16.7%

28.0%
18.0%

EQUIPMENT
TRAVEL (Domestic)
Participation in scientific conference
Trips
2
Persons
1
Days
5
Airfare
650
Hotel&PerDiem
190
Car Rental
50
Total Travel

2
1
5
650
190
50

/trip
/day
/day

MATERIALS
Quartz Fiber, Copper Absorber, & PMT
OTHER DIRECT COSTS
Tuition
graduates
1
1
cost/grad
2,975
3,750
Telephone, postage and misc. supplies
Total Other Direct Costs
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

FACILITIES & ADMINISTRATIVE (F&A) COSTS
Off-campus rate, 26%, applied to Modified Total Direct Cost (MTDC)
Total Direct Costs
12,110
12,150
Less Exclusions:
Tuition
992
1,188
Equipment
0
0
Subs >25,000
0
0
MTDC by year
11,118
10,962
F&A rate
F&A cost

26.0%

26.0%

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
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GEANT4 Monte Carlo Simulation Studies for the Quartz-Fiber to be Used in
the ILC Compton Polarimeter
1

QF Calorimeters

QF (Quartz Fiber) Calorimeters are proposed to measure the beam polarimetry of photons in the
Compton Polarimeter at ILC. The QF detector will be an integral part of the Compton
Polarimeter at ILC and therefore is subject to several size and geometry considerations.
We consider two different QF designs: Tungsten-Quartz Fiber and Tungsten-Ribbon Quartz
Fiber. These designs are based on the Quartz Fiber Calorimeter technique of the Forward
Calorimeter (HF) of the CMS detector.
In the subsequent sections these will be explained in more detail.
1.1

Tungsten-Ribbon Quartz Fiber Calorimeter

The Tungsten-Quartz Fiber Calorimeter design is based on the forward calorimeter design of the
CMS detector. It is composed of Tungsten absorber embedded with quartz fibers. The diameter
of the quartz core of the fiber is chosen to be 600 microns. The fibers run parallel to the beam
direction. The fiber to fiber distance is 300 microns. Different fiber to fiber distance and the fiber
core diameter lead to different quartz-absorber packing fraction and hence to different response
of the detector.

(a) Cross sectional view.
(b) Angled view.
Figure 1: Tungsten-Quartz Fiber ZDC DESIGN1: Quartz Fibers run parallel to the beam
direction
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The calorimeter is divided into four Towers each being read-out separately. Each tower has a
cross sectional area of 6 cm x 6 cm. A schematic view of the detector is shown in Figures 1(a)
and 1(b).
A GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation setup of this design was completed. A custom Cerenkov
light generation algorithm was employed. The effects of the light attenuation in the quartz fiber
is also taken into account. The quantum efficiency characteristics of the photomultiplier tube
(PMT) as a function of photon wavelength and the light guides between the fiber bundles and the
PMTs are simulated too.
We plan to study and optimize the geometrical parameters as well as Absorber-Quartz packing
ratio. Some preliminary results of the simulation on the response to electrons were obtained. In
Figure 2(a) the response of this detector to 50 GeV electron beam is shown. Similarly in Figure
2(b), the 100 GeV electron beam response is shown. The response to electrons is linear. In
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) the response to pions are shown. The response of the detector to pions is
lower than to it is to electrons due to the nature of the hadronic and electromagnetic shower
development.

(a) 50 GeV electron beam.

(b) 100 GeV electron beam

Figure 2: The response of the Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN1).
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2.

Tungsten-Ribbon Quartz Fiber Calorimeter

The second design under consideration is also composed of Tungsten absorber and Quartz
Fibers. However in this case, ribbons of quartz fibers are formed and placed in between Tungsten
plates of thickness of 1 cm. There are 100 plates. Each plate has a cross sectional area of 9.6 cm
x 12.5 cm. The fiber radius is 0.4 mm with a 0.3 mm quartz core. The fibers run along the length
of the Tungsten plate, i.e., 12.5 cm. The tungsten plates and the ribbons are placed at an 45
degrees angle with respect to the beam direction as seen on Figure 4.
The GEANT4 simulation coding of this design had been completed. Some preliminary results of
this design on the response to 50 GeV and 100 GeV electrons are shown in Figures 5(a), 5(b),
6(a) and 6(b). Similarly the response of this design to proton beam are shown in Figures 7(a) and
7(b). In Figures 8(a) and 8(b) the response the calorimeter to 250 GeV protons and in Figures
9(a) and 9(b) are shown.

(a) 50 GeV pion beam.

(b) 100 GeV pion beam.

Figure 3: The response of the Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN1).
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Figure 4: Tungsten-Ribbon Quartz Fiber (DESIGN 2) Calorimeter geometry.

(a) The response to 50 GeV electron beam.

(b) Longitudinal energy deposition profile in
absorber for 50 GeV electron beam.

Figure 5: Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN2).
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(a) The response to 100 GeV electron beam.

(b) Longitudinal energy deposition profile in
absorber for 100 GeV electron beam.

Figure 6: Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN2).

(a) The response to 50 GeV proton beam.

(b) Longitudinal energy deposition profile in
absorber for 50 GeV proton beam.

Figure 7: Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN2).
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(a) The response to 250 GeV proton beam.

(b) Longitudinal energy deposition profile in
absorber for 250 GeV proton beam.

Figure 8: Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN2).

(a) The response to 50 GeV pion beam.

(b) Longitudinal energy deposition profile in
absorber for 50 GeV pion beam.

Figure 9: Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN2).
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The results shown are preliminary. Each run is composed of 500 beam particles. Higher statistics
is obviously needed as it is clear from the statistical fluctuations in the figures. Particularly in
order to study the shower containment and the leakage, obtaining a longitudinal shower profile
that is not suffering form the statistical fluctuations is essential.
2

Conclusion and Outlook

The current status of the Monte Carlo simulation studies for QF Calorimeter for ILC-Compton
polarimeter detector is presented. The results shown are preliminary as the debugging and the
optimization in the simulation code is still underway. Some quick conclusions though can be
drawn regarding the light yield of the two different Tungsten-Quartz Fiber. The ribbon design
has a higher response to the same energetic beam due to the the 45 degrees angle that the fiber
have.
We plan to further study the geometrical considerations, quartz fiber packing fractions, and those
effects on the response of the detector design, as well as the light guide system and coupling
schemes to the multianode PMTs.
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3.7: Compton polarimeter backgrounds
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STATUS REPORT
Compton polarimeter backgrounds
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding
William Oliver, Tufts University

Collaborators
Collaborating personnel who are working on the project, but are not requesting funding here,
are Ken Moffeit and Mike Woods of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center.

Project Leader
William Oliver
william.oliver@tufts.edu
617 627 5364

Project Overview
Beam polarization is an important feature of the International Linear Collider. The beams can
be polarized to enhance the expected Standard Model interactions, or can be polarized in the
opposite sense to suppress the SM background in the search for new physics processes.
The electron beam polarization is expected to be 80 – 90 % at the ILC; it is important to
measure the polarization accurately. We are designing a Compton polarimeter to achieve an
accuracy of 0.25 % in this measurement.
The ILC will have beams that are much more intense and more sharply focused than the
beams at the Stanford Linear Accelerator. As a result there will be a greater disruption of the
beams at the interaction point (IP) due to the collective action of the particles in one bunch on
the particles in the colliding bunch. In addition to the disruption of the primary beams, the
collective action generates two secondary gamma ray beams (beamstrahlung) that have
roughly 5% of the power of the colliding beams and are primarily at angles of less than 0.2
mrad to the beam axis. The disrupted beams and intense beamstrahlung can generate high
backgrounds, so it is necessary to carefully incorporate polarimeter design considerations into
the design of the extraction line optics. It is the central feature of our project that we calculate
these backgrounds to determine what design modifications are required for both the
extraction line optics and for the polarimeter detector.
The IP Beam Instrumentation Group has described [Status of Linear Collider Beam
Instrumentation Design, D. Cinabro, E. Torrence and M. Woods (2003),
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/lcd/ipbi/notes/white.pdf] current plans for beam
diagnostics in the beam extraction line. The extraction line features a chicane to separate the
primary beam from the beamstrahlung beam to facilitate beam diagnostic measurements,
including a precision Compton polarimeter. Following the chicane, the recombined primary
and beamstrahlung beams are directed to a common dump. The polarimeter laser beam
intercepts the primary beam in the middle of the chicane at the Compton interaction point
(CIP), roughly 100 meters downstream of the IP. At the CIP a 250 GeV/c electron beam has a
dispersion of 20 mm, consequently a laser beam of 200-micron diameter samples the electron
beam within a narrow momentum range of 1.0%.
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The electrons scattered from the laser beam proceed forward to pass through a magnetic
spectrometer formed by the downstream dipole magnets of the chicane. The laser-scattered
electrons emerging from the spectrometer are offset from the recombined charged particle
beam (and the beamstrahlung beam).
The laser beam is aimed to intercept the vast majority of the primary beam particles that pass
through the IP with little disruption. The depolarization suffered by such particles in the
collision is small, so the polarization measured downstream is a good indication of the beam
polarization upstream of the IP.
The polarimeter detector is a threshold (approximately 10 MeV for electrons) gas Cerenkov
counter segmented in the bend plane to provide rate measurements of the Compton-scattered
electrons in different momentum bins. The rate asymmetry (comparing rates for electron and
photon spins aligned versus anti-aligned) measured by the Cerenkov counter segment with
the greatest offset (detecting the backscattered electrons) from the beam axis provides the
greatest sensitivity to the beam polarization.
We propose to calculate the background expected in the segmented Cerenkov counter to
determine if the polarimeter design provides a signal-to-background ratio adequate to achieve
an accurate measurement of the beam polarization. We will calculate the effects of a variety
of processes to determine the particular sources that produce the most background in the
counter. The principal concerns to us are the effects of the severely disrupted primary beam
particles, and of the 500-kW beamstrahlung.
The disrupted primary beam includes electrons scattered at large angles or with large energy
loss. The transport of these particles through the beam extraction system is not accurately
portrayed by a matrix-element approach. We propose to track these highly scattered particles
through the system to calculate their effect on the Cerenkov counter. We expect the principal
effect will be due to electromagnetic showers produced in the beam pipe as the most
disrupted particles are not successfully transmitted to the region downstream of the Cerenkov
counter.
The beamstrahlung has spread considerably when it reaches the region of the Cerenkov
counter, but remains predominately within 2 cm of the beam axis. However the
beamstrahlung is so intense that the relatively low flux of gamma rays outside the core might
still be able to produce effects that seriously degrade the performance of the Cerenkov
counter. Since the counter is not in the beam vacuum system, there must be a thin window to
allow the Compton-scattered electrons to escape the vacuum. The frame for this window
must necessarily have a section close to the beam axis. The wide-angle beamstrahlung
gamma rays producing electromagnetic showers in this section might spray background
particles into the Cerenkov counter at a rate such that the signal from the Compton-scattered
electrons is significantly obscured. To guide the polarimeter design, it is important to
calculate the background produced by the beamstrahlung striking the frame.
In addition, we will calculate the background due to: 1) synchrotron radiation in the
extraction line dipoles and quadrupoles, 2) beam-gas interactions, 3) radiative Bhabha
interactions, and 4) pairs generated in the beam-beam interaction at the IP.
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Status Report
We began the project by downloading a GEANT3 model of the proposed beam extraction
line for the 20-mrad crossing region from the site of the IP Beam Instrumentation Working
Group at SLAC. After some development work, we were able to run the GEANT program
successfully at Tufts. In the commissioning process, we checked the code carefully and ran
numerous tests to verify that the program gives the expected results in simple situations. We
added models of the laser beam and the Cerenkov counter, and a model of the beam pipe
since it might be an important source of background in the Cerenkov counter.
Originally we supposed that we would use a different frequency laser for each of the primary
electron beam energies. However we have now turned to the possibility of using the same
laser frequency for all primary beam energies, with the currents in the chicane magnets
remaining the same. For each primary electron beam energy the position of the laser beam
must be adjusted to strike the electron beam at its different transverse positions in the middle
of the chicane. We have performed detailed calculations of the analyzing power of the
polarimeter when operated with this fixed-frequency, but adjustable-position, laser beam. We
found [as described in detail in High Energy Physics at Tufts University, Progress Report
2002-2005, DOE/ER/40702-25] that the Cerenkov counter can be designed with both a fixed
segment granularity and a fixed position in the lab, yet give nearly optimal analyzing power
for all beam energies in the 46 – 500 GeV range. It was remarkable and surprising to find that
the kinematics and dynamics of Compton scattering lead to this optimal performance
independent of the primary electron beam energy.
In 2006 we turned our attention to the extraction line required if the crossing angle of the
primary beams is 2 mrad. We downloaded the GEANT model (provided by the IP Beam
Instrumentation group) of the extraction line proposed for the 2-mrad crossing region. We
added models of the laser beam and Cerenkov counter, then performed calculations of the
signal of Compton scattered electrons expected in the Cerenkov counter.
The principal result of the calculation is that it is significantly more difficult to measure the
polarization for the 2-mrad region than for the 20-mrad region. In both regions the
polarimeter chicane bends the beam in the vertical plane, but for the 2-mrad region an
additional bend in the horizontal plane is required to steer the outgoing beam away from the
incoming beam. A particularly awkward feature of the separation of the two beams is a
quadrupole magnet in which the incoming beam passes through the good-field region at the
center of the quad, while the outgoing beam passes through the fringe-field region between
two of the magnet poles.
The effect of the horizontal bending is to produce a horizontal dispersion at the Compton
interaction point in addition to the vertical dispersion created by the polarimeter chicane. We
calculated that a 250 GeV electron beam at the CIP has an initial horizontal dispersion away
from the beam line of 75 mm. The horizontal deviation reaches a maximum of 22 mm at Δp/p
= -6%, then returns to zero at Δp/p = -11%. For lower momenta, the horizontal deviation
grows toward the beam axis. The vertical dispersion is 20 mm, so the horizontal width of the
laser beam selects a momentum band that is too narrow to utilize the full vertical width of the
laser beam. Thus not all the laser power is useful for producing Compton scattered electrons.
We downloaded from the IP Beam Instrumentation site a file of 20,000 electrons emerging
from the IP as calculated by the GUINEAPIG program. We tracked these particles through
the 2-mrad extraction line and found that 21 of these electrons were lost upstream of the
Cerenkov counter, with 19 lost in the magnets of the polarimeter chicane itself. The power
available in the laser beam limits the Compton scattering to roughly one in a million of the
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incident electrons. The threshold of the Cerenkov counter is 10 MeV, so it is clear that the
electromagnetic showers produced by the beam particles lost upstream could well overwhelm
the signal of Compton-scattered electrons. Alarmed by these numbers, we increased the
horizontal aperture of the magnets in the polarimeter chicane from 20 cm to 30 cm. This
expedient allowed the 19 beam electrons previously lost in the chicane to be transmitted
through the chicane to regions downstream of the Cerenkov counter. There remains the
problem of the 2/20000 particles still lost upstream; perhaps careful design can eliminate this
problem.
Toward the end of 2006, the IP Beam Instrumentation Group moved to the consideration of
extraction lines for a 14 mrad crossing region. The 14 mrad region has the virtue that no
horizontal bending is required in the extraction lines. We downloaded the GEANT model of
the 14-mrad extraction line and added our models of the laser beam and Cerenkov counter.
Ken Moffeit proposed that the dipole magnets in the downstream half of the polarimeter
chicane be run at twice the current of the magnets in the upstream half in order to essentially
double the distance to the beam axis of the backscattered Compton electrons emerging from
the chicane. The background in the Cerenkov counter due to upstream electromagnetic
showers should then be greatly reduced. We tracked the Compton scattered electrons through
the modified chicane to the Cerenkov counter and verified that the positions correspond quite
closely to the predictions of a thin-lens model of the dipole magnets in the chicane.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
We intend to calculate the effect on the Cerenkov counter of the scattered primary particles
emerging from the IP as they proceed through the beam extraction system. We will include
the effects of electromagnetic shower generation by particles scraping the edges of the
aperture of the beam extraction system. We will augment our GEANT model of the Cerenkov
counter to include realistic representations of the walls between the segments, and of a possible preradiator to determine if the Compton-scattered signal can be enhanced relative to the
background. These calculations will be based on the existing file of 20,000 primary particles
emerging from the IP as calculated by the GUINEAPIG program.
FY2008 Project Activities and Deliverables
We have already downloaded GUINEA PIG to our Tufts computers. In 2008 we plan to run
GP extensively to accurately determine the effects of the most severely disrupted primary
beam particles on the Cerenkov counter. We will also include at this stage the effects of the
synchrotron radiation generated by the primary particles as they pass through the dipole and
quadrupole magnets of the beam extraction system.
We intend then to turn to the calculation of the background due to the interactions of the
beamstrahlung beam in the unavoidable material elements in the beam extraction system. We
will pay particular attention to the frame that supports the thin window through which the
Compton-scattered electrons emerge from the vacuum, and to the wall of the beam pipe
adjacent to the Cerenkov counter. We will also consider beam-gas interactions as a source of
background.
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Budget justification: Tufts University
The requested budget is exclusively for the half-time support (for the academic year) of a
graduate student to assist in performing the calculations described above.
Two-year budget
Institution Tufts University

Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Institution 2 subcontract
Total direct costs
Indirect costs(1)
Total direct and indirect costs

FY2007
0
10,638
0
10,638
0
10,638
0
0
0
0
0
10,638
4,362
15,000

(1) 26% of 50% of direct costs plus 56% of remaining 50% of direct costs
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FY2008
0
10,638
0
10,638
0
10,638
0
0
0
0
0
10,638
4,362
15,000

Total
0
21,276
0
21,276
0
21,276
0
0
0
0
0
21,276
8,724
30,000
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3.8: Incoherent and coherent beamstrahlung at
the LC
(renewal)
Luminosity, Energy, Polarization
Contact person
Giovanni Bonvicini
giovanni@physics.wayne.edu
(313) 577-1444
Institution(s)
Wayne State

FY07: 41,000
FY08: 85,000
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¦ xv moxvn¡hj§o§¯moª²WUhyz$ª¾moi.moª²moËN'.yzhw§Bª²6yB§oWUB£Uh¾ .m¯nzÉU/h¼h¨bx½.yzm¯ª²Wy¾ª²moyyhy½¬] .m¯nz
¼1Yª¾ª 'mox/®b6Iw/Bmoi  hwUNyzkB°uxyzmoi  fWymonNu.§¯Wy©yzuip[I6B§o§/¼ª²§o§S6NNl«UhW«6NN
kWWyzmoWmohji.¼h¨bxXmoi.n¡hjª¾moi  w/Bªi  §e
}·½.hfixh¼§IBG6W½.Wf m°§o§  ¶f³ r ¦ 6wDBm¯i  h/NyzWmhji§qp[wSux©mImo6/hjmwS§ i.°mI.
w/NBiÈxhjixXUNkNy3§Kmoª²BNe ¦ xXixN7moix¨RyzWyB£³©r ¦ Bpmoi£SWymonNu.§oWy{p..Bkf§oª1hjU'B§omoª²moiWUB*hjuxy
yzBnNuxyyzmoi  ³©r ¦ n¡h[hj§om¯i  .yhw§oBª²NeÔ$¡Çª¾nz.moimoi  xX§¯mIUh¾¾1ª¾ª  moxÉ$moi.n¡yBBÉx
¡¿G/Bn¡UB:m  i.§©¬qi.ÛwSn  yhju.i./®p/moª1yh{kGmoi  xUWmomonN§KUBimmkGmÇ
w[£¨]n¡Uhyh¨
 ei.n¡yBzmoi  x.W½WGmoi  yzWU ¨Ryhjª±µGe  Þ'Ë Uh  Þ Ë.6moi.n¡yBUB²x'UWm¯UmonN§Bi.mmkGma
w>ÉixhxNy$¨]n¡Uhy h¨  e
}~mxIxB§f¨PyhjªkWWyzmhju.ÂI|6xÔs[GmonNmoUBp@xI.W'W>m¯i  nNifw/ y3u.i½yBª²hUB§½¨RyhjªÍ}{>i.
GWUp.i.°©(.Bk(WBiÉ¨Ryhjª hjix(Uh.yNv.BG6h¨K.Wf¨PhyIBn3Éª² hy ÂI|IGÔ¼ÎÂÙ.WfWGmoi 
/Nyzmoh>pxUWyzmoi  º .yzmo§´Wµµj¶>e
GBn¡hji.pW©6$yhU©¨Pyzhjªn¡y3Wnz'i.NrÈhjilU$ÂIWyz§oh'moªfu.§oWm¯i  xI§h{`BixNy  ½yzmoWmhji½Bª¾mUUB
w>ÛÂI|6xÔw/Bª²$moi*xvÀSi.§ [uxyzux/hj§BNe ¦ .vhyzm  moi.§D.yzh  yzªÉp.$y3mUUBi*w[£De.Þ'Bi.xNyzhji£moi
 >pxI©¨Phju.i²Uhixh©  yN( mo1x hwSUNykB°yzWUB6i.¾/hj§oWy3mËBWmhji1h¨x*¹kGmomw§oB»v³ r ¦ Np
§oxhju  mX  yNBª1Bi[X m:.²hj§o`ÂI|IGÔ¬qWBixNy  mB½Ww/h@k°Ûd ® I½a[m¯nN§o§Û'm.moi
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°¨]n¡Uhyvh¨ a©h*h¨ .hj§o·ÂI|IGÔ7hwUNykB:wnz  yzhju.i..Ne ¦ .fixN#rÈhjilUÂIWy3§h°  yzNBvªu.n3
w/NUUNy' m*yzWUB'i.É/hj§oWyzmËBWmohjipGwDBnNuUvh¨i¹¡¿Gn¡»UyBWª1Bi[ h¨§oWy  ½i  §½yzmoWmhjie
g6 .mo²6·ª1Bi.WNp  mokBi .W.yhB¿xmoª²Wmhjin¡hji.m¯xNyB¨Rhy*x [u..yzux/hj§£yzmoWmhjip
.¾§oWy  ¾i  §¾n¡hjª1/hjixBi[Xmo½zmoªu§oWUB:¡¿Gn¡§oe m  e  mo½Ûª1§1À  uxy1.yhG.u.n¡B:w>:x
yh  yzªÉpj.h{ moi  xIwnz  yzhju.i.1moi[UBi.maX¨Rui.n¡mhjifh¨xIw/Bª#§hji  mu.moi.§[n¡h[hyzmoi.WUe


Energy(eV)/40mA
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power22 vs z

m  uxy   ÂI§onNu§oWUBXUGi.n3xyhUyhjiwn  yhju.iWÂI|6GÔXp{b ¨]u.i.n¡mhji½h¨xx©§hji  mu..moi§n¡h[hyzmoi.WUe
| i.Ny  `UUy3m>m¯i  rmyyzhy1´>p6[«Dhj§¯WyzmËBWmhjip ¨Phy²§o§6yzmoWmhjii  §B ¶:ª1yze ¦ xÉxyzN°/BWG
n¡hyyBDhji*Uh²xX§hGnNWmhjiÉh¨bx½.yN [uxyzux/hj§BNe




¦ x frÈhji[U²Â¼Wyz§h*moªfu.§oWmhjiÛ6(ª²xf/hjmwS§½w>Ûªunz:xB§È¨Pyhjª t(yzNe .hyzUNy½i.G  i
WÂ¼|6GÔXpS .h°xB§oDBÈ mx¾ÂI|IGÔ moªfu.§oWmohjiÛ¨]nNmo§omaÂI|IGÔ fpSyh>u.nNmoi  i[u.ª²Nyhju.ixN
yzhjuxmoixB'yNuxyzimoi  Ww§B'h¨ §o§KxfwDBª ¦  m¯$Wy3ª1NUNyz(i.ª²  ixNmonÀ.B§oÈª²WNe ¦ xBU
WwS§B$i.£ª¾W¼.yh@k>m¯xvx½moixSuxI¨Phy$.½moªfu.§oWmhjie
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¦ x  moi[UNyBUEh¨x.moKzmoªu§oWmhji½mo\.Wbmo\ mo§o§Ww/ WwS§Uh(moªfu.§oWU.yzBnNmoUB§x ÁbÂ·wn  yhju.i.Np
 mokBi: [u.mokY§Bi[ ¦  moz Wy3ª1NUNyvWw§Bvi.À.B§¯ª¾W¨Phyvx moi.§ .hGnNu.vª²  i.N½Wvx
ÁbÂ(e º m¯ªu.§¯WmhjiwBÙhji¡¿xn¡*§¯Wy  Èi  §oÈyzmoWmhjiÙn¡hjª²Dhji.Bil*mo  hjmoi  Uh`w/ªu.n3
ª²hyyzB§omoWw§X.iÈW.yhB¿xmoª²Wmohji.$wBÈhjiÈËNNyh*i  §W..yh{¿Gm¯ª²WmhjiÈ.WnNiw/XhwmoixB
¨Ryhjª5nNuxyzyBil(ÁbÂUGi.nz.yhUyhjiyz.moWmohjizmoªu§oWmhji.Ne(}·¾n¡hjimoxNy.momBn¡h¨6Uh¨Pa6Wyz²x
n¡Bi[UNymoBn¡½h¨Ei[g~moªfu.§oWmhji°W¼xvÁbÂe ¦ .m¯6zmoªu§oWmhji°.yh  yzª¸'mo§o§.w/vª²x½{kYm¯§oWw§
Uh¾xXÁbÂn¡hjª²ªui.mÇ°hji.n¡½6X.{k½uxwS§omoxB°1À.y3U¼m  i.§qe
moi§o§p.n¡hjªwmoi.WmhjiÈh¨h/Bi.moi  §omBp.yB.u.n¡Bi>u.ªXw/Ny'h¨wu.i.n3xB WXÂI|IGÔ½p mÛm  xNy
nNu.yyBi[DNycwui.nzpjix¼xhyUNy6Â¼|6GÔÌw/Bª ¬  µGe  ª²ª h./hjUBUhvx¼.yzNk>mhju  ´>eßÝWª¾ª*®
¾moª1yh{kBÙx£¡¿GDBn¡UB m  i.§ xyzª²WmonN§¯§eÙiWyzmonNu.§oWy1xnz.i  ÈmoiwSu.i.nzÙ§Bi  
m¯i.n¡yBUBxm  i.§Ew>ÉhjixhyzxNyh¨ ª²  i.muxe'}·1ª1BzuxyfxwSu.i.nz§Bi  Èw>Ûi.§>ËBmoi 
Â¼ÁK|6Ï .xyhji.m¯nNkBilNpi.§hUmoi  i·À.Umoi  x²kNyU¡¿s.m¯UUyzmwu.mhjie ¦ x²§Bi  h¨Ix
§¯u.ª²moixhju¼y  mhji:mo°¨Rn¡Uhyvh¨ ´¾.hyUNy(.ixw/Bª §Bi  eXÏ(u.y'.W°WGmoi  mo'§¯moª²mUB
Uh¾ xBiÛÂIÁE|6Ï7WB'.W²§oUhÈ¬]xvwu.i.n3É§Bi  £m¯IkNyÉn¡hji.Ui[$¨Pyzhjª yzu.i*Uh²y3u.iÉi.*¨Ryhjª
B*Uh¾.{*$¨RWy¼©nNi£UB§o§qp.i*©½'mo§o§D.yhwWwS§¾xyhÛ.moIy >u.myBª²Bil$ix¡¿G¼BWyN®e
}·vixh@~¡¿>/Bn¡I Yg~µ ãµj Ñ µ   p.xh{6NkNy¼x'zm  i.§K¬]'.monz°xN/Bi.. yhju  .§ofhjix(nNuxyyBi[
nNu.wDW®i.·x²wSn  yhju.i.¬q§¯moixBWy½nNuxyyzBilX.NDBixBi.n¡W® Wy¾Uyhji  §:n¡hyyB§oWUB`i.·xUY
m¯UmonN§i.§Gmo¼i.NB.IUh²w/vxhjix½nNWyN¨]u.§o§eg6BªBª¾mUi.n¡p.¨Rhy¼¡¿Gª²§p.nzi  B$x½zm  i.§
w>·£¨]n¡Uhyh¨$´>pi.·w/Bª-i  u.§oWy½kWWyzmoWmohji.½i.swu.i.n3G«UhW«wu.i.n3nzWy  ÃSu.n¡u.Wmhji.X§oUh
n3.i  *x°m  i.§©WxÉ´Wµ §NkB§qeÛrÈhjU1moª1/hyi[Npbux¾Uh:ª²i.  BWw§o°.mÄDyzn¡mohji¡Ä/Bn¡
i£moª1.yzh{kB£Uh¨RÇIWypS©½w/B§omoNk6XnNiÈixh{Íª²hy½yB§om¯Ww§².yzB.mon¡Ix½wnz  yzhju.i.e
i hjuxy.W`WGmoi  6ÈBk:§h[hBW°xÛ¡¿G/Bn¡UB w/Bª Dhjzmmhjiwu.§oUhW¾¨Rhjuxy°hxNy
/hjmomhji.¼moi*xXwDBªm/px§h>nNWUBÈ.myBn¡§oWw/h{kpSwDB§oh{½p.§N¨R$i.Éy3m  l h¨ExXÎ³bp. moÉ.W
WBimoi º .yzmo§/i.>N.UBªwDNy¬«ÝWxyz¼h¨.WGp.hy(´ÝÝWµµ¾.W¾/hjmoilBp>/Ny$/hjmomhji/®e ¦ xBUXyzu.i.
6NyWBiÈmoixN/Bi.xBi[§¾h¨cxX§¯m  i.ª1Bi[$yzu.iIUh¾Ài.£x½³Ee ¦ x½Suxy/hjUvmo¼Uh°u.§moª²WUB§o
ª¾W°ÛkNyUUyhji  nNUWX6u.i..NyzUi.·.¾wnz  yhjui.sWkYWyzmohju.Xi  §oBNe*t(WÈ6Ny
WBiÙW1xÉÎ³ m¯i º .yzm¯§qp º u  uUNp6Ï(n¡Uhw/NyBp6i.Ì h@kBªXw/NyBpIi.xhjU£.W·Wyz*i.h{ w/Bmoi 
i§[ËNB~i. xkYWy3mhju.²ÀUmoi  UUyzWU  mB*Wyw/Bmoi  UhyzUBe º §o§'xÈW`WGmoi  mo°xhjix
yzBª1hUB§*w[  yz.uWUXUu.xBi[$|$e}mozi.mN UGmqp> xh²§oh1DNyz¨Phyzª¾IxvÀ.yzU$W1yB.u.n¡mohjie
L  Jb<lM{<>M{AS=lÚ ¦ xÎg7xNUBn¡UhyX.(w/NBi:xNkB§h/B¨RhyÂI|6GÔXpSix>Uh£*v bÇrÈÔ   yzi[
¬qv bÇ³ Þ Çµ  ¶WµjÝ[®eÎ mo n¡hjª1§NUB§£m¯i.U§o§B·¬q§¯§Wy'.Bkfw/NBiÉh/NyzWUBÈW§BU'hji.n¡W®e
Î'n¡hjimoU h¨b¨Rhjuxy'h.monN§\UB§oBn¡h/BNp mo£i  u.§oWynNn¡N.i.n¡fh¨µGeßÝ  ª1yz á BnzpDBnzÈw/Bª
w/Bmoi  hwNykBw[Ç6h½h¨.BªÉe ¦ x6.yzmoª²Wyz½ª²myyhy3bWyzI§oh>nNWUB1yzBU/Bn¡mkB§XW   µGeß½ª1yz
¬qm¯i.ixNyXB  W®(i. 'ÎW´>eßx  yzNBNphy 
  ª1yzsi
 aWµÈx  yzNBNe ¦ .¾yz.m¯Wmhji¨Rhy
Bn3UB§Bn¡h/mo .mkGmoxBÉmoi[Uh¾²kGmomow§vi.£moi.¨PyzWyzB£n¡hjª1/hjixBi[$w[£¾UN h¨xh Yn¡hj§¯Èª²moyyhyzNp
iUS§om moi[U
h  Ñ i.
  Ñ Dhj§¯WyzmËBWmhjin¡hjª1/hjixBil6w>²nN§¯nNmU'w/Bª¸U§¯mUUNyBec| nz°yzmoWmhji
m¯$n¡hju.i[UBÛmoiÉ1UNSWyzWUX.hUhuxw/pxUh§omoi   ¶SxhUhuxw/B¼¨Rhy$x½ .hj§vU>UBªÉe
(momow§(yz.moWmohji£mo$ª1hj§ÉmoiÉ²wi  Wµ
Wµµi.ª  xNyv.Nymo §omU§½m  i.§¬q§B .i
µGe  Þ ËXhji£1wnz  yhjui.£u.u§o§¾¡¿xn¡NB.moi   µµµÞ'ËW®pn¡hji[Uyzmwuxm¯i  1.yBnNmovNkY§ouWmhjiÉh¨cx
wSn  yhju.i.e
ix¨RyzWyBÈyz.moWmohjiÈnNi¨]uxyxNyw/hwNykB:moiÛkWWyzmhju wi.Np/i.Èm¯iÛx'6Uh[h*.W*moi
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.¾¶Wµ
#ÝWµµi.ª isWWµ
Wµµi.ªÉpKumoi 
 µµµi.ªÉpEwDN¨Rhy²UNU§¯moi  ¨PhyXÝWµµ
³©r ¦ ¬qÞª²ª²Wu·Ô´´´Ý[®¼.W'yz [u.moyXixh°n¡h[hj§om¯i  e ¦ x.yNkGmhju.'³ r ¦ pSixNBmoi  n¡h>hj§omoi  moi
.X¨Rhyzªh¨¾§¯moª²mUBÉu..§h¨§om >u.mo*i.mUyh  Bi\p  Bk1u. hji.§*¾.W¾W>moi   moi..h{Óh¨ ´ xyz
W¨RUNyBnznNn¡BBp .mon3.yzh{kBUhÈw/°i`u.i[6hyYWwS§mou.Wmhji¬]x°ª¾nz.moi.moXh¨PUBiÌW1m
§oh{6BU'§ouª²moixhjmoÇ1yzm  [$W¨RUNy'iÛnNn¡Bz¡®e
¦ x1uxy/hjUh¨IWGmoi  .mÄDNyBi[½moix¨RyzWyBwi.½mo(Uhu.U1UhÛxkWi[  °moi[UBi.moÇ:xN/Bi.xBi.n¡
hji:IBkB§oBi  e º moª²§omÀ.B£¡¿>.yzBmhji¨Rhyvx1§oWy  1i  §B§Bn¡Uyhji:w/Bª²Uyz.§ou.i  /h{6Ny½mo
 mokBip. .m¯nzÉUUyBzUB$kWWyzmhju.IUBWw§½.yzhDNyzmBIh¨Eg
 á
 ¬  G®  ¡¿G Ñ ¬Ü  á W´ ® á 
á
Ü  mo*xw/Bª&§Bi  p Wyzx·/hjmUyhjii~B§Bn¡UyhjiÍnNu.yyBi[Npi xsyB§oWmkGmoUmon
SWyzª1NUNyBe º hjuxy'i  §BNp .XUNyzª  m.moi*SWyBil.BUB'm¯ W..yzhB¿xmoª²WUB§* >u.§\Uh  pDi.Ûx
¡¿G/hjixBi[bW.yhB¿xmoª²WUB§v >u.§[Uh  >e ¦ .©m  i§lyzm¯UBKWy§( xBix©6{kB§Bi  1moi.n¡yzBUBNpj
¨RBWuxy'moi.n¡hji.m¯UUBilc mo1n¡hjª²ª1hji²UGi.n3xyhUyhji1y3.moWmhjiÉ¬ÇGÔ½®ejÁKmN'moUpjx$.Bn¡yBmoi  zm  i.§
m¯ilUBi.zmÇÈ m:moi.n¡yBzmoi  wDBª BixNy  ¬  áW®$mo(ixh½°¨PBWuxyz1UhÉwDf¡¿GDBn¡UB¨Pyhjª5n¡hjª¾ª1hji
>i.n3xyhUyhji£yz.moWmhji\e
  =YA^S=@H ÙÚ

º ¼mo /hjmoi[6©vxhju§o²w/yBx¾UhÀin¡hji[k>moinNmoi  m  i.§qec³yzh¨aeg6hji[k>monNm¯i.mSm¯©ÀSi.§omËBmoi  x
i§>zmo'h¨Pa6Wye ¦ xxNkGmon¡fih¨Pa6Wy1'mo§o§xBiw/fuxyzixBh{kNyvUh  yzu.WU²Uu.xBi[(|$e
}~moimN UGmqp xhÉ'mo§o§b.yhG.u.n¡1.mo(.Bmovu.m¯i  x¾n¡hji[moi[u.hju.§.yhG.u.n¡BÂI|IGÔ .WGe ¦ x
ª¾moi.moª²§6UBUUhsw/É/Ny¨Rhyzª1BmoinN§ou.xÉUNkNyz§'U/BnNmo§omËNBrnzmoix>u.mB1ª1Bu.yBª1Bi[Ne
¦ xBU½Wy 
 zmoi  §(wu.inzÉ.W1WGmoi  ¬qW¨RUNy'¾u  BUmhji£¨PyhjªtfeSÔ mon¡W®e6Ï(DNy3Wmoi  ÂI|6xÔ m*hji.§o
hji.wui.nzÈ/Ny'w/Bª §o§h{''hji.Uh*nz.i  f.w/BªÆxhyzmËNhji[§bi  §fw[Ûu.ÈUh  ª²yzp
m¯iÈ.fyh>n¡Bzn3.i  moi  .f¡¿G/Bn¡UB·m  i.§Ew>ÛÇ6hÉhyzxNy3'h¨6ª²  i.muxeGmoi  §oXwu.inz
§¯Uh²§o§h@ IhjixvUh²moi.n¡yzBU(xvwu.i.n3Énz.Wy  vw[*ux*Uh¾¨]n¡Uhy$h¨Ea©hxp¡ÄDBn¡mkB§o°UBmoi 
.    á .NDBixBi.n¡vh¨bwDBª¾UUyz.§oui  e
 g6Bª«w/BªÊnNi.imoi  e º ½ m`§o§w/Bª²Uyz.§ou.i  xBixhjª1BiGpEx°yz.m¯Wmhjimoi.n¡yzBUB
'xBiÉxvw/Bª²$Wyz½hWÄ/NNe .hy  Ü·hWÄUN'moi Spxx  Ñ /hj§oWyzmoËBWmhji°>mB§¯Émoi.n¡yBUB$w[É
¨]n¡Uhyvh¨6´>eß>p\iÈ.  Ñ /hj§oWy3mËBWmhjiÈ>mB§¯ÛxBn¡yBB(w[ µ *e cm  eX´¾.h{ .mo'¡Ä/Bn¡
¬q§¯Uh1>i.h{ i£¾¹UnNª1B§wnz°¡Ä/Bn¡»>®©¨Rhy¼xvUh§K>mB§¯e Ï(uxyIUB§Bn¡h/B$.{kX²Uhjª²N .W
.Bn¡yBUB°UBi.mmok>maUh.mo xBixhjª1Bi.hjipl.ux UhXxBmy6WËBmoªfux.§§oh>nNWmhji\e ¦ .mocUBU6 mo§o§
w/vw/BU$xhji.v mÉ1¨]u.§o§¾hDNy3Wmhji.§\xNUBn¡Uhy{pSUh1.W xXUBi.zmmkGmÇ°nNiÉw/½ª²Y¿Gm¯ª²§qe
ÎmoXxh/Bs.WNphji.n¡°x°.Nk>mon¡yzu.i.n¡hjilm¯i[uxhju§: xBixNkNy²ÂI|IGÔ m¯Xyzui.i.moi  W1nN§hjUUh
ª¾Y¿Gmoªfu.ª§¯u.ª²moixhjzmÇpxxi.§Gmo¼h¨c§Bi[m¨]u.§.W¾ mo§o§D¨]uxyxNy$B§¯u.nNmo.WU½.Xu.  fi.É/hj
zmwmo§omomB h¨b.mo xNk>m¯n¡e
  =YA^=YH ÙÚ ¦ x(ÂI|IGÔxNk>m¯n¡'mo6n¡hjª1§NUB§o²u.i.xNy©x yBDhjimwmo§¯mÇ½h¨  yz.u.WU(Uu.xBi[
LN 
| ex}m¯i.mN >mqp[ xh1.¼§ohf yzmUUBiÉ  h>h>*¨Ryzn¡mhji*h¨bxvUh¨RÇIWyXmoi*u.Ue ¦ xv§oU¼WyIh¨
.XixBn¡BWyz*h¨Pa6WyX mo§o§Dw/vÀi.mozxB°w[*³yh¨Îeg6hjilkGmonNmoimixh²§oWUNy i .Nw.yzuWy*´Wµµl[e
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Offset/(√2σ)

m  uxy´   Ñ /hj§oWyzmËBWmohji¬qxhUUB/®p  Ñ /hj§oWyzmËBWmhji`¬q.xB®p/iÛUh§§oWy  fi  §ow/Bª²UUy3.§ou.i 
GmB§oÉ$1¨]u.i.n¡mohji*h¨b.vwDBª1«wDBªhWÄ/UNNe


¦ x ix¡¿GEUUNfmo\Uh'Ài.§omoËN xBm  iv¨PhybxÁbÂ·ÎgsxNUBn¡UhyBe hnz.i  BE.{k©w/NBiª²xUh'hjuxy
wSUB§omoixvxBzm  ip m  e  p.'.monzÛn¡hji.moU$h¨b1y3moi  Ç§om(.y3moª²Wy°ª²myyhy{pGn¡h@kNyzmoi    Ù´Wª²yz
¬qÈ moixh{ h¨ hji.§·µGeßÛª²yzs.hju.§o·w/¾u ¾nNmBi[Npcmo¨6.NyWyyB§©BUWUÉmouxBN®e hj§o§h{'moi 
.£ª²myyhy{phjixÉ mo§o§©.BkÈ·n¡hj§o§omoª²Wm¯i  xNkGmon¡¬q.h{ in3xBª²WmonN§¯§`moi m  e  ®p©m¯ª²mo§oWyfUh
.ÂI|6GÔÓhjix½wux¼ªfu.nzÛ§hji  NyBpxw/BnNu.Uvh¨bxXªfu.n3£ª²§o§oNyIi  u.§oWy¼yBUhj§¯uxmhjie ¦ .y3moi  mo
.BiÈ.mok>mo.B£moi[Uh¾Ç6h*/hj§oWyzmËBWmhjiX¬qixh(xh@ iÈm¯i m  e  ®$i.Û.yh UBn¡UBÈhji[Uh*Ç6h¨]U½Â$Â6t
nNª²NyzNe ¦ .¾ª² UhyfxkWi[  h¨¼.m¯XxBm  ismovWx°.mÅÄ/yzn¡mhji§¯moª²mv¨RhyXx°ª²myyzhyXmo
ªfu.n3·ª²§o§Ny(.i·m¯iÈ.nN1h¨©x²YàvWª²ª²án¡hj§o§om¯ª²WUhyzvmoi·ÂI|6xÔ½e ¦ hÉn¡hjª1SWypKWÂI|IGÔ
.i  §h¨ hwUNykWWmhji:mo  µ°ª²yzpDxfn¡hj§¯§omoª²Wmhjii  §  ª1yzpDx1.mÅÄ/yzn¡mhji§omoª²mo$µGe  ¶
ª²yzpxi.°x(Ç>monN§Dwnz  yhjui.*i  u.§oWy¼U.yzB  ª1y3e º ¼x(ÎÁcÂp[.hwSUNykWWmhji*i  §
m¯  ª1yzpx.½n¡hj§o§omoª²Wmohji°i  §Xmo¼µGeãµjWª1y3p.x½.mÄDyzn¡mohjiÉ§omoª²mIµGeãµj²ª²yzpxi.Éxva[SmonN§
wSn  yhju.i.i  u.§oWyU.yBÛh¨hyzxNyµGe  ª²yze ¦ xBi>u.ªXw/Nyz WyBin¡hjuxyz  moi  Bixhju  ¬qi.
§¯Uhixh6BU²Uhfmoª1.yzh{k'u.Dhji®e º 6ÁbÂi.hjª²moi.§Sn¡hji..mmhjiNpjxUNux°h¨ cm  e  6hju.§o²n¡hj§¯§Bn¡
hjª1µGeßYà  µ k>m¯mw§¼SxhUhji.©DNy6gIg©'¬]¨Phy6Bnz*wui.nzG«UhW«wSu.i.nzn¡hj§o§omozmhjiplixh6¨Rhy©Bn3Uy3moi/®e
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Hollow mirror imaging system for detection of beamstrahlung radiation

e+
e–

• Large solid angle to collect the beamstrahlung radiation
=2 Cos min Cos max
• Confocal imaging to achieve high spatial resolution
0 . 61
∆
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• Detection scheme includes optical filters, polarizers,
CCD matrix to measure angular intensity distribution

m  uxy   ÎÁcÂÎg~n¡hji.n¡Nu.§KxBzm  ie


º f
  mÂI|6xÔ½pK.¡¿GUyBª1*mo§oh¨$x*w/Bª i  u.§oWyi.ÌUWmo§6.moUyzmwuxmohji·ixNBUhw/
zmoªu§oWUB:©B§¯§Ew/N¨Rhyhjix²n¡hjª²ª²mo(UhÉwu.mo§omoi  unz·ÉxNkGmon¡1¨Rhyvx1ÎÁcÂe\ÂI|6GÔ moªfu.§oWmhji
zxh{ kGmyu§o§§o§wnz  yhjui.~Uhw/:n¡hjª¾moi  ¨Pyzhjª&n¡NymoiUWm¯§(y  mhji.* mo.moi x:Ài.§
>u.xy3ux/hj§BNpWw/hjux  UhÉÜs¨Ryhjª xfn¡Bi[Uyz§cY¿xmoNe º zmoªu§oWmhjipDnNnNu.yzWU1'/hjzmw§p.h¨
.½ÎÁcÂ wn  yhju.i.¼ mo§¯§Sw/v/Ny¨Rhyzª1B*w>°¾UBn¡hji.  yzu.WUXUu..BilNe
ÞBkGmoi  nNnNuªu.§¯WUB·¡¿>/NyzmoBi.n¡1 mxÂI|IGÔ xNkGmon¡p\6².{k¾n¡hjª1²Uh  yzsUhjª11h¨6x
.kYi[  B W$xXÁEmoixBWy'Â6hj§o§¯moxNyI§oi.i.B°.Nk>mon¡¬ cm  e  ® .yh@k>m¯xBNe
my3UNp[Uhjª² h¨x§h{6Ny >u.§omoÇ1.WfWIÂI|IGÔ zxh{ yzWU'ÃSu.n¡u.Wmhji.©moi1x'wn  yhju.ie Ï(uxy
.Nk>mon¡B¾UNÉhji.§ª²§o§6 m¯i.xh{ moiWËBm¯ªux\p©i.i[ª²§o§Inzi  ÛmoiÌxÉw/Bª .moyBn¡mhji
'mo§o§/w/½yNÃ.Bn¡UBÈmoi£nz.i  fmoiÉxhwUNykBÛyzWUe ¦ .mo$¡ÄDBn¡' mo§o§/w/½B§om¯ª²moi.WUBÉm¨bx xhj§
WËBm¯ªuxÈmo$hwSUNykB£.½ xhj§Xmoª1e6a¨chjix½SWy h¨cx½y3moi  mo h{kNy .B§oª1B£w>*wn  yhju.i.Np
hji.¾nNis§IBGfu.U1x²SWy½h./hjmU1UhÈm½moiWËBmoªfuxeÔ$N¨ÎeÐ  Ò zxh{ ½.W½hjix²hji§i.NB.
UhÉª1hjimUhy WÝ¾y3.moi.'Uh*yBn¡h{kNy½¨]u.§o§Emoix¨Rhyzª²Wmhji\e ¦ xfÇ6hÉ/hj§oWyzmËBWmohji. §oh°.m¯UUyzmwu.UXmoi
WËBm¯ªuxsnNn¡hyz.moi  Uhs¬qmoi á ´ EpEn¡hj3á\´ K®'.moUUy3mwuxmhjiNeXÎ¨6§¯§¨Phju.y½WËBmoªu..§ª1hG.u.§oWmohji.vWy
hwSUNykBp.moBili  §¯moi  m  i.§i.`wn  yhju.i mo§¯§w/¾ªunz`BmNyBeÛÔ N¨aeÐ  Ò §ohÛ.monNuUB
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.h{7.mo$xNkGmon¡½w/Bn¡hjª1B ¨Ru§o§¾/h@©Ny¨]u.§'xBi£Bn3Û/hj§oWyzmoËBWmhji£mo$ª²BuxyBÛUh  ¸hyw/NUUNyBe
º nN§Bi£6{°Uh°.moUBi[i  §vm  i.§/¨Pyzhjª wn  yhju.iÉ mo§o§/xB§o\e
GBn¡hji.p.wnz  yzhju.i..$W§o§w/Bª BixNy  mB½¬]¨Ryhjª  eß²Uhd ®6Bkzxh{ iÛUUyhji   Ñ /hj§oWyU
moËBWmhji`¬«¶Wµ°Uh  °pxN/Bi..m¯i  hjiÛBi.Ny  ®e ¦ .W mo§¯§\§oª1hjU(n¡Nymoi§*wDUyzuxW'.ÁbÂÍ
6B§o§qe ¦ x1u.  h¨ WyzmonNu.§oWy/hj§oWyzmËBWmhji'moiWyzmonNu.§oWy(WËBmoªfux.§cU  ª1Bi[½ª²{Ûy UBn¡vx
wSu.§¾h¨bx½wSn  yhju.i.É'.mo§.yBUNyzk>moi  kGmyu§o§¾§o§\h¨Exm  i.§moi.¨Phyzª¾Wmhjie
moi§o§p¼WÉÂ¼|6GÔ m²w/Bn¡hjª1:nN§BWyWxÈ¡ÄDBn¡*h¨vxÈw/Bª i  u§oWy.m¯UUyzmwu.mhjimo
m¯ª1/hyilNe ¦ .mo ¡ÄDBn¡vmo'n¡Nymoi.§  hjm¯i  Uh*w/½kNyÛm¯ª1/hyilW'.ÁbÂpD .w/Bª²  N
moUyzuxUBmoi*.(gIg6 p. m°x½ª²Y¿xmoª²§/xNÃBn¡mhji*h¨Ehy3xNy¼h¨b¨Ryzn¡mhji*h¨  ª1yz\et(mÄDNyBi[
SWych¨x¼xNUBn¡Uhy  mo§o§[w/6mo§¯§ou.ª²moiWUB½.mÅÄ/NyBi[§Xm¨ÎpW¨Phy¡¿xª1§p.6w/Bª²cWy$i.hcn¡hj§¯§omo.moi 
¡¿xn¡§s.BG«hjieÈ³ yB§omoª¾moi.WyBUmoª²Wmohji.zxh{±.Wf.moXm¯moixNBs§oWy  ¡ÄDBn¡NesÏ(ix°nNi
yzBUhji.Ww§°¡¿GDBn¡¼W¼.mo¼xNkGmon¡½ª²m  [  mkXu.§omoª²WUB§²yh{kGmoxvª1hy½m¯ix¨Phy3ª²Wmhji°.i u.U
.¨Rhjuxy [uilmmoBxBzn¡yzmw/BsmoiÔ$N¨Îp Ð  Ò p i.Ì§ohÈ.Wfx*xNkGmon¡'mo§o§yzB§oWmkB§·6Bm  x
w/Bª mo§ov.isx¾w/Bª-n¡hye*tNm¯§BsnN§onNu§oWmhji.½WyzixNBxB`i.· m¯§o§cw/²/Ny¨Phy3ª1B·moi
´WµµjÝ>e
in¡hji.nN§¯u.mhjip.1Ç6hÈmoª1/hyi[(Wyv¨Rhy½x1ÁbÂ Wy²Éxhyhju  nN§onNu.§oWmohji:h¨6.1wn[
 yzhju.i..NpKUh£xNUNyzª²moi.1Ài.§b¨PBzmwmo§omoÇp\i.·§oh£moª1/hyi[½mo(UhÛ.{k¾ÉUBi.U1h¨I W½mo(x
Bi.mmkGmaÉh¨ .moxNkGmon¡moiÛ.fÁbÂÍBi[k>moyhji.ª1Bi[Np/ xNyfx.moUyzu..mhji£i  §om¯ h¨©x1ª1
hy3xNy h¨cxhwUNykWWmhjiÛi  §e ¦ xBUXnN§onNu§oWmhji.'nNiÛ§oª1hj n¡Nymoi.§o°w/½n¡hjª1S§NUBÛw>*x
BiÉh¨´WµµjÝ>e
 A E<[=Y<>CDMv<>H `?NM{=YH bFRQbCE^\Ú ¦ x¼ª²mon¡yh@6{k n¡hji.n¡N.Np[.yBUBi[UB²moiÔ$N¨Îe¯Ðã Ò .cw/NBi1n¡yzmomonNmËNB
ux1UhÛx²§¯n·h¨Iil:kGmoWw§²nN§onNu§oWmhjie°ÂIhjxNyBi[XUGi.nzxyzhUyhji·yz.m¯Wmhji·mo½u.w Bn¡vUhÈx
n¡hj.NyBi.n¡n¡hji.mmhji*h¨cÔ$N¨Îe¯Ð¶ Ò p
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'xNy*mo xXw/BªSm/½.moª1NUNyi.
ª¾  ixNmonvÀ.B§¯ÉixBWy 1w/BªÉp

    







.XÇ>monN§Kyz.mou¼h¨nNuxykWWuxye d(mkBiÈx½a[SmonN§

´ á    µ  
 Ü BÜ
.Xw/Bª«w/Bª nNuxyzkYWuxyz½yz.mou¼W xÎÁcÂ~mo$h¨chyz.Ny  ª²NUNyBe º n¡hjxNyBi[ Bi..in¡Bª1Bilmo
.NyN¨Phyz½¡¿>/Bn¡UBÛ¨Phy µ 
ª²ªÉe
¦ xXn¡hjxNyBin¡n¡hji..momhji£mo$zWmoUÀ.BÛh{kNy(²¨]myz§°§oWy  ½IBkB§Bi  È'moi.xh@Ói.£xX¡¿GmoUBi.n¡
h¨u.n3ÈxBi.hjª1BixhjiWf.°ÁbÂ mofixh1moixhjuxw.Ne º §¯UhÈ. >u.§omWmok¨RBWuxyB1.h{ imoi
Ô N¨ae¯Ð Ò xhju.§ow/·n¡hyyBn¡Ne ¦ .BU·moi.nN§ou..ÌyzWSmo.§moin¡yBmoi  ÂIg GmB§o mw/Bª«w/Bª
hWÄUNNpBi.mmkGma1Uhf.w/Bª¸§Bi  *Ü f¬] monz°.yh@k>m¯xB .(§oh{6Ny'ÂIg nNu.UhWÄ¼®i°Bi.mmkGma
UhW §BU$hji.½hxNy$w/Bª«w/Bªª²m¯ª²Wnz\e
Þ'h{6NkNyBpDxXnN§onNu§oWmhji.¼h¨cÔ$N¨Îe¯Ð Ò 6Ny½/Ny¨Rhyzª1BÉm¯iÉkYnNuu.ªi.É¨Rhy$/Ny¨RBn¡§°h{kNyz§oWmoi 
i  u.§oWyvyz.m¯WmhjiWUUNyzi:¨RyhjªÆBnzsWy(h¨ x1w/BªÉef BmoxNyvh¨©.BU²n¡hji..mmohji.'Wyz1Uyzux
m¯i£yB§omoÇe i£SWymonNu.§oWy'.yB§om¯ª²moi.WynN§onNu.§oWmhji'.h{7.W''xBi£xfi  u.§oWyWUUNyz(xh°ixh
h@kNyz§oW\pxXn¡hjxNyBi[$yzmoWmhji£xBn¡yzBUB$w>a©hhyzxNyzIh¨ª²  imu.xe
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º ¨Rmoyz§vyhwuUNpjm¨ixhckNyf.yBnNm¯UpnN§onNu.§oWmhji1m¯EwS.§½ixNBxB\eEÎ¨x¼n¡hjxNyzBilw/Bª²UUy3.§ou.i 
GmB§omo6W6.§NkB§Dh¨\NkBi*f¨RN }WUNpx'ÁbÂÙUBi.hyz©.h{ i.UyBª±h¨\x(moilUNy3n¡mhji°Dhjm¯il
'mo§o§Dw/½YÄDBn¡UBe º i*h¨cn¡hju.yzUXunz£1§oWy  Xm  i.§¼UyBª1Bi..hju.$ª1hji.moUhyzmoi  /hUBilm¯§qe
Ô Bn¡Bil16hy`w[ º  hji. hh@jÐã Ò xh@ .W1m1mofmoi.xNB/hjmwS§²Uh:NkY§¯u.WU£n¡hjxNyBi[
w/Bª²Uyz.§ou.i  moiÛ6{£.Wmo$hji.§o£§omoª²mUB*w>Éxª1BÈmËNe ¦ mo$mo'.m ¾nNu.§$nN§onNu§oWmhji
W² mo§o§6w/£moi.momoWUBmoiÌxÛBn¡hji.Wyz1h¨v´Wµµl[e º UBn¡hji.  y3.u.WUÛUuxBil¾©hju.§¯ÌxBi
n¡hjª²§NUXm¼¨Rhy$u.w§omonNWmhji*i.ÛxBmoNe
 A E<[=Y<>CDM <[H `?NM{=YH bF]QECE^\Ú'hyh  yBUh:yN/hyxNyÉ6*Wyz°¨]u.§o§o:n¡hjin¡BilUyzWm¯i  hji
 NUm¯i  ·ÂI|IGÔ zm  i.§hju.X¨Rhyu.w§omonNWmhji\e ¦ mo½WyzXh¨¼x.yh UBn¡ m¯§o§ixhf.yhGn¡NB`u.i[mo§
`n¡hjª1.yB.Bi.mknN§onNu.§oWmhji mo¾ui.xNyWBie ¦ mo²mosª² Uhyyh Bn¡.W° mo§o§Iy >u.myzÉhjuxy
ui..mkGmoxB°WUUBilmohji£¨Rhy'UNkNyz§Kª1hjilNe








 ÕÖÖ ;½=YAGB<>M Ø M@OP¤KOPM@OR<[?HCEJÉ<GFROP¤D<[=YH.cFP<>?

ix1À.yz'Wyz'h¨¼´Wµµl©1'mo§o§\Suxw§omoz£°W/Nyhji:.f/Ny¨Rhyzª²in¡h¨©x1xNk>m¯n¡p\i.: mo§o§
BWw§omo°1m  i§hy¼BUWwS§omoxv§onh¨Em  i§qe º zu.ª²moi  m  i.§/mo6¨Rhju.i.pG|$eG}~moi.mN'U>m
'mo§o§\w/fmoiÈn3.Wy  h¨©u.xGmoi  /hj§oWyzmoËBWmhjiÛ¡Ä/Bn¡Nphw.m¯i.Ww§w[ÛznNi.i.moi  hjixw/Bª .yhju  
.hxNy{e ¦ .mo$¡¿>/Nyzmoª²Bil$yz [u.moyB U/BnNmo§omËNBÈÂ¼|6GÔ7rÈn3.moix1>u.xÉm¨P'i.Û.hju.§o£w/
y3u.iÉmoi*xfxu.ª²ª1Ny ´Wµµl[e
i1§oWU$´Wµµl[pG³yh¨Îebg6hji[k>m¯nNmoi.m> mo§o§>u.U¼.m¯EWwwWmonN§GBWyUh½UWyz$yzmmoi  vmoªfu.§oWmohjiX.yzh  yzª
¨Rhy¾ª²m¯n¡yh{IBk¬qn¡hjxNyBi[¡®w/Bª²UUyz§ou.i   .mon3©hju.§¯.xyB.£¡ÄDBn¡¾h¨'w/Bª i  u.§oWy
.yB£i.£wDBªm/'¡Ä/Bn¡moiÉ²Wmo¨Rn¡UhyÉª²iixNyBe


 ÕÖÖ ;½=YAGB<>M Ø M@OP¤KOPM@OR<[?HCEJÉ<GFROP¤D<[=YH.cFP<>?

}~.mo§oÂI|IGÔ#.W¾'mo§o§\n¡hji[moi>uxUhw/i§[ËNB\pD.ÁbÂÓÎgÍwn  yhju.inN§¯nNu.§oWmhji.f¬qm¨¨RBY
zmw§W®xhju§o*w/(m¯i*xX.i.Ih¨c1Bn¡hji.s¬]Nu.i.i.ª1B®  y3.u.WUXUuxBilNe
1QEJE^S<lM{QE?NM@O blHxM@ORASC

vÎiUmuxmhji  e
is´Wµµl[pb©¾y [u.BU½ux./hy(¨Rhy½hjix  y3.u.WU¾UuxBilNe ¦ x²ux./hy(mov¨Rhy½x²u.xBi[v.W
i§[ËNB xÂI|IGÔÍ.WGe
i:´WµµjÝ>p\©fy >uxBU(ux./hy'¨PhyÇ6h  yz.u.WU1UuxBilBe ¦ .fu../hy mo'¨Phyx1Uu..Bil'.W
i§[ËNB½x¾ÂI|6GÔ WGpKi.:¨Rhyvx²ixN Uu.xBi[1¬qUWymoi  moi·´Wµµj¶[®  xh* mo§¯§ExB§oÈ/Ny¨Rhyzª
.ÁbÂÙnN§onNu.§¯Wmhji.Ne Ï(ix(u.i..Ny  yz.u.WU(Uu..BilImo6§oUhfy [u.BUUB°Uh.B§'m¾.¡¿G/Bn¡UB
m  *khj§ou.ª1vh¨nN§onNu§oWmhji.Ne ¦ u.mmohji°m¯$§omoUUBÉui.xNy²¹zÏxNy3»Ge
¥A S<>H.=°bQEJb^<[M ORCÙM E<>C S<>H.
= 
LBCE?NM@OPM@QKM@ORASC (ÎiUmuxmhji 
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3.9

Luminosity, Energy, Polarization

3.9: BeamCal and GamCal LCDRD Proposal
(new proposal)
Luminosity, Energy, Polarization
Contact person
William Morse
morse@bnl.gov
(631) 344-3859
Institution(s)
BNL
Yale
Colorado
DESY
SLAC

FY07: 504,050

3.9

BeamCal and GamCal LCDRD Proposal
Personnel and Institutions Requesting Funding
William M. Morse, Francesco Lanni, Zheng Li, David Lissauer, Brett Parker,
Veljko Radeka; Brookhaven National Lab, Upton, NY
Uriel Nauenberg, Joshua Elliot, Kyle Miller, Gleb Oleinik, Joseph Proulx, Elliot
Smith, Paul Steinbrecher, Joseph Stech, Yiaxin Yu; University of Colorado,
Boulder, CO
Michael Zeller, Grigor Atoian, Vladimir Issakov, Andrei Poblaguev; Yale
University, New Haven, CT
Collaborators
Wolfgang Lohmann, Christian Grah, Wolfgang Lange, Martin Ohlerich; DESY,
Zeuthen, Germany
Gunther Haller, Angel Abusleme, Marty Breidenbach, Dieter Freytag;
SLAC/Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA
Project Leader
William M. Morse; morse@bnl.gov; 631-344-3859; December 12, 2006
Project Overview
The ILC Forward Detectors consist of the LumiCal, BeamCal, and GamCal. The
LumiCal and BeamCal provide hermeticity almost down to the beam-pipe for physics
searches with missing PT, especially to identify 2 photon processes which are a major
background for SUSY particle searches. The LumiCal also provides a precision
measurement of the luminosity by measuring the forward Bhabha events. The goal is
several 10-4 accuracy in dL/L. The BeamCal also measures beam-strahlung e+e- pairs.
The GamCal measures beam-strahlung gammas which go into the beam-pipe. The latter
two measurements are used for beam diagnostics, interfacing with the final focus team.
The U.S. Forward ILC R&D effort is part of the International FCAL R&D Collaboration:
Spokesman - W. Lohmann (DESY Zeuthen) with coordinators:
1. Beam Diagnostics (BeamCal/GamCal) - W. Morse (BNL),
2. Simulation - B. Pawlik (Cracow),
3. Sensors - W. Lange (DESY),
4. Readout Electronics -TBD,
5. LumiCal Laser Alignment - W. Wierba (Cracow).
W. Morse is also the SiD forward coordinator. The LumiCal R&D is mostly in the EU.
The R&D is for precision laser alignment, medium occupancy readout architecture, mip
to 500 GeV dynamic range, and simulation of backgrounds. The GamCal R&D is mostly
in the US. The main R&D issues are interfacing with the extraction beamline,
background simulation, and detector technology. The BeamCal R&D is both EU and US.
90
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The R&D issues are radiation damage, fast readout for beam diagnostics, very high
occupancy “physics” readout architecture with 10 bit accuracy, and beam-strahlung
simulations.
A crucial aspect of precision measurements at the ILC goes by the acronym LEP:
luminosity, energy, and polarization. We are proposing R&D towards conceptual designs
of detectors which will measure the beam-strahlung gammas (GamCal) and beamstrahlung pairs (BeamCal), and which provide robust, complementary information on all
three aspects of LEP. The beam-strahlung gamma energy is typically 200 MTeV per
beam crossing, which presents unique GamCal detector design challenges. Furthermore,
these detectors must be integrated into the ILC exit beam-line, so there are integration
issues which need to be studied. The present status of this project is that Bill Morse
(BNL) and Wolfgang Lohmann and Martin Ohlerich (DESY Zeuthen) have done
analytical and simulation calculations where we have convinced ourselves of the need for
both the BeamCal and GamCal detectors in order to achieve the ILC LEP goals in a
robust and reliable manner. We have a draft ILC Note on this subject. The Yale group has
become interested in the GamCal detector, and is presently thinking about the detector
technology and background issues. The FCAL R&D Collaboration has been studying the
BeamCal detector technology and backgrounds for several years already.
The ILC uses a flat (σy = 5nm), wide (σx = 500nm) beam in order to minimize the
deleterious beam-strahlung, which gives detector backgrounds from the pairs, beam
energy losses of several percent, and high electro-magnetic fields which precess the spin.
Achieving the ILC luminosity goals while minimizing the beam-strahlung is a challenge,
to say the least. The electron bunch properties can be described by the parameters N,
<x>, <y>, σx, σy, σz, θx, θy, etc., and similarly for the positron bunch. These parameters
change during the collision due to the very large Lorentz forces. The instantaneous
luminosity is given by:

Linst ∝

N −o N +o

σ xo σ yo

(1)

where the superscript o denotes that these parameters pertain to only the overlap region of
the two bunches.
The SLC used feed-back from pickup electrodes to match the <x> and <y> of the
electron and positron beams. The ILC pick-up electrodes are being designed by the Beam
Delivery System Team and they are presently studying EMI noise, backgrounds from
charged particle spray, etc [2]. The ILC Feedback Team requests from the Forward
Detector Team a signal, either analog or digital, effectively proportional to luminosity at
≈3MHz, the bunch crossing rate, and more detailed information in some to be specified
data base on the bunch characteristics at ≈5 Hz, the bunch train rate. The latency of the
former signal should be ≤1µs.
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A small fraction of the beam-strahlung gammas convert into pairs, mainly by the BetheHeitler process. The number of Bethe-Heitler pairs is then given by:
N ee ∝

Nγ N

σxσy

(2)

Dividing both sides by Nγ gives:

N ee
No
∝ o o
Nγ
σx σy

(3)

where No is the positron (electron) number for the left (right) detector. Thus the sets of
detectors provide the information content required for equ. 1.
The beam-strahlung process was studied with the Guinea Pig simulation program. The
Guinea Pig simulation program includes all pair production processes, ie. Bethe-Heitler
(γe→eee), Landau-Lifshitz (ee→eeee), and Breit-Wheeler (γγ→ee). The number of pairs
per beam crossing from the above processes vs. the pair energy is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. From C. Rimbault et al., Phys. Rev. STAB 9, 034402 (2006) showing dNee/d
log10(E) where E is in GeV for the Bethe-Heitler, Landau-Lifshitz, and Breit-Wheeler
processes. We plan for ≈10cm of low Z material in front of the BeamCal to minimize
back-scattered electrons and positrons from following the solenoidal field lines back to
the vertex detector. This low Z material will absorb up to 0.02 GeV in the above plot.
FCAL has a conceptual design of a BeamCal detector [1], which intercepts a fraction of
the beam-strahlung pairs and measures their energy each beam crossing. Fig. 2 is from
our draft ILC Note and shows the pair and gamma energy per beam crossing vs. vertical
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energy in gammas (MTeV)

beam offset misalignment. Fig. 3 shows the luminosity and the ratio of the pair to the
gamma energy. Indeed, the ratio tracks luminosity remarkably well, as predicted from
equ. 3. We have also studied other bunch parameter deviations which are included in our
draft ILC Note. We need the beam-strahlung pair to gamma ratio available at the 3MHz
rate, and detailed information on the radial distributions, etc. [1,2] at the 5Hz rate. It may
be that measuring the number of gammas, instead of their energy, will give more robust
information. We plan such a study, including the exit beam-line integration issues.
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Fig. 2. Energy of the gammas (MTeV, left scale) and the pairs hitting the BeamCal (TeV,
right scale) per beam crossing vs. the bunch vertical offset.
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Fig. 3. Luminosity (1033 cm-2 /s, left scale) and the ratio of the pair to gamma energy
times 10-6 (right scale) vs. the bunch vertical offset.
The beam energy and polarization are also important quantities at the ILC, and must be
known precisely in order to accomplish our physics goals. A detector which measures the
gamma energy directly gives the average energy radiated when combined with the
number of particles from the pickup electrode. This is valuable complementary
information to the other energy measurements. We want to minimize the energy radiated,
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while achieving our luminosity goal. Happily, the minimum in radiated energy
corresponds to the maximum luminosity in Figs. 2-3. The spin precession through the IP
electro-magnetic fields is a more complicated issue, which is discussed in our draft LC
Note, but clearly the energy radiated gives complementary information on the electromagnetic fields experienced at the IP.
The SLC had a beam-strahlung gamma detector, which made the first experimental
observation of beam-strahlung. The ILC beam-strahlung gamma characteristic
parameters for the nominal √s = 500 GeV ILC luminosity are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Beam-strahlung gamma characteristic parameters.
ILC
SLC
Beam-strahlung power
≈ 0.5 MW
≈10-5 MW
Energy/BX
≈ 200 MTeV
≈ 4 × 1010
Nγ per BX
For the case of perfect head-on collisions, ie. identical <x>, <y>, σo = σ, etc, the ideal
analytic results for the total number and energy of beam-strahlung gammas and BetheHeitler pairs are:
Nγ ∝

N ee ∝

Eγ ∝

E ee ∝

N

σx
N2

σ x2 σ y
N2

σ x2 σ z
N3

σ x3 σ y σ z

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Thus for the 3MHz signal proportional to luminosity, we can use either the ratio of the
pair to gamma number or energy. We plan to study which is more robust. For the 5Hz
data base, it would be useful to have both. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the number and
energy of the beam-strahlung gammas as the bunch length is varied from the Guinea Pig
simulation program (see equ. 4 and 6 above for the ideal analytic equations).
The beam-strahlung pairs produce a very challenging BeamCal radiation damage spec of
10MGy/yr from electrons and gammas and 1.6×1014 neutrons/cm2/yr at the inside edge,
and three orders of magnitude less at the outside edge. The neutrons are produced
primarily via the giant dipole resonance. Our EU FCAL collaborators are studying
diamond and gallium arsenide as possible the sensor materials. The first tests with
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diamond sensors did not give encouraging results. We are proposing here to study radhard silicon as the sensor material.
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Fig. 4. Energy of gammas per beam crossing (MTeV left scale) and number of gammas
(×1010 right scale) vs. bunch length (µm) from the Guinea Pig simulation program.
The requirements of hermeticity and identification of the 2 photon backgrounds in the
presence of the beam-strahlung and Bhabha pairs are very challenging. The EU FCAL
simulation efforts thus far have been encouraging. We are proposing here to contribute to
this effort by including the realistic SiD magnetic field map with the anti-DiD and antisolenoid fields for the 14mrad crossing angle. Brett Parker (BNL Magnet Division) is
leading the design of these magnets. Furthermore, we plan to include into the simulations
the effects of increased electronic noise due to the radiation damage at the inside edge.
Integration of the BeamCal into the 14mrad beamline [3] will be challenging. Brett
Parker is leading the design of the 14mrad final focus quadrupoles. The BeamCal is
adjacent to these magnets. There are many space issues that need to be addressed. We
propose an integrated SiD BeamCal-final focus conceptual design.
References
1. http://www-zeuthen.desy.de/ILC/fcal/; W. Lohmann et al., R&D for the ILCDetector: Instrumentation of the Very Forward Region, DESY PRC R&D 02/01 (2006).
2. Philip Burrows, ESAT-488 Fast Feedback, Vancouver ILC Workshop/GDE Meeting,
19-22 July, 2006; http://vlcw06.triumf.ca.
3. http://www-project.slac.stanford.edu/ilc/acceldev/beamdelivery.
Broader Impact
This proposal has extensive efforts for the education of students. At the University of
Colorado, we involve many undergraduates and a few graduate students. For about a
decade now we have involved undergraduates in this research. The total number of such
undergraduates over the years has been about fifty. In the present year we have two
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graduate students working towards a Masters degree and five undergraduates. Their work
was associated with the simulation of the production of Supersymmetric particles in a
Linear Collider and the subsequent analysis to measure their masses. In fact, it was the
students, many years ago, that pointed out to me (U. N.) the dangerous background from
the two photon process. The funding of the undergraduates is mostly done by the
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP) funded by the University of
Colorado. The graduate students have been working on detector development with the
Silicon Photo Detectors (SiPDs) that have just appeared. The students carried out their
work and were required to write a report. This report was then located on the web
http://hep-www.colorado.edu/SUSY so that the results become available to the
community. Presently, the student's work is now associated with the simulation of the
detector itself and with the BEAMCAL. The purpose is to understand the resolution of a
calorimeter design we have proposed and to understand how well we can determine the
presence of the two photon process and how well we can measure the energies of the two
high energy electrons. At BNL we had three high school students who worked over the
summer on the forward calorimeter simulations. One of them submitted his work for the
Intel Talent Search.
Results of Prior Research
We submitted a very high priority ILC Detector R&D proposal abstract to Jim Brau,
Univ. of Oregon, June 2006 entitled “Detector to Measure the Beam-strahlung Gammas
at the ILC”. We were encouraged to write a proposal due in August, which we did. We
have been informed that the awards will not be announced until Congress has passed the
FY07 budget. This budget request includes the very high priority ILC Detector R&D
proposal which we submitted August 2006 of $40k Yale and $40k BNL, ie. if the very
high priority proposal is approved, then the budget shown below should be reduced by
$80k.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
1. Concept for detectors integrated with extraction beamline
2. Radiation hardness studies completed
3. Concept for readout
Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007
1. Prototypes in test beam: 2008
2. Efficiency in detecting 2 photon processes in SiD: 2008
2. Final conceptual design: 2009
Total Project Budget, in k$
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits

FY2007
225.9
0
0
225.9
79
304.9
96
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Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct
and indirect costs
Univ. of Colorado Budget, in k$
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits (25%)
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs (51.5%)
Total direct
and indirect costs

0
1.3
20
5
331.2
172.85
504.05

FY2007
40
0
0
40
10
50
0
0
0
0
50
25.75
75.75

Budget Justification for University of Colorado, Boulder, CO: Simulation of the
BeamCal Characteristics for the 14mrad SiD Configuration
This work is being done in collaboration with the European FCAL collaboration which
has so far concentrated in studying the beamstrahlung spectrum for the TESLA Linear
Accelerator design for 0 and 20mrad crossing angle for the Large Detector Concept
(LDC). In this work we propose to study the energy deposition at the beam calorimeter
detector (BEAMCAL) due to beamstrahlung for the standard ILC beam parameters in the
14mrad crossing angle case. This is being done for the design of the Silicon Detector
(SiD). This BEAMCAL detector is located next to the beam pipe at a distance of 295 cm
from the interaction point. We then propose to overlay the two photon process to
determine, using the energy distribution for many randomly chosen bunches, to
determine how well we can detect and measure the energy of the energetic electron from
the two photon process. This process needs to be detected and removed with good
efficiency because it is a major background in the search for Supersymmetric particles. It
is expected that there will be one Bhabha in the BEAMCAL for each beam crossing; we
plan to study this situation to determine how we can separate the Bhabha events and the
two photon events. In addition, it is likely that we will have one or two beam particles
that have a gas scatter and go into the BEAMCAL. All of these occurrences we will try to
study. We request funding for a research associate to help us obtain these results with the
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help of undergraduate students. The undergraduates are being funded by the University
via the Undergraduate Research Opportunities (UROP) program.
We are carrying out a very detailed measurement of the beamstrahlung energy deposition
in the BEAMCAL detector in the SiD design. This work is being done with the use of the
"Guinea Pig" software tool. To obtain the beamstrahlung spectrum due to bunches
crossing we need to input the description of the bunches in terms of parameters. The
standard ILC beam parameters we are using at present for this study are as follows:
E (GeV)
250

N
2×1010

σx
655nm

σy
5.7nm

σz
0.3mm

εx
10µm

εy
.04µm

The beamstrahlung electron/positron particles are then propagated towards the
BEAMCAL using the detector solenoid and Anti-DiD field parameters using the GEANT
4.0 program. We have generated the beamstrahlung distribution of one bunch crossing to
determine the Anti-DiD field strength needed to maximize the beamstrahlung energy
into the beam pipe in order to reduce the amount of energy deposited in the BEAMCAL.
Reducing that maximizes the ability to observe the two photon process. The result of this
study is shown in Fig. 1.
Nevertheless, to perfect this work we need to wait for the field parameters of the AntiSolenoid field being designed by the BNL/SLAC effort which is looking at the final
focus quadrupoles. This effort has to wait for the design of the push-pull arrangement
being proposed for the single beam line configuration of the Linear Collider. The AntiSolenoid field is necessary to remove the field contribution from the detector solenoid in
the region of these quadrupoles. Since these are near the BEAMCAL location it has an
effect on the propagation of the beamstrahlung electron/positron particles traveling
towards the BEAMCAL. We expect this effect to be small so the results presented here
are expected to be almost correct.

Fig. 1. The figure on the left shows the total energy deposited inside the beam pipe as a
function of the anti-DiD strength scale factor. The figure on the right shows the
percentage of the energy deposited.
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We have determined the number of electrons/positrons and their energies that hit the
calorimeter in the very forward direction, near the beam pipe (BEAMCAL). This is
shown in Fig. 2. This clearly indicates that the large energy deposition comes from a
large number of rather low energy particles as compared to the energy from a single high
energy particle from the two photon process.

Fig. 2. Number of electrons-positrons from the beamstrahlung pulse that deposit the
amount of energy in the beamcal. This indicates that the large energy deposited is due to
a large number of rather low energy particles.
This leads us to surmise that the shower shape due to a single high energy particle
superimposed on a large number of low energy particles should be quite distinct from the
shower shape due to the same total energy but all deposited by a large number of low
energy particles. Hence we plan to use this as a way to separate the two signals and use
the difference in the shapes to determine the energy of the high energy single particle that
comes from the two photon process.
The Moliere radius of the showers is about 1 cm. Hence the appropriate cell size in the
BEAMCAL is about 1-2 cm and we need to study the energy deposition distribution
across the BEAMCAL in cell sizes of this order of magnitude. The shower will be
measured over 25 samples in depth each consisting of 1 radiation length of Tungsten
interleaved with sensing layers (which still are being determined). We then need to
determine the variations in this energy deposition by running various random bunches
and generating the showers produced by the beamstrahlung products and determine the
energy deposition variations in each layer.
We propose to use our computing farm in Colorado to generate the data to study the
characteristics of the showers we just discussed. We then propose to generate two photon
events using the Pythia and/or BDK software packages to overlay the energy of the
energetic electron/positron from the two photon process on the beamstrahlung data and
then develop algorithms to determine how to separate the energy deposition associated
with the two photon process and deduce the energy of the high energy electron/positron
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from the two photon process. Finally we will study the overlap of the two photon events
with Bhabha events that are expected to occur in the BEAMCAL every beam crossing.
We also plan to study the overlap with errant beam particles as a result of beam gas
interactions. We state here the milestones we project we will achieve over the next two
years:
1. We expect to determine at the end of the first year the mean and the standard deviation
of the energy deposition by the beamstrahlung in every 1cm2 area of the BEAMCAL in
the SiD detector final focus design. This will be done in everyone of the 25 layers of the
detector.
2. We expect, by the end of the first year, to overlay various shower depositions due to
the high energy leptons from the 2 photon events.
3. During the second year of this proposal we will study these shower depositions to
determine how well we can measure the energy and direction of the high energy leptons
from the 2 photon events.
4. By the end of the second year we propose to have studied the overlap of two photon
events with Bhabha events and errant beam particles to study whether this overlap makes
the analysis more complicated. We will study the complications that may arise from these
processes.
We request funding for a post-doctoral research associate to maintain locally the software
being developed in SLAC associated with the various detector efforts in the LCDRD
program; to maintain the software associated with the simulation like ISAJET, PYTHIA,
BDK, Guinea Pig, CIRCE, etc.; to help with the computer simulation effort of the
BEAMCAL involving and guiding the students in this effort in association with Prof.
Nauenberg.
Yale University Budget, in k$
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits (30.6%)
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs (26%)
Total direct

FY2007
22.9
0
0
22.9
7.0
29.9
0
1.3
0
0
31.2
8.1
39.3
100
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and indirect costs

Budget Justification for Yale University: Beamstrahlung Measurements
As was seen above and pointed out in ref. 1, measuring the characteristics of the
beamstrahlung beam, such as the number of beamstrahlung photons, the spatial
distribution of the photons, and the integrated beamstrahlung energy can give information
about the conditions of beams during their collision. In what follows we present some
ideas for an R&D program with the goal of making such measurements.
1. Counting the Photons
1.1 Optical Transition Radiation Camera
One means of measuring the number of beamstrahlung photons employs an “Optical
Transition Radiation Camera”. The device is situated in the beamstrahlung beam about
100m from the interaction point. The beamstrahlung photons are intercepted by a thin
foil (<10-4 radiation lengths) which converts a few of these into single e+e- pairs. These
proceed at very small angle into another thin foil in the beamstrahlung beam line oriented
at 45 degrees to the beam. Upon crossing the vacuum-foil boundary transition radiation
(TR) is emitted at 90 degrees to the beam in the optical frequency, and is detected by an
optical detector. The detector possibly might be a CCD allowing study of the
beamstrahlung shape. The method of 90 degree Optical TR (OTR) has been used
routinely by accelerator physicists for electron beam diagnostics where the electron beam
goes directly into the 45 degree foil, see [2,3] and the references therein. The method has
even been proposed for various aspects of ILC diagnostics. However the experience is at
comparably low energies, and as far as we can determine the technique has not been used
to study beamstrahlung. Therefore simulation and R&D is required to determine the
feasibility of such a detector at the ILC. We have performed an analytic calculation for
the probability of bremstrahlung photon production as a function of photon energy using
a published paper [4], and obtain about 3 photons per electron. This number depends
critically on the beam shape parameters, and is consistent with Chen's result and that of
Daniel Schroeder in his thesis [5]. The spectrum is also consistent with that of Chen.
Folding this result with the pair production spectrum and theoretical calculations of the
number of transition radiation photons with wavelengths between 400nm and 500nm we
obtain about 5×104 transition radiation photons per 2×1010 primary electrons for a 10-4 X0
pair production foil. With 3000 bunches per second, we expect 5×107 photons per
second. We are implementing Guinea Pig to study this in detail. For the 14mr extraction
beamline, as opposed to the 2mr line, the foils from the OTR camera can only work in the
periphery of the beamstrahlung beam since the beamstrahlung beam overlaps the
extracted electron or positron beam. Calculations [6] indicate that the beamstrahlung
beam is substantially wider than the charged beam. Because conversion of
beamstrahlung is only at the 10-4 level, however, stray electrons from the beam would
have a 104 higher probability of producing transition radiation that beamstrahlung
photons. This makes a TRD camera problematical for the 14 mr beam. We propose
further study of the possibilities of an OTR camera to measure the number and spatial
distribution of beamstrahlung photons.
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1.2 Gas Jet Spectrometer
An interesting possibility of measuring the number of beamstrahlung photons is via pair
creation of a fraction of the photons, and the subsequent observation of the number of
electrons and/or positrons created. We have investigated using a gas jet of a heavy gas for
conversion. Particle densities of approximately 1014 particles per cm3 are appropriate and
such jets are quite feasible. The jets can be well defined in space with a lateral extent as
small as 1 mm, and would not disturb a surrounding vacuum as low as that in the beam
pipe (≈10-7 Torr). Our first concept for a spectrometer for determining the number of
produced pairs of leptons is the first dipole in the Compton Polarimeter Chicane. A figure
for this concept is seen in Fig. 1. Using this dipole involves a minimum of disruption to
the ILC system, and directs the electrons and positrons produced by the jet to a region in
space that is a suitable location for detectors. The detectors we envisage are similar to
those we employ at the LHC: Tungsten-quartz calorimeter modules. They are radiation
hard, which is necessary for detectors in the ILC beam environment, and have a well
understood response to electrons.

Fig. 1. Concept of gas jet at the Compton Polarimeter chicane to observe beamstrahlung.
We are in the act of bringing the program Guinea Pig on line on our computers. This is a
program that simulates the photons from beamstrahlung from colliding e+e- beams. Once
this program is available we will study the influence of beam parameters on our proposed
devices. If building such devices appears fruitful, where practicable we will build and test
prototypes. We will also build and test prototype detectors to be used in these systems.
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BNL Budget, in k$

Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits (38%)
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs (55.6%)
Total direct
and indirect costs

FY2007
163
0
0
163
62
225
0
0
20
5
250
139
389

Budget justification for BNL
The BNL budget request consists of 50% Zheng Li from Instrumentation Division to
study the BeamCal radiation damage issues:
1. Design and processing prototype MCZ Si detectors for the R&D.
2. Study MCZ Si detectors electrical characteristic (current and depletion voltages) and
charge collection properties after irradiation of both neutrons and gamma ray at various
fluences (n/cm2) and doses (Mrad’s) up to the total fluences and doses of two year
operation of ILC.
3. Study the possible interaction of neutrons and gamma’s on the detector properties.
4. Study the dependence of detector leakage current on the operating temperature.
5. Find out the optimal combination of fluence and dose that can result in the minimum
possible operating bias voltages, and optimal operation temperature that may be lower
than room temperature.
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6. Refine the design and processing to make a second prototype batch for a new iteration
if necessary.
7. Make recommendation for the best material, design, processing, radiation and
operation conditions.
50% mechanical engineer and 50% designer to interface with Brett Parker (Magnet
Division) et al to integrate the detectors into the extraction beam line. The engineer and
designer would be in either the Magnet Division or the Physics Department. Also 25%
technician to start with prototypes. For completeness, we give below our SLAC/Stanford
collaborator interests.
BeamCal Electronics by Gunther Haller SLAC/Stanford University 12/6/06
The signals from the BeamCal detector need to be amplified, shaped, and digitized.
Candidates for sensors are CVD diamond, silicon, or GaAs. For space, power, and
performance reasons a custom integrated circuit is required. The upper limit energy
deposition on a pad is equivalent to about 10,000 MIPs with at least a 10 MIP resolution
requirement. The occupancy will be high so most of the 3,000 pulses need to be read out
with at minimum a 10-bit dynamic range and resolution. There are some discussions to
have a second amplification range to have a higher resolution but that is under
investigation. A multi-channel ASIC needs to be designed, with the maximum number of
channels possible to be determined from our investigations. 64-channel appears to be a
reasonable goal. Radiation tolerance and low-power requirements are further
complications. In addition to the science data to be recorded, a low-latency (≤1µs) output
signal needs to be provided for accelerator feedback. We are proposing to design a
prototype integrated circuit for the BeamCal front-end electronics. As the baseline we are
designing for silicon as the detector material, but that can be revisited when more data is
available in respect to detector performance. The first task will be to define an adequate
architecture for the readout electronics, considering that information from every cell for
every single bunch crossing will be recorded. In principle there are several choices for the
readout architecture: analog memory, digital memory, a hybrid of analog and digital
memory. Although analog memory seems a good choice for multichannel, high-speed
digitization, the large number of storage cells (~3,000 for each channel) and discharge
from transistor leakage current may make it impractical for available IC technology.
Exclusive use of digital memory implies real-time digitization, which has power and
space consequences. In addition there is a risk of significant coupling noise issues on the
front-end amplifiers. After the architecture has been defined, the circuit will be designed,
simulated thoroughly, laid out, fabricated and tested. The circuit design involves the
analog front-end design and the readout implementation. The front-end electronics will
be based on a charge amplifier and analog pulse shaper, and its design for low noise will
be addressed using gm/Id methodology, extended for low noise design of charge
amplifiers. Another goal of this study is what the impact is on the electronics if the
number of bunches in a train would be increased to ~6,000.
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Sanjib R. Mishra, Professor
Carl Rosenfeld, Professor
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of South Carolina
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Project Leader
Carl Rosenfeld
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(803) 777-8145
Project Overview
We are seeking support for the fabrication and testing of new electronics for the timeof-flight system (TOF) of the MIPP experiment. MIPP [1] is a hadroproduction survey
experiment sited on one of Fermilab’s Meson West beam lines. The first run of the experiment completed data-taking at the end of February 2006. The collaboration recently
added a few new institutions and at the behest of Fermilab management proposed a second
run with a substantially upgraded detector [2]. The upgrade to the TOF electronics is a
necessary component of this project.
Table 1 shows the data that MIPP acquired in its first run by target, and beam energy.
Prescaling conditioned on beam Cerenkov counters yielded roughly equal proportions of π,
K, and p. The targets come in three categories: liquid H2 ; thin elemental targets including
beryllium, carbon, aluminum, bismuth, and uranium; and the MINOS target, which is a
stack of carbon blocks with a total depth of 90 cm [3]. The figures in the table are numbers
of triggers recorded. The proportion of triggers that are events in the target is about 30%.
The quantity of data on these targets accumulated in MIPP’s first run is about 25% of
what was contemplated in the proposal. The most significant reason for the deficit was the
performance of the data acquisition system. Whereas the proposal had envisioned that the
DAQ could operate at 60 Hz, the reality turned out to be close to 15 Hz. The most significant
aspect of the upgrade is new front-end electronics for the time projection chamber (TPC)
coupled with a new data acquisition system. The combination will improve the data-taking
rate by a factor of about 100.
The benefit of the work proposed here to ILC detector R&D comes not from the TOF
electronics per se, but from the voluminous additional data that the second run of MIPP
will produce. A second benefit is the possibility of using the MIPP spectrometer to create a
tagged neutral particle test beam in which the response of ILC calorimeter prototypes could
be measured. Below we elaborate on each of these benefits and subsequently return to some
of the details of the proposed TOF electronics.
1
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Table 1: Summary of MIPP data acquired prior to shutdown at the end of February 2006.

Z
0
1
4
6
13
83
92

Data Summary
27 February 2006
Target
Element
Trigger
Empty
Normal
K Mass
No Int.
Emptly LH Normal
LH
Normal
p only
Be
Normal
C
Mixed
C 2%
Mixed
NuMI
p only
Al
Normal
p only
Bi
Normal
U
Normal
Total

5

0.21

20
0.10
0.30
1.94

Acquired Data by Target and Beam
Number of events, ×106
E GeV
35
40
55
60
65
0.14
0.52
5.48 0.50 7.39 0.96
0.61
1.98
0.10

Energy
Total
85

0.31
1.73

0.47
1.78

0.10
1.05
0.52
0.21

2.73

0.86

5.48

0.50

1.26
1.18
13.97

0.96

2.04

1.01
14.33
7.08

1.08
120

0.56
0.21
0.26

0.39

120
0.25

4.64

1.75
1.33
1.78
0.10
2.83
1.18
31.38

Hadroproduction on nuclei and the hadronic shower simulation problem. The
upgraded MIPP spectrometer will measure multi-particle production on nuclei using six
beam species, π ± , K ± , and p± , in the momentum range ≈1 GeV-120 GeV. The TPC will
measure the protons from nuclear breakup that travel forward in the laboratory, and the
plastic ball detector will detect the evaporation neutrons and protons emitted backwards in
the laboratory. The high data rate will enable the acquisition of an unprecedented quantity
of data on more than thirty nuclear targets including those commonly encountered in particle
physics detectors. Such data will raise the standard for validation of simulation codes and
may possibly be usable directly as a library of events in a fast Monte Carlo [4].
The hadroproduction data from HARP and from the proposed NA49 upgrade will be
valuable, but they will not substitute effectively for the MIPP upgrade data. HARP has no
data with kaon or antiproton beams, and the range of beam momentum covered, 3-15 GeV, is
comparatively narrow. The maximum momentum at NA49 is 158 GeV, 75% higher than at
MIPP, but the beam is positive only, the spectrometer has no particle ID device comparable
to MIPP’s RICH, and the data rate will be lower by a factor of about 100.
We suspect that the reader already appreciates that the accurate simulation of hadronic
showers will be an important tool for the validation of calorimeter designs for the ILC
detectors. Computational assessment of the popular particle flow algorithm [5] is particularly
sensitive to the quality of the shower simulation. Figure 1 shows the width of a 10 GeV π − induced shower in two calorimeter designs as determined by a variety of shower simulators
available in Geant3 and Geant4. The widths are normalized to the narrowest width obtained.
The variability across simulators is 35%.
Evidently reliable validated hadronic shower simulation is still a work in progress. Additional data from MIPP will have substantial leverage on the improvement and validation of
the various simulation codes. At the workshop on Hadronic Shower Simulations [6] experts
2
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Figure 1: The width of a 10 GeV/c π − energy deposit in scintillator and RPC readout
calorimeters as simulated by a host of simulation programs available in Geant3 (G3-) and
Geant4 (G4-). The widths are normalized to the minimum width obtained.

on GEANT4, FLUKA, MARS, MCNPX, PHITS, and several lesser known shower simulation codes met and discussed the status of their codes and what additional steps would bring
further improvement. The participants acknowledged that more particle production data
would help substantially to improve algorithms. Indeed there were calls for rapid publication
of existing MIPP data, and support for the MIPP upgrade was enthusiastic.
The problem of hadronic shower simulation stems from our lack of understanding of the
strong interaction. Although QCD constitutes a fundamental theory of the strong interaction, it cannot be used to calculate even a rudimentary non-perturbative process such as
elastic scattering. Ninety-nine percent of processes contributing to the total cross section
are beyond the reach of the fundamental theory. The situation stands in stark contrast to
the simulation of electromagnetic showers for which fundamental theory embodied in the
EGS code regularly makes predictions that are verified by experiment.
The particle production codes DPMJET and QGSJET, components of GEANT4 and
MARS, generate the minimum bias cross section using the supercritical pomeron (which on
its own violates unitarity). Via application of the optical theorem, cut pomerons produce
the total cross section. The codes approximate the cut pomeron by a quark gluon string,
which they then hadronize. The soft part and the hard part of the scattering cross section
are joined very carefully, but arbitrarily. It comes as no surprise that such methods might
not faithfully reproduce nature’s phenomena ab initio.
The simulation codes handle nuclear break-up using a plethora of models among which
are binary cascade, Bertini cascade, CHIPS, CEM03, and GEM2. Each model incorporates
its own assumptions concerning the nuclear break-up mechanism. As emphasized by Wigmans [7] the resulting number of spallation neutrons and protons has significant impact on
the accuracy of the calorimetric simulation. The linearity and the resolution of a calorimeter
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Table 2: Destination of 1.3 GeV total energy carried by an average pion produced in hadronic
shower development in lead. Energies are in MeV.
Binding Evaporation n
Energy (# neutrons)
Before first reaction
First reaction
Generation 2
Generation 3
Generation 4
Total

126
187
77
24
414

27(9)
63(21)
24(8)
12(3)
126(41)

Cascade n
Ionization
Target
(# neutrons) (#cascade p) recoil
(250)(πin )
519 (4.2)
350(2.8)
28
161(1.7)
105(1.1)
3
36(1.1)
23 (0.7)
1
478(4.6)

32

depend critically on compensating for the energy that settles in neutrons and nuclear binding
energy where it is invisible. Table 2 [7] shows how the energy of a 1.3 GeV pion is deposited
in lead. On average only 37% of the pion energy generates the detectable ionization. The
balance is ordinarily invisible. In a compensating calorimeter the introduction of a suitable
proportion of hydrogenous material allows the neutrons to make knock-on protons, which
increases the visibility of the energy in neutrons and thus reduces fluctuations. Whether
the models cited above adequately reflect the way that nature does nuclear break-up is not
clear at present.
The proponents of the simulation codes validate their work using inclusive particle spectra from single-arm spectrometer experiments some of which are over 30 years old. These
data have the disadvantage of being discrete in the transverse momentum variable. They also
harbor systematic error to a greater extent than modern open geometry experiments such
as HARP, NA49, and MIPP. A third shortcoming of single-arm spectrometer data is that
they offer no opportunity for testing predictions for multi-particle correlations. Designers of
ILC detector calorimeters, however, now have a strong interest in the lateral development
of hadronic showers, which depends on particle correlations. The modern open geometry
experiments clearly bring useful new data to the simulation business.
Finally, we want to dispel the occasional misunderstanding that data from hadron
calorimeter modules exposed to a test beam is useful for tuning the algorithms used in
the simulation codes. At the Hadronic Shower Simulation Workshop the Geant4 group
collectively answered a question by stating that “We only change our models based on microscopic data” [8]. What is “microscopic” data? They responded that they use the term
to mean data from thin elemental targets. With calorimeter data the various nuclear and
readout effects are thoroughly convolved, and tuning the underlying algorithms against such
data is a game of blind man’s bluff. In effect then, only experiments like HARP, NA49, and
MIPP, which produce data from thin targets, can help to improve the simulation algorithms.
Tagged neutral beams for ILC detector R&D. The requirement that ILC detector
designs be capable of separating the processes W → jet + jet and Z → jet + jet dictates
q
that the fractional energy resolution of a jet meet the stringent standard σE /E ≤ 0.3/ (E),
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E in GeV. Three of the four ILC detector concepts, SiD, LDC, and GLD, have adopted
the particle flow algorithm [5] as the means to achieve this performance. The ideal for the
particle flow algorithm is that the tracker determine the energy of the charged particles
in a jet, and the calorimeter determine the energy of just the neutrals. The separation
of the energy deposit by neutrals from the collocated energy deposit of charged particles
is a demanding proposition for a calorimeter. Simulations may guide the design of such
calorimeters, but ultimately prototypes will have to be evaluated in particle beams outside
a computer.
The exposure of a calorimeter prototype to a charged particle beam is a comparatively
simple undertaking. Fermilab already operates a suitable beam line. The exposure to
neutral particles of known energy is more problematic. The upgraded MIPP spectrometer,
however, offers a unique opportunity to expose calorimeter modules to energy-tagged beams
of neutrons, KL◦ ’s, and anti-neutrons.
The strategy is to utilize the reactions
pp
+
K p
K −p
p̄p

→
→
→
→

nπ + p
K̄ ◦ π + p,
K ◦ π − p,
n̄π − p

K̄ ◦

→
K →
◦

KL◦
KL◦

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

In these reactions the beam particle, p, K + , or p̄, has undergone diffractive dissociation,
and the forward propagating neutral is one of its daughters. This technique requires that
the beam particle scatter from a proton and therefore utilizes MIPP’s cryogenic hydrogen
target. The upstream components of the MIPP spectrometer measure the momenta of the
two charged particles. For the charged daughter of the beam particle the RICH or the
differential Cerenkov counter will generally determine the particle ID. The final state proton
derives from the target proton and is therefore slow in the lab frame. For this particle
it will frequently be the TOF system that produces the particle ID. A 3-C kinematic fit
yields the momentum of the neutral with a precision comparable to the spread in the beam
momentum, normally 2%. The plastic ball recoil detector, to be added to MIPP as a part
of the upgrade, will serve as a redundant veto against neutral target fragments such as slow
π ◦ ’s. The calorimeter under test would sit at the downstream end of the spectrometer in
space now occupied by MIPP’s own hadron calorimeter.
R. Raja has used the DPMJET code to simulate the tagged neutral beam [9]. Table 3
gives the expected daily number of tagged neutrals within the geometrical acceptance of the
MIPP calorimeter for a selection of beam momenta. Figure 2 shows the momentum spectrum
of the tagged neutrons for the same beam momenta but omitting 20 GeV. Additional plots
are available in the reference.
New TOF electronics. The current TOF electronics consists of 112 channels of discriminator, 112 channels of TDC, and 112 channels of ADC distributed across four CAMAC
crates. MIPP’s first run exposed deficiencies in this system. Most notably the late-arriving
start signal from the trigger logic necessitated the use of long delay cables, which had poor
thermal stability. Diurnal fluctuations of the temperature in the experimental hall induced
5
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Table 3: Expected number of tagged neutrons, KL◦ , and anti-neutrons per day with an
upgraded MIPP spectrometer.
Beam momentum Positive beam
Negative
(GeV)
n/day KL◦ /day KL◦ /day
10
20532
4400
4425
20
52581
9000
9400
30
66511
12375
14175
60
47069
15750
14125
90
37600
-

beam
n̄/day
6650
11450
13500
13550

Figure 2: Momentum spectrum of neutrons within the calorimeter acceptance from the
diffractive process pp → pnπ + for a selection of incident proton momenta.
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secular shifts in the delay of these cables that was about eight times the intrinsic resolution
of the time measurement. Other features of the system make it unsuitable for use after
the upgrade. For example the CAMAC interfaces are no longer maintainable, and it is
unlikely that any CAMAC interface is a good match to the high data rate of the upgraded
experiment. For these reasons we will completely replace the TOF electronics.
The new design, promoted by Fermilab engineers, calls for custom front-end printed
circuit boards that incorporate TDC-GPX chips from ACAM GmbH for the TDC function
(also used by LHC-b) and TripT chips for the ADC function (also used by the MINERνA
experiment). We will use the TDC chips in a mode that provides 30 ps resolution, which
is better than the 50 ps least count of the existing system. These front-end boards will
interface to a back-end VME system that is shared with the upgraded TPC electronics. As
a part of the upgrade, MIPP’s trigger system will also be replaced. The new trigger system
coupled with the new TOF electronics will not require any delay to be provided by cables.
Thermal effects in the irreducible cable plant will be comparatively benign, but we will in
any case monitor the ambient temperature rather carefully.
The estimate for the hardware cost of the front-end circuit boards is $17,000. Fermilab
engineers will assist with the design of the TOF front-end boards, but none of their time is
included in the budget of this project. Carolina personnel will arrange for the fabrication of
a prototype of the front-end boards and will test this prototype. So far as possible the testing
of the prototype will determine that it meets specifications in the system environment in
which it will ultimately be deployed. Once we have certified the prototype, we will arrange
for the fabrication of the (rather small) production quantity.
Broader Impact
In a real sense the “broader impact” of the MIPP experiment is its most significant
output. Only for a minority of the collaborators is the hadronic physics that flows directly
from the MIPP data the primary interest. For most the utility of the measurements to other
experiments is the primary motivator. The ILC detector R&D seems poised to join the ranks
of the beneficiaries of the the broader impact of MIPP. The Carolina high energy physics
group, being a university group, trains students at the undergraduate and graduate level.
Students at both levels will participate in this project, and the the augmentation of the
scientific workforce is thus another of the project’s impacts. In due course the results from
MIPP will appear in the archival journals of physics and thus will be broadly disseminated. It
is likely, however, that the MIPP collaboration will provide access to the results to physicists
with a special interest well before publication.
Results of Prior Research
Sponsoring agency:
Award no:
Funding for the
current project period:
Period covered:

DOE
DE-FG02-95ER40910
$1,671,000
1 June 2004 - 31 May 2007
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TPC PID: < 1 GeV/c

DCKOV PID: 3-17 GeV/c
TOF PID: 1-3 GeV/c

JGG Analysing
Magnet 0.6T
RICH PID: 20-80 GeV/c

Wire Chambers

Rosie Analysing
Magnet 0.5T

Wire Chambers

EMCAL

Physicists
HCAL

Figure 3: Schematic with cutaways of the MIPP spectrometer. The TOF wall covers the
upstream face of ROSIE, the second analyzing magnet.

The challenge of the MIPP detector design was how to build a sophisticated instrument
with only a shoestring budget. The solution was to assemble it primarily from components
handed down from decommissioned experiments. The TOF apparatus was a notable exception. From the inception of MIPP the University of South Carolina high energy physics
group took responsibility for the TOF. Our task was to fabricate this system from scratch,
but the $185K budget allocated to it was modest to a fault. Comparable TOF systems in
other experiments have had budgets several times higher. The goal then was to produce not
a state-of-the-art system but the best that we could afford.
At momentum below about 0.7 Gev the TPC discriminates pions from kaons by ionization. Above 2.5 Gev a differential Cerenkov counter and a ring imaging Cerenkov counter
make this distinction. The role of the TOF is discrimination of pions from kaons in the
“gap” from 0.7 to 2.5 Gev. In Fig.3 we show how the TOF “wall” fits into the spectrometer.
It sits only 5.5 m downstream from the target, rather a short distance over which to measure
time of flight. It consists of 54 bars of scintillator, each 3.0 m tall. The central 40 bars have
a cross section of 5 cm x 5 cm, and for the 14 bars in the wings it is 10 cm x 10 cm.
The first step in our effort to calibrate the TOF wall counters was to optimize the
distribution of the time of flight of uninteracted beam tracks between the T01 counter and
the scintillator bar that these tracks traverse. (The T01 counter is a 4 cm x 4 cm scintillator
in the beam line about 8 m upstream of the TOF wall.) The plot in Fig. 4 is the distribution
of the average of the times registered by the phototubes at the top and bottom of the bar
minus the T01 time. The arrival times have been corrected for fluctuations in the pulse
height of the PMT signals. The good news is that the 190 ps sigma of this distribution is
roughly the resolution that we were hoping to achieve. The bad news is that the run for
8
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T320-T01+(arbitrary offset) (ns)

Figure 4: The time of flight of beam tracks from T01 to the TOF wall. The TOF wall time
is the average of the times registered by the PMT’s at the top and bottom of the scintillator.
We adjusted each arrival time according to the amplitude of the pulse. The origin of the
horizontal axis has no physical significance.

which we made this histogram was one that we selected to have substantially no ambient
temperature changes during the run.
As of December 2006 we have learned to compensate for the secular shifts in cable
delays associated with ambient temperature fluctuations. There remain, however, several
calibration issues that require considerable attention. For example we must determine the
relation of the mean arrival time of the PMT signal at the discriminator to the vertical
position at which a track penetrates the scintillator. Because of the substantial spread
in the gains of the phototubes we must make this determination bar by bar. In short, a
respectable plot of time of flight vs. particle momentum is at this point a work in progress.
Other portions of the MIPP analysis are similarly still under development. The experiment has not yet published any results.
Since the start of Carolina’s participation in MIPP, two postdoctoral fellows, two graduate students, and four undergraduates have worked on one or another aspect of the project
with substantial benefits to their scientific training.
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Facilities, Equipment, and Other Resources
Computing. The high energy group as a whole operates the following computing equipment:
Linux workstations, server class
7
Linux workstations, desktop class 17
DEC workstations (Alpha)
1
Macintoshes (G4)
3
Windows workstations
2
Disk drives
9.4 TB
DLT tape drive
1
Laser printers
3
Test and measurement. The group has basic equipment for electronic test and measurement including two 350 MHz digital oscilloscopes, a logic analyzer, and a NIM bin with
various modules for pulse generation and conditioning. We have three low-current highvoltage supplies, two in NIM and one in CAMAC format. We have about eight channels of
high voltage capable of powering photomultiplier tubes. We have a stock of approximately
100 CAMAC modules repatriated from the AMY experiment. Custom memory look-up
units, latches, and discriminators account for most of this stock. We also repatriated six
CAMAC crates with serial controllers and two Jorway 411 branch drivers. One of the crates
10
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is interfaced to a Macintosh via a Jorway 73A controller, and a second one is interfaced to a
Linux workstation via a Jorway 411. We have a programmer for ROM’s and programmable
logic devices, which can handle devices with as many as 160 leads.
Fabrication. The College of Science and Mathematics operates a rudimentary machine
shop, staffed by two machinists, which is at the disposal of the group. Shop work is recharged
to the group at a nominal $17/hr. The shop was indispensable to the R&D work on the
MIPP time-of-flight system. For assembly of the four-meter long TOF modules we negotiated
temporary access to some high-bay space in a building adjacent to the science complex.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
We assume that funding for this project would start in accord with the DOE schedule on
1 September 2007, i.e. just one month before the start of federal FY2008. It thus appears
likely that a significant portion of the activities declared below would actually transpire in
FY2008.
• Collaborate with Fermilab engineers to design the front-end circuit boards.
• Fabricate a first prototype of the design.
• Test the first prototype.
• Iterate the design, fabricate, and test additional prototypes if necessary.
• Fabricate the production quantity of the front-end circuit boards.
Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007
This proposal does not contemplate any activities or deliverables beyond the first year.
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Budget
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total salaries, Wages,
and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct and
indirect costs

FY2007 k$
0
0
8.4
8.4
0.1
8.5
17.0
0
0.1
0.8
26.4
3.8
30.2

Budget explanation. The stipends for the undergraduate students support them for
three months of work in the summer. For students the fringe benefit rate is 0.6%. We
have assumed that we can persuade our university to treat the purchases of parts for the
electronics as equipment purchases exempted from indirect cost recovery notwithstanding
the fact that individual unit costs will be less than the $5,000 threshold for capital equipment.
Travel to Fermilab to consult with engineers will be supported from the group’s DOE base
budget grant. The other direct costs are exclusively tuition for the students for the summer
semester. The indirect cost rate is 44%.
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I. Introduction
Ia. Project Overview
The Particle Physics Theory Group at Baylor is now engaged in the further precision exploration of the
Standard Model and its possible extensions, in order to address the many still unanswered questions that
this successful non-Abelian gauge theory, at the quantum loop level[BW1], has raised: where/what is the
Higgs, top production and decay, gauge hierarchy, little hierarchy, EW-QCD unification, EW-QCD-gravity
unification, ν masses, CP violation, nonperturbative solutions of QCD, etc.. In the context of the study of
these issues at an ILC-type colliding beam device, a high precision luminosity calculation is essential, as
we have seen from the success of the precision EW and QCD physics at LEP1 and LEP2. In the current
proposal, the PI and Dr. Yost ask that the DoE support their research during 2007-2010 as they pursue the
development of a high precision luminosity calculation, by MC methods on an event-by-event basis, for
such ILC-type colliding beam devices with ~ 1 TeV cms energy.
The plan of our approach is to build on the successful BHLUMI4.04[BW2] MC which the PI and his
collaborator Dr. S. Jadach developed, with their young collaborators, for the precision luminosity
predictions at LEP1 and LEP2, where the precision tags of 0.054% and 0.122% were respectively
realized on an event-by-event basis in the presence of amplitude-based multiple photon radiation in
which infrared singularities are cancelled to all orders in . The goal for the precision tag of the
corresponding new version of BHLUMI which we would develop should this proposal be funded,
version 5.00, would be 0.01%, as it is called for in ILC preparatory studies.[JB1] This is then a crucial
new theoretical result and corresponding deliverable MC that are essential for the use of the ILC
Luminometer data for discovery physics.
In the context of the development of the TDR for the TESLA project, which is a predecessor of the ILC,
substantial insight into what would be required to reach the 0.01% precision tag for a MC such as BHLUMI
at ILC can be gained from an analysis that was made[SJ1] for assessing what a 0.1% precision tag would
involve for such a MC at the TESLA-CLIC energy regime. In addition, recently, several groups[TR1,ER1,AP1]
have embarked on calculating the exact O(2) virtual corrections to massive Bhabha scattering in the low
angle regime in which the luminosity would be measured at the ILC. These results then extend the massless
results of Ref. [DB1]. BHLUMI needs the massive results and we will show below how the massless
results have been instrumental in some results on the massive results.
As we will present below, we have identified a viable strategy for using and augmenting as necessary the
existing the results on the exact O(2) corrections to massive Bhabha scattering in the low angle regime to
create a version of the BHLUMI MC with the precision tag of 0.01% as needed for the ILC physics
program. This version of BHLUMI will be version 5.0.
We believe our experience in developing BHLUMI4.04 for the LEP1,2 physics programs puts us in a
special position to achieve the goals of this proposal, where we will again work with our collaborator Dr.
Stanislaw Jadach from the Institute of Nuclear Physics in Cracow, Poland. As always, we will use
conservative well-tested (at LEP1,2) methods to determine when we have actually achieved the desired
precision tag, paying particular attention to both technical and physical precision issues.
Ib. Broader Impact
The project, if funded, would result in the training of one graduate student and one post-doc in the area of
theoretical high energy collider physics, an energy frontier discipline from the standpoint of laboratory
experiments. As the PI is a black American, evidently the funding of the project would make at least a small
improvement in the participation of minorities in science. The project would foster the continued
interaction between the PI’s group and the groups of Prof. Jadach in Cracow and Prof. Bardin in Dubna as
well as the collaborative interaction between the PI’s group and Prof. F. Jegerlehner in Berlin. These would
then be important contributions to the infrastructure of the field.

Ic. Results of Prior Research
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We will build on our ongoing collaboration with Dr. S. Jadach and his group at the INP, Cracow, Poland, on
the development and implementation of YFS MC methods for the calculation of high precision predictions
for high energy collider physics scenarios, especially at SLC/LEP1, LEP2, and more recently for the LHC.
Our research in this work was funded over the last 5 years as follows:
1. DOE grant DE-FG05-91ER40627, Task B, $80,000 ($5,000 UT matching computer funds)
, April 1, 2001-March 31, 2002 Title: “Theoretical High Energy Physics at UTK”
Personnel: PI - B.F.L. Ward; Research Assoc. Prof. - S.A. Yost; Graduate Student – M. Ozer
Summary of Results: Developed, implemented and applied key MC precision calculations for applications
to LEP2 physics: KK MC based on the new theory of coherent exponentiation for 2f production, YFSWW3
1.16 for W pair production and decay at LEP2 energies, and KoralW 1.51 and the concurrent MC
KoralW&YFSWW3 with all background graphs and O() corrections to W pair production at LEP2
energies; calculated exact result for O(2) hard bremsstrahlung in 2f processes for implementation into KK
MC; investigated recoil phase effect in exclusive B decays in connection with CP violation – such phases
are now more evident in the data. The project resulted in the training of one graduate student toward the
Ph.D. in physics, one junior research faculty and in the further development of the collaboration between
the Cracow and Knoxville theory groups.
Publications:
1) Exact differential O(alpha**2) results for hard bremsstrahlung in e+ e- annihilation to 2f
at and beyond LEP-2 energies, S. Jadach, M. Melles, B.F.L. Ward, S.A. Yost,
Phys.Rev.D65:073030,2002.
2) Recoil phase effect in exclusive B decays: Implications for CP violation.
B.F.L. Ward, Acta Phys.Polon.B32:1835-1846,2001.
3) The Monte Carlo program KoralW version 1.51 and the concurrent Monte Carlo KoralW
and YFSWW3 with all background graphs and first order corrections to W pair production,
S. Jadach, W. Placzek, M. Skrzypek, B.F.L. Ward, Z. Was, Comput.Phys.Commun.140:475512,2001.
4) The Monte Carlo event generator YFSWW3 version 1.16 for W pair production and decay
at LEP-2 / LC energies, S. Jadach, W. Placzek, M. Skrzypek, B.F.L. Ward, Z. Was,
Comput.Phys.Commun.140:432-474,2001.

5) Precision predictions for (un)stable W+ W- pair production at and beyond LEP-2 energies, S.
Jadach, W. Placzek, M. Skrzypek, B.F.L. Ward, Z. Was, Phys.Rev.D65:093010,2002.
6) Coherent exclusive exponentiation for precision Monte Carlo calculations, S. Jadach,
B.F.L. Ward, Z. Was, Phys.Rev.D63:113009,2001.
2. NATO grant PST.CLG..977751, $8800, May 15, 2001 – May 14, 2003,
Title: “Cracow-Dubna-Knoxville-Moscow-Novosibirsk Radiative Corrections Project”
Personnel: PI – B.F.L. Ward, PI – D. Bardin; Co-PI’s – S. Eidelman, S. Jadach, F. Tkachov; Scientists –
Anton Andonov, P. Christova, L. Kalinovskaga, A. Milstein, W. Placzek, N. Root, Z. Was, Scott Yost ;
Graduate Students – Gizo Nanava, M. Ozer
Summary of Results: New results on e+e- → νν (nγ) using the KK MC and the exact one-loop corrections
from DIZET were calculated; the O() corrections to W, Z and H decay to 2f were calculated and used to
cross-check the program PHOTOS for such processes; the SANC system for automated O() corrections to
2→2 and 1→2 processes was developed and implemented; version 1.51 of KoralW was developed and
implemented; the problem of the electric charge screening effect was resolved for MC’s such as KoralW;
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the elements of the extension of YFS-style methods to QCD were completed; new hadronic matrix
elements for τ → 4π in TAUOLA were developed and implemented. The project contributed to the
training of two graduate students toward the Ph.D. in physics, to the training of seven junior research
faculty, and to the further development of the collaboration between the respective Cracow, Knoxville,
Dubna and Moscow (INR) theory groups.
Publications:
1) Predictions for ν νγ production at LEP, D. Bardin et al., Eur. Phys. J. C24: 373, 2002.
2) Comparison of SANC with PHOTOS and KORALZ, A. Andonov et al., Acta Phys. Polon. B34:
2665, 2003.
3) Novosibirsk hadronic currents for τ → 4π channels of τ decay library TAUOLA, A.E. Boudar et
al., Comp. Phys. Commun. 146: 139, 2002.
4) YFS MC Approach to QCD Soft Gluon Exponentiation, B.F.L. Ward and S. Jadach, Acta Phys.
Polon. B33: 1543, 2002.
5) Electric Charge Screening Effect in Single-W Production with the KoralW Monte Carlo, M.
Skrzypek et al., Eur. Phys. J. C27: 19, 2003.
3. DOE grant DE-FG05-91ER40627, Task B, $70,000, April 1, 2002-March 31, 2003 Title: “Theoretical
High Energy Physics at UTK”
Personnel: PI - B.F.L. Ward; Research
Assoc. Prof. - S.A. Yost; Research Associate C. Glosser; Graduate Student – M. Ozer
Summary of Results: We developed and made the first MC realization of the new theory of QCD
resummation based on the amplitude based approach of Yennie, Frautschi and Suura, which we extended to
QCD; we resolved the electric charge screening effect for MC’s such as KoralW; we continued the
implementation and refinement of the MC’s KorlaW&YFSWW3 and the KK MC which realizes coherent
exponentiation in the EW theory for final LEP2 data analysis. We developed the new resummed quantum
gravity theory, a UV finite approach to the union of quantum mechanics and the general theory of relativity.
The project resulted in the training of one graduate student toward the Ph.D. in physics, one junior research
faculty and one post-doc, and in the further development of the collaboration between the Cracow and
Knoxville theory groups.
Publications:
1) Quantum corrections to Newton’s law, B.F.L. Ward, Mod. Phys. Lett. A17: 2371 (2002).
2) YFS MC approach to QCD soft gluon exponentiation,
B.F.L. Ward and S. Jadach, Acta Phys.Polon.B33:1543-1558,2002.
3) Electric charge screening effect in single W production with the KoralW Monte Carlo, S.
Jadach, W. Placzek, M. Skrzypek, B.F.L. Ward and Z. Was, Eur.Phys.J.C27:19-32, 2003.
4) Precision W pair physics with the YFSWW3 and KoralW Monte Carlos.
M. Skrzypek, S. Jadach, W. Placzek, B.F.L. Ward and Z. Was, in Proc.
6th International Symposium on Radiative Corrections: Application of Quantum Field
Theory Phenomenology (RADCOR 2002) and 6th Zeuthen Workshop on Elementary
Particle Theory (Loops and Legs in Quantum Field Theory), Kloster Banz, Germany, 8-13
Sep 2002, eds. J. Blumlein et al., Nucl. Phys. B Proc. Suppl. 116: 358, 2003.
5) QCD soft gluon exponentiation: YFS MC approach.
B.F.L. Ward and S. Jadach, in Proc. *Amsterdam 2002, ICHEP*: 275-278 , 2003.
4. DOE grant DE-FG05-91ER40627, Task B, $70,000, April 1, 2003-March 31, 2004 Title: “Theoretical
High Energy Physics at UTK”
Personnel: PI - B.F.L. Ward; Research
Assoc. C. Glosser; Graduate Student – M. Ozer
Summary of Results: We introduced the new theory of the simultaneous exponentiation of multiple photon
and multiple gluon radiative effects, QED x QCD exponentiation, as we began to prepare for precision
QCD physics at LHC realized by MC event generators which are exact through O(s2,s,2) in the
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presence of parton showers without double-counting; we continued with the s-channel precision study of
the O() virtual correction to single-hard bremsstrahlung in 2f production in e+e- annihilation with an eye
toward its extension to the analogous processes in QCD for the corrections to single heavy gauge boson
production at the LHC, toward its application to radiative return physics at the B-factories and the phifactories, and toward its application to precision ILC physics, especially as it and its t-channel analog relate
to establishing the desired 0.01% precision tag for BHLUMI for the ILC luminosity problem; we also
continued with the application of the new resummed UV finite approach to the problem of quantum general
relativity, showing that massive elementary SM point particles, which would be classically black holes in
Einstein’s theory, are not black holes in quantum general relativity due to quantum loop effects. The
project resulted in the training of one graduate student toward the Ph.D. in physics and of one post-doc and
in the further development of the collaboration between the Cracow and Knoxville theory groups.
Publications:
1) Are massive elementary particles black holes?,
B.F.L. Ward, Mod.Phys.Lett.A19:143-150, 2004.
2) Massive elementary particles and black holes,
B.F.L. Ward, JCAP 0402:011, 2004.
3) Precision electroweak and hadronic luminosity calculations,
Scott A. Yost, Chris Glosser and B.F.L. Ward,
in Quantum Theory and Symmetries: Proceedings, eds. P.C. Argyres, T.J. Hodges, F.
Mansouri, J.J. Scanio, P. Suranyi & L.C.R. Wijewardhana, (World Scientific, Singapore,
2004) p. 775.
4) QED x QCD threshold corrections at the LHC,
C. Glosser, S. Jadach , B.F.L. Ward and S.A. Yost, Mod.Phys.Lett.A19:2113-2120, 2004.
5) Comparisons of fully differential exact results for O(alpha) virtual corrections to single
hard bremsstrahlung in e+ e- annihilation at high energies, C. Glosser, S. Jadach , B.F.L.
Ward, S.A. Yost, BU-HEPP-03-12, UTHEP-03-1201, Dec 2003, Phys.Lett.B605:123-128, 2005.
6) The virtual correction to bremsstrahlung in high-energy e+ e- annihilation: Comparison
of exact results,
S.A. Yost, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 32nd International Conference on
High-Energy Physics (ICHEP 04), Beijing, China, 16-22 Aug 2004, vol. 1*, 478-481.
7) Threshold corrections in QED x QCD at the LHC,
B.F.L. Ward, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and S.A. Yost, in Proc. 32nd International Conference on
High-Energy Physics (ICHEP 04), Beijing, China, 16-22 Aug 2004, vol. 1* 588-591.
8) Radiative corrections to bremsstrahlung in radiative return,
Scott A. Yost, S. Jadach and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. Cracow Epiphany Conference on Hadron
Spectroscopy, Cracow, Poland, 6-8 Jan 2005, Acta Phys.Polon.B36:2379-2386,2005.
9) Final state of Hawking radiation in quantum general relativity,
B.F.L. Ward, Acta Phys.Polon.B37:347-356,2006.
10) Black holes and massive elementary particles in resummed quantum gravity, B.F.L.
Ward, in Focus on Black Hole Research, 2005, ed. P. V. Kreitler, (Nova Scienec Publ., New
York, 2006) p.95.
11) New results on precision studies of heavy vector boson physics,
B.F.L. Ward, C. Glosser, S. Jadach, W. Placzek, M. Skrzypek, Z. Was and S.A. Yost, in Proc.
DPF 2004: Annual Meeting of the Division of Particles and Fields (DPF) of the American
Physical Society (APS), Riverside, California, 26-31 Aug 2004, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A20:32583262, 2005.
12) Quantum corrections to Newton's law in resummed quantum gravity,
B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. DPF 2004: Annual Meeting of the Division of Particles and Fields
(DPF) of the American Physical Society (APS), Riverside, California, 26-31 Aug 2004, Int. J.
Mod. Phys. A20:3502-3506, 2005.
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13) Massive elementary particles and black hole physics in resummed quantum gravity,
B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. DPF 2004: Annual Meeting of the Division of Particles and Fields
(DPF) of the American Physical Society (APS), Riverside, California, 26-31 Aug 2004, Int. J.
Mod. Phys. A20:3128, 2005.
14) Threshold corrections in precision LHC physics: QED x QCD.
B.F.L. Ward, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and S.A. Yost, in Proc. DPF 2004: Annual Meeting of the
Division of Particles and Fields (DPF) of the American Physical Society (APS), Riverside,
California, 26-31 Aug 2004, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A20:3735-3738, 2005.
5. NATO grant PST.CLG..980342, $14,235, Feb. 15, 2004 –Feb. 15, 2006, extended to Dec. 31, 2007
Title: “Cracow-Dubna-Knoxville-Moscow-Novosibirsk Radiative Corrections Project”
Personnel: PI – B.F.L. Ward, PI – D. Bardin; Co-PI’s – S. Eidelman, S. Jadach, F. Tkachov; Scientists –A.
Milstein, D. Anipko, S. Yost, C. Glosser; Graduate Students – G. Nanava, M. Ozer
Summary of Results: To date we have obtained new results in comparison to those of Kuhn et al. in
Karlsruhe on the important radiative return process in e+e- annihilation especially as it relates to B-Factories
and Φ-factories as well as to the ILC type energies, so that 5 x 10-5 agreement is shown. We continued
with thw development and application of the new theory of QEDXQCD exponentiation and with the
application of the new approach to quantum gravity as it relates to the final state of Hawking radiation.
(Work is still in progress by our some of Dubna, Cracow, Novsibirsk and Moscow collaborators but visa
problems to the USA have hampered its completion.) The project resulted in the training of three junior
research faculty, one post-doc, and two graduate students, as well as in the further development of the
collaborations between the Cracow, Knoxville-Baylor, Novosibirsk and Moscow (INR) theory and
experimental groups.
Publications:
1) Comparison of exact results for the virtual corrections to bremsstrahlung in e+ eannihilation at high energies,
S.A. Yost, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc.
International Conference on Linear Colliders (LCWS 04), Paris, France, 19-24 Apr 2004,
eds. H. Videau and J.-C. Brient, (Ec. Polytechnique, Paris, 2005).
2) The virtual correction to bremsstrahlung in high-energy e+ e- annihilation: Comparison
of exact results,
S.A. Yost, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 32nd International Conference on
High-Energy Physics (ICHEP 04), Beijing, China, 16-22 Aug 2004, vol. 1*, 478-481.
3) Massive elementary particles and black holes in resummed quantum gravity, B.F.L.
Ward, in Proc. 32nd International Conference on High-Energy Physics (ICHEP 04), Beijing,
China, 16-22 Aug 2004, vol. 1* 419-422.
4) Threshold corrections in QED x QCD at the LHC,
B.F.L. Ward, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and S.A. Yost, in Proc. 32nd International Conference on
High-Energy Physics (ICHEP 04), Beijing, China, 16-22 Aug 2004, vol. 1* 588-591.
5) Final state of Hawking radiation in quantum general relativity,
B.F.L. Ward, Acta Phys.Polon.B37:347-356,2006.
6) HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the implications of HERA for LHC physics:
Proceedings Part A.
S. Alekhin et al., CERN-2005-014, DESY-PROC-2005-01,
Proceedings HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the Implications of HERA for LHC
Physics: CERN - DESY Workshop 2004/2005 (Midterm Meeting, CERN, 11-13 October 2004;
Final Meeting, DESY, 17-21 January 2005), CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, 26-27 Mar 2004.
7) New applications of resummation in non-Abelian gauge theories: QED x QCD
exponentiation for LHC physics, IR-improved DGLAP theory and resummed quantum
gravity, B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 7th International Symposium on Radiative Corrections:
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Application of Quantum Field Theory to Phenomenology (RADCOR 2005), Shonan Village,
Kanagawa, Japan, 2-7 Oct 2005, Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl.157:215-220,2006.
6. DOE grant DE-FG02-05ER41399, Task A, $195,000, June 1, 2005 – May 31, 2008
Personnel: PI – B.F.L. Ward; Co - PI S. Yost; Post-Doc S. Majhi
Summary of Results: In this project we have continued the development and application of our new theory
of QEDXQCD exponentiation for LHC physics in the presence of parton showers, to be realized by MC
methods through exact O(s2,s,2), where we have developed two different approaches to the problem of
shower/ME matching without double counting; we have also continued to develop and apply the new
theory of resummed quantum gravity, where we have shown that b one expects Planck scale cosmic rays as
an end product of the Hawking radiation process – of course, these would be rare events, presumably but
we have encouraged experimentalists to look for them; we have also continued our precision study of the
virtual correction to hard bremsstrahlung in e+e- annihilation as this is essential to precision radiative return
physics and to the error budget for any 0.01% version of BHLUMI for the ILC, for example. In progress
now are more detailed comparisons with the literature and the exact calculation of the up-down interference
processes in relative to Bhabha scattering. The new theory of IR-improved DGLAP evolution has been
introduced to open the way to precision structure function evolution beyond what is currently available, as
the large IR effects we have identified are currently not taken into account as accurately as the LHC
precision requirements would seem to indicate that they should be. The project is resulting in the training of
one junior faculty and one post-doc, and is further developing the collaboration between the Cracow and
Baylor theory groups.
Publications:
1) Resummed Quantum Gravity,
B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. ICHEP06, Moscow, 2006, in press.
2) QED X QCD Exponentiation: Shower/ME Matching and IR-Improved DGLAP Theory at
the LHC,
B.F.L Ward and S.A. Yost, in Proc. ICHEP06, Moscow, 2006, in press.
3) Numerically Stable Calculations of Radiative Corrections to Bremsstrahlung in ElectronPositron Annihilation,
S.A. Yost and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. ICHEP06, Moscow, 2006, in press.
4) Exact quantum loop results in the theory of general relativity,
B.F.L. Ward, hep-ph/0607198, submitted to Phys. Rev. D.
5) Planck Scale Remnants in Resummed Quantum Gravity,
B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. Cracow Epiphany Conference on Neutrinos and Dark Matter, Cracow,
Poland, 5-8 Jan 2006, Acta Phys.Polon.B37:1967-1974,2006.
6) Comparisons of exact results for the virtual photon contribution to single hard
bremsstrahlung in radiative return for electron-positron annihilation.
S. Jadach, B.F.L. Ward and S.A. Yost, Phys.Rev.D73:073001, 2006.
7) Virtual corrections to bremsstrahlung in high-energy collider physics: LHC and e+ ecolliders, Scott A. Yost and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 7th International Symposium on Radiative
Corrections: Application of Quantum Field Theory to Phenomenology (RADCOR 2005),
Shonan Village, Kanagawa, Japan, 2-7 Oct 2005, Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl.157:78-82,2006.
8) New applications of resummation in non-Abelian gauge theories: QED x QCD
exponentiation for LHC physics, IR-improved DGLAP theory and resummed quantum
gravity,
B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 7th International Symposium on Radiative Corrections: Application of
Quantum Field Theory to Phenomenology (RADCOR 2005), Shonan Village, Kanagawa,
Japan, 2-7 Oct 2005, Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl.157:215-220,2006.
9) HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the implications of HERA for LHC physics.
Proceedings, Part B,
S. Alekhin et al., CERN-2005-014, DESY-PROC-2005-01, Dec 2005. 330pp.
Proceedings, Part B HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the Implications of HERA and
LHC Physics (Startup Meeting, CERN, 26-27 March 2004; Midterm Meeting, CERN, 11-13
October 2004), Hamburg, Germany, 21-24 Mar 2005.
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10) HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the implications of HERA for LHC physics:
Proceedings Part A.
S. Alekhin et al., CERN-2005-014, DESY-PROC-2005-01, Dec 2005. 326pp.
Proceedings HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the Implications of HERA for LHC
Physics: CERN - DESY Workshop 2004/2005 (Midterm Meeting, CERN, 11-13 October 2004;
Final Meeting, DESY, 17-21 January 2005), CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, 26-27 Mar 2004.
11) Virtual corrections to bremsstrahlung with applications to luminosity processes and
radiative return,
S.A. Yost, S. Majhi and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 2005 International Linear Collider Physics and
Detector Workshop and 2nd ILC Accelerator Workshop, Snowmass, Colorado, 14-27 Aug
2005, ECONF C0508141:ALCPG1911,2005.
12) QED x QCD exponentiation and shower/ME matching at the LHC.
B.F.L. Ward and S.A. Yost, in Proc. HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the Implications of
HERA and LHC Physics (Startup Meeting, CERN, 26-27 March 2004; Midterm Meeting,
CERN, 11-13 October 2004), Hamburg, Germany, 21-24 Mar 2005.
13) IR-improved DGLAP theory,
B.F.L. Ward, hep-ph/0508140, submitted to Mod. Phys. Lett. A.
I.d Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources
The project requires access to 5 PC’s with at least 2GHz clocks and .5GB DRAM memories and
these are already in place at Baylor and already accessible by the PI and his collaborators
through CERN and the INP in Cracow as well. There is thus no issue regarding the appropriate
facilities, equipment and other resources.

II. Proposed Research for 2007-2009

II.1. Prelude
The success of the SM precision EW tests at CERN in the LEP1 and LEP2 experimental programs during
1989-2000 has shown that the non-Abelian loop corrections predicted by the ‘t Hooft-VeltmanBW1
renormalization theory for the SM EW theory are indeed correct. The same renormalization program was
applied by Gross, Wilczek and Politzer[BW1] to predict asymptotic freedom which has also been
corroborated by the CERN LEP1/LEP2 experimental programs as well as other experimental works. These
discoveries resulted in the 1999 Noble Prize in Physics for Profs. ‘t Hooft and Veltman and the 2004 Nobel
Prize in Physics for Profs. Gross, Wilczek and Politzer. The 1999 Academy citation for Profs. ‘t Hooft and
Veltman reads, “... for elucidating the quantum nature of the electroweak interactions in physics....The
theory’s predictions verified... large quantities of W and Z have recently been produced under controlled
conditions at the LEP accelerator at CERN. Comparisons between measurements and calculations (this
proposal involves extension of some of the calculations used at CERN in the comparisons referenced here)
have all the time showed great agreement, thus supporting the theory’s predictions. ...” The 2004 citation
for Profs. Gross, Wilczek and Politzer reads “…The theory has been tested in great detail, in particular
during recent years at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics, CERN, in Geneva (this proposal
involves extension of some of the calculations used at CERN in the tests referenced here)”. The High
Energy Physics Theory Group at Baylor is now engaged in the further exploration of the SM and its
possible extensions, in order to address the many still unanswered questions as we noted above, and we
ask that this special DoE program support our research during 2007-2008 as we pursue our exploration of
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the development and implementation of version 5.0 of the MC BHLUMI[BW2] for the Bhabha scattering
lumnosity process at the ILC energy regime and its attendant 0.01% precision tag.
Baylor University has allocated a significant number of faculty positions to High Energy physics, 1
Distinguished Professor and Chair (BFLW ), 1 Full Professor , two regular Associate Professors ( SAY+1 ),
and two regular Assistant Professors ( JRD+1). The DoE thus has a chance again in funding the current
proposal to add significantly to the national and regional infrastructure in the research capability in HEP,
thereby opening up new opportunities for the training of the next generation’s scientists in this important
area of fundamental research. We emphasize that there is every intention at Baylor to expand the
experimental group and to enhance the research efforts described in this proposal with further faculty
appointments in turn. This is all coordinated with the recent move of the Physics Department into a state-ofthe art new facility, the more than 500,000 sq. ft. New Science Building at Baylor, which opened in June ,
2004. This means that any funding by the DoE in this special program would have its chances for success
and impact on students and post-docs significantly enhanced.
We turn now to the proposed research by the Baylor HEP Theory Group on the development and
implementation of version 5.0 of the YFS MC BHLUMI for 0.01% luminosity predictions in the ILC
energy regime.

II.2. Development and Implementation of BHLUMI 5.0
Our development and implementation of version BHLUMI 5.0 so that the precision tag of 0.01% is
achieved would proceed as follows, should this proposal be funded.
First, let us recall that, as the precision requirement at LEP1 was 0.061% for version 4.04,
we have not implemented in version 4.04 all of the exact results which we have actually calculated in Refs.
[BW3,BW4]. Let us elaborate here for definiteness.
In Ref. [BW4], we have calculated the error budget for BHLUMI 4.04, which we reproduce here for
reference in Table 1.

Type of correction/error
(a) Missing photonic O(α2 ) [BW 7]
(b) Missing photonic O(α3 L3 ) [BW 8]
(c) Vacuum polarization [BW 9,BW 10]
(d) Light pairs [BW 11,BW 12]
(e) Z-exchange [BW 13]
Total

LEP1
Past [BW 5,BW 6]
0.10%
0.015%
0.04%
0.03%
0.015%
0.11%

Present
0.027%
0.015%
0.04%
0.03%
0.015%
0.061%

LEP2
Past [BW 5,BW 6]
0.20%
0.03%
0.10%
0.05%
0.0%
0.25%

Table 1: Summary of the total (physical+technical) theoretical uncertainty for a
typical calorimetric detector. For LEP1, the above estimate is valid for the angular
range within 1◦ − 3◦ , and for LEP2 it covers energies up to 176 GeV, and angular
range within 1◦ − 3◦ and 3◦ − 6◦ .
From Table 1, it can be seen that the goal of 0.01% for BHLUMI 5.0 is indeed reasonable. Indeed, there
have already been analyses of the calculational results that would be needed that are not already available
in Refs. [BW3,BW14, BW15]. We will return to these analyses presently. First, we can see from Table 1
that achieving 0.01% precision for BHLUMI 5.0 would involve the following steps:
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Present
0.04%
0.03%
0.10%
0.05%
0.0%
0.122%

1.

The item (a) in the table scales like ln(|t|/me2) where t is the relevant squared momentum transfer.
At LEP1, we had
regime, we have

|t |

2GeV whereas at a .5-3 TeV ILC with acceptance in the 25-100 mrad

| t | up to 75GeV, giving as much as a 30% increase[SJ1] in the size of item (a)

in Table 1. Since our goal is 0.01% here, we have to introduce the results from
Refs.[BW14,BW15] into BHLUMI 4.04, as their omission from v. 4.04 is what is already
responsible for the 0.027% error listed for item (a) in Table 1. This would reduce
this error to that for the variations in the published results for the pure

α
π

( ) 2 constant terms, which can be estimated reliably from Refs.[BW3, BW14,
BW15, TR1, ER1, AP1, DB1] as 0.001%. The resources and time needed to
accomplish this are discussed below. For reference, we show the size of these

α
π

( ) 2 constant terms in the Figure 1 below as they occur in the s-channel; we need
these terms for the t-channel for BHLUMI 5.0 – a crossing transformation,
something standard. The point is that for the typical luminometer cuts, the
difference between the theoretical results is at or below 0.001%.
2. The item (b) is also a known result from Ref.[BW15] and is currently omitted from v. 4.04 of
BHLUMI. Given its size already at LEP1, we would need to implement this third order leadinglog result into BHLUMI 5.0. This would mean that we would be addressing the missing

O (α 3 L2 ) corrections, and we can use the scaling rules just illustrated in the previous step to

give this error as 0.015%(1.7)/ln(MZ2/me2)=0.0011%. The resources and time required to achieve
this step are presented below.
3. Item (c) is the error on the hadronic vacuum polarization contribution. It has been shown in Refs.
[SJ1] that the error shown in Table 1 for this uncertainty increases to 0.14% at the ILC energies up
to 3TeV. Thus, we need an improved version of the vacuum polarization function in BHLUMI
4.04. In Ref. [FJ1], it is shown that the necessary strategy to provide this improved function is in
progress, and it is argued there that a precision of just under 0.01% is indeed reasonable to expect
in the not-too-distant future. We would need this new function for BHLUMI 5.0 and we remain in
contact with Prof. Jegerlehner so that we will implement the improved vacuum polarization
function in a timely manner.
4. Item (d) is the uncertainty due to light pairs. These effects are available in the
literature[BW11,BW12,ON1,BW16] and can be implemented in the new version BHLUMI5.0 or they can
be calculated using a separate calculation, either BHLUMI2.30[BW12] or the program in Ref.[ON1]
for example, as it was done by the OPAL Collaboration at LEP. Once this is done, this error can be
reduced to 0.005%.
5. Item (e) is the Z exchange and in general the s-channel γ exchange. Both s-channel exchanges
have been shown[SJ1] to be well-below 0.01%. But, the t-channel Z-exchange with its EW
correction[SJ1] can be up to 0.09% for energies up to 3TeV. The result for this effect is available in
the literature[DB2,HOL] and we would need to implement it in version 5.0 of BHLUMI. This
would reduce this error then to 0.001%.
6. Finally, we discuss the beamsstrahlung. We intend to provide a user input so that the
beamsstrahlung spectrum can be provided by the user. We would then use a FOAM- related
algorithm to realize the beamsstrahlung effect directly in the program. A proto- typical version of
this procedure already exists in Ref.[SJ1] and we would need to include this procedure in
BHLUMI5.0. We assume the beamsstrahlung spectrum can be measured/determined as accurately
as needed. So, we do not included an error for this in the new error budget for BHLUMI 5.0.
In this way, we would, if this proposal is approved, generate version 5.0 of BHLUMI, with the error
budget as shown in Table 2. The issue is what new resources would we need to accomplish the steps
1-5. We base our assessment on the efforts required to achieve the 0.061% precision of BHLUMI
4.04. Achievement of steps 1 and 2 involve our taking known results and cross checking them for
technical and physical precision as they would be implemented in the new version of BHLUMI. This
work would be done in collaboration with Dr. S. Jadach and with the assistance of one post-doc and
one Ph. D. student. Summer salary for the PI and Dr. Yost (one month for each in FY07 and FY08)
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would be needed and funds to support Dr. Jadach’s 1-3 month visit to Baylor would also be needed
($10000/yr). Step 3 would then be accomplished as the new results from Prof. Jegerlehner and others
on the hadronic vacuum polarization become available with the new resources just called-out. Step 4
has two solutions: if we use BHLUMI2.30 or the program in Ref. [ON1], we do not need further
action; if we want the pairs in version 5.0 of BHLUMI, then we need to act with the resources already
called-out, so that such a version of BHLUMI would be available about 1.5 years after the version
without the pairs included—it takes about 1.5 years with the resources so far called-out to introduce
the multiple soft pairs into a version of BHLUMI which does not already have them. Step 5 would
involve introducing known results from Refs.[DB2,HOL] into BHLUMI. Steps 3 and 5 would again be
accomplished with the resources so far called-out, with additional need for travel support between
Baylor and Berlin, Dubna and MPI-Munich (1 trip/year for 8 days for each of the Baylor-Dubna,
Baylor-Berlin and Baylor-MPI-Munich interactions, at $1500/trip for the first two and $1000/trip for
the last one). While all of this is in progress, it is essential that the PI’s group be able to maintain
contact with ongoing ILC related efforts through visits to centers of ILC research and through
participation in relevant ILC Workshops and Symposia. Some travel for two such trips a year($2000) is
also included in the estimated budget.

In summary, with the requested budget, the steps 1-5 leading to version BHLUMI 5.0 with the
precision tag 0.011% could be realized by the PI and his group working as usual in collaboration with
Prof. S. Jadach from the INP, Cracow, Poland. The time scale from the arrival of the needed resources
to the first proto-type of the new MC is ~3 years, based on previous experiences.
The basic estimated schedule would give the following:
▪ Project Deliverables for Fiscal Year 2007
Steps 1-2 could be done in the first year of the project, producing a version of BHLUMI with precision
tag approaching 0.1% for ILC.
▪ Project Deliverables for Fiscal Year 2008
Step 5 could be done by the end of the second year, and presuming the plan of
Jegerlehner for the vacuum polarization, step 3 as well could be done by the end of
the second year; finally, the pairs correction (step 4) could be introduced as
a separate program as a package by the end of the second year as well.
▪ Project Deliverables for Fiscal Year 2009
Step 4 could be introduced directly into BHLUMI by the end of fiscal year 2009.
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III. Budget Explanation Pages
Year: 2007-20098
Year 1
On-Campus
Salaries
1 month of summer salary for Dr. Ward
1 month of summer salary for Dr. Yost

$12,083
$ 7,165

1 Postdoctoral Research Associate

$34,000

1 graduate student stipend

$18,000
$ 71,248
18,309

Sub-Totals
Fringe Benefits (x 0.28 fac. x 0.38 post-doc)
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Off-Campus

TOTAL SALARIES PLUS FRINGE

$ 89,557

Travel
Domestic:
Travel to ILC Physics Working Group Interactions
and Meetings for the PI or appropriate group member (2 (3-5day)-trips /year )

2,000

Foreign:
Travel to Dubna by the PI or appropriate group member (1 trip at $1500 (air fare))
Travel to MPI, Munich by the PI or appropriate
group member (1 trip at $1000 (air fare))
Travel to Berlin by the PI or appropriate
group member (1 trip at (1500))

1,500
1,000
1,500

Consultation Services
Visit to Baylor by Prof. S. Jadach for consultation

10,000

Subtotal

$105,557

Facitilies & Administrative Costs ($101,094 x 32.5%)

$ 34,306

TOTAL BUDGET (Year 1)

$139,863

III. Budget Explanation Pages -- continued
Year: 2008-2009
Year 2
On-Campus
Salaries
1 month of summer salary for Dr. Ward
1 month of summer salary for Dr. Yost

$12,627
$ 7,487

1 Postdoctoral Research Associate

$34,000

1 graduate student stipend

$18,000
$ 72,114
18,552

Sub-Totals
Fringe Benefits (x 0.28 fac. x 0.38 post-doc)
TOTAL SALARIES PLUS FRINGE

$90,666

Travel
Domestic:
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Off-Campus

Travel to ILC Physics Working Group Interactions
and Meetings for the PI or appropriate group member (2 (3-5day)-trips /year )

Foreign:
Travel to Dubna by the PI or appropriate group member (1 trip at $1500 (air fare))
Travel to MPI, Munich by the PI or appropriate
group member (1 trip at $1000 (air fare))
Travel to Berlin by the PI or appropriate
group member (1 trip at (1500))

2,000

1,500
1,000
1,500

Consultation Services
Visit to Baylor by Prof. S. Jadach for consultation

10,000

Subtotal

$106,666

Facilities & Administrative Costs ($101,094 x 32.5%)

$ 34,666

TOTAL BUDGET (Year 2)

$141,332

IV. Two-year budget, in then year K$
Institution: Baylor University
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Total Salaries
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct and indirect
costs

FY2007
53.248
18.000
71.248
18.309
89.557

FY2008
54.114
18.000
72.114
18.552
90.666

Total
107.362
36.000
143.362
36.861
180.223

6.000

6.000

12.000

10.000
105.557
34.306
139.863

10.000
106.666
34.666
141.332

20.000
212.223
68.972
281.195
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